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Mary Esther, Milton, Pensacola plus Shop Hop

Facebook Live or App Events
Mondays 3:30 pm .............................................................................................Quilted Twins (pg. 15) 
Mon-Sat 5:30 pm .......................................................................................... Quilts and Lace (pg. 31) 
Tuesdays 6 pm .............................................................................. Inspire Quilting & Sewing (pg. 19) 
Tuesdays 11 am ...........................................................................A&A White Sewing Center (pg. 20) 
Wednesday 7 pm ............................................................................................ Crafty Quilters (pg. 18)
Thursdays 11 am ..........................................................................A&A White Sewing Center (pg. 20) 
Fridays 9 am ............................................................................................Boutique 4 Quilters (pg. 34)
Fridays 3:30 pm ................................................................................................Quilted Twins (pg. 15) 
Fridays 5 pm ..........................................................................................Sweet Darling Quilts (pg. 20)

March
1-31 .............................Bernina Quilting Month Sale at Margie’s Sew Much Fun in Crestview (pg. 4)
1-31 ..............................................................Viking Ruby 90 Specials at Miss D’s in Palatka (pg. 28)
1-April 30 ................................................................................................ All Florida Shop Hop (pg. 3)
1-April 30 .....................Visit Stitcher’s Quest during the All Florida Shop Hop in Mary Esther (pg. 3)
1-April 30 .............................. Visit My Sewing Barn during the All Florida Shop Hop in Milton (pg. 3)
1-April 30 ............Visit Margie’s Sew Much Fun during the All Florida Shop Hop in Crestview (pg. 4)
1-April 30 ...........Visit Busy Bobbins Quilt Shop during the All Florida Shop Hop in Chiefland (pg. 6)
1-April 30 ............. Visit Beyond the Stitches during the All Florida Shop Hop in Crystal River (pg. 7)
1-April 30 ........................Visit Oceans of Thread during the All Florida Shop Hop in Deland (pg. 10)
1-April 30 .................Visit Quilters Anonymous during the All Florida Shop Hop in Clermont (pg. 13)
1-April 30 ...............Visit Black Dog Quilt Shop during the All Florida Shop Hop in Clermont (pg. 13)
1-April 30 .......................... Visit Quilted Twins during the All Florida Shop Hop in Dade City (pg. 15)
1-April 30 ...Visit Heartfelt Quilting & Sewing during the All Florida Shop Hop in Winter Haven (pg. 17)
1-April 30 ....................Visit Meg’s Quilt Cottage during the All Florida Shop Hop in Sebring (pg. 18)
1-April 30 ........ Visit Inspire Quilting & Sewing during the All Florida Shop Hop in Plant City (pg. 19)
1-April 30 ................. Visit Nana’s Quilt Shop during the All Florida Shop Hop in Brooksville (pg. 19)
1-April 30 ........................ Visit Sweet Darling Quilts during the All Florida Shop Hop in Lutz (pg. 20)
1-April 30 .................................... Visit Scrap & Sew during the All Florida Shop Hop in Lutz (pg. 21)
1-April 30 ..................... Visit Fabric Smart during the All Florida Shop Hop in St Petersburg (pg. 22)
1-April 30 ....................... Visit Country Quilts during the All Florida Shop Hop in Clearwater (pg. 22)
1-April 30 ............. Visit Quilters Haven & More during the All Florida Shop Hop in Palmetto (pg. 22)
1-April 30 .....................Visit Flash Sew & Quilt during the All Florida Shop Hop in Sarasota (pg. 24)
1-April 30 ...............Visit Cedar Valley Crafts during the All Florida Shop Hop in Englewood (pg. 25)

Just A Note...

Visit www.facebook.com/TheFloridaRegister
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Amy & David

Welcome Spring!!! It’s time to go shopping….Our advertisers are ready to share 
with you all their new products for Spring, whether it’s a gift for someone special 
or something to make your home bright and sunny. Please remember to support 
these locally owned businesses – they are your neighbors. Let the shop owners 
know that you read about their shop in our publi-
cation. This is important because their advertising 
allows us to bring you this paper. They appreciate 
knowing the ads are effective and that keeps them 
advertising with us. 

If you know of a great shop that isn’t adver-
tising with us, but should be, please email ads@
theregisterweb.com with that shop’s name, phone 
number and address so we can send them a copy 
of the paper.

Follow along on Facebook: Don’t forget to visit 
our Facebook page for updates on our advertisers. 
We share about upcoming events, recipes, projects – 
extending your experience of our printed publication. 

Have you visited our website at www.TheReg-
isterWeb.com recently? The current copy of the 
paper is always on our website as a pdf if you lose 
your copy. Be sure to sign up for our e-newsletter so we can let you know when 
each new issue is available. 

Keep an extra copy of the current issue of our publication in your car to use as 
a road map for places to shop. What a fun, relaxing way to ease into Spring. And 
don’t miss the Spring open houses, quilt shop hops and shows that are planned. 
The shows and events listing summarizes all the events from the ads in this issue 
so you can easily mark your calendar to attend!

Rachel and Grace are both doing well. Rachel is in Mobile, AL in March then 
back out to Denver area for her Anesthesiologist Assistant program rotations. She 
will graduate in December. Grace is having fun and getting great grades at UGA. 
She has spent a few weekends visiting friends from high school at nearby colleges. 

Thank you for picking up a copy of this issue. And be sure to share your copy 
or pick up another copy for a friend. Enjoy shopping this Spring and please let our 
advertisers know you read about them here!

More Great Events continued on page 4

USA
Arizona: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Arkansas: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
California: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Colorado: Jan & John Keller, 11250 Glen Canyon Drive, Falcon, CO 80831-8458, 719-866-8570
Connecticut: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 2419, Cumming, GA 30028, 866-825-9217
Delaware: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 320, Meridianville, AL 35759, 888-616-8319
Florida: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 2419, Cumming, GA 30028, 866-825-9217
Georgia: Linda Parish, P.O. Box 389, Lexington, GA, 30648, 706-340-1049
Idaho (N): Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Idaho (S) WA & E. OR: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Illinois: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Indiana: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 320, Meridianville, AL 35759, 888-616-8319
Iowa: Linda Glendy, P.O. Box 6, Tama, IA, 52339, 641-751-2619
Kansas: Cindy Baldwin, 988 9th Ave., McPherson, KS 67460, 866-966-9815
Maine: Robin Levison, 24 Bluebird Lane, Gloversville, NY 12078, 518-752-6399 
Maryland: Stacy Lute, PO Box 115, Taneytown, MD 21787, 443-909-0531
Massachusetts: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 2419, Cumming, GA 30028, 866-825-9217
Michigan: Leslie Howell, 2875 Dunkirk Dr., Saginaw, MI, 48603, 989-751-8860
Minnesota: Kim and Mickey Keller, 2920 144th Ave. NE, Ham Lake, MN 55304, 763-754-1661
Missouri: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Montana: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Nebraska: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Nevada (N): Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Nevada (S): Glena Dunn, 4568 Carol Circle, Las Vegas, NV, 89120, 702-523-1803 
New Hampshire: Robin Levison, 24 Bluebird Lane, Gloversville, NY 12078, 518-752-6399
New Jersey: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 320, Meridianville, AL 35759, 888-616-8319
New Mexico: Jan & John Keller, 11250 Glen Canyon Drive, Falcon, CO 80831-8458, 719-866-8570
N. Carolina: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
North Dakota: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Ohio: Barb Moore, P. O. Box 37, Cable, OH, 43009, 937-652-1157
Oklahoma: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Oregon: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Pennsylvania: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 320, Meridianville, AL 35759, 888-616-8319
Rhode Island: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 2419, Cumming, GA 30028, 866-825-9217
S. Carolina: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
South Dakota: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Texas: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597 
Vermont: Robin Levison, 24 Bluebird Lane, Gloversville, NY 12078, 518-752-6399
Virginia: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 2419, Cumming, GA 30028, 866-825-9217
Washington & E. OR & S. ID: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
West Virginia: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 320, Meridianville, AL 35759, 888-616-8319
Wisconsin: Scott & Jennifer Hughes, P. O. Box 276, Altoona, WI, 54720, 715-838-9426
Wyoming: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181

CANADA
Alberta: Marcy Horswill, Suite 114, 919 Centre St. NW, Calgary, AB T2E 2P6, 587-585-3545
British Columbia: Jenifer Smith, 8726 Palmer Pl, Summerland, BC, V0H 1Z2, 604-506-4686
Manitoba & Saskatchewan: Kirby & Colleen Gust, Box 801, White City, SK, S4L 5B1, 306-585-0274
Ontario: Harriet Ramos, 103-575 Lacolle Way, Orleans, ON K2A 5B6, 613-612-8465

Publisher Contact Numbers Across the USA & Canada
The Country Register is a network of independently owned and published specialty newspapers 

for the consumer who enjoys outstanding shopping, events, excursions and specialty classes. 
Look for the paper in your travels or for the current issue online. 

For additional information, visit www.countryregister.com

CelebrateCelebrate
NatioNal QuiltiNg DayNatioNal QuiltiNg Day

March 16, 2024March 16, 2024

Shows & 
Events

May/June events due by April 1
Mail a check for $25 with your event info to the address at the top of page 2.

 

The MOST 100% cotton, premium  
quilting fabric in Florida 

 
Largest selection of Batiks 

100s of panels 
Wide Selection of Wide backs 

Patterns and Books 
Full line of sewing and quilting notions 

 
Available online and in the store 

 
Free Shipping on all USA orders over $100 

 
 
 

 
 
 

923 N. New Warrington Rd 
Pensacola, FL 32506-4250 

850-455-0112 
www.aandefabrics.com 
Mon – Sat 10 am – 5 pm 

 

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION COUPON 
Up to 25% off Fabric Purchase 

Code:  FLREG23JULY 
$25 max value. One time use per customer. Use in 

store or online. Normal exclusions apply. One discount 
per purchase. 

Valid: 7/1/23 – 8/30/23 

923 N. New Warrington Rd
Pensacola, FL 32506-4250

850-455-0112  
www.aandefabrics.com

Mon–Sat 10am–5pm

FLREGmarchapril

March 1-April 30, 2024
Amy, David, 

Rachel and Grace

850-665-4599 • 5201-B Dogwood Drive, Milton, FL 32570
www.mysewingbarn.com • MySewingBarn@gmail.com

Classes for all skill levels • Private sewing lessons available
Facebook: My Sewing Barn

BUSINESS HOURS:
Tues-Thurs-Fri: 9am-6pm
Wed: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-3pm
Sun & Mon: Closed

Great selection of fabric (including full lines), 
batting, notions, pre-cuts, panels and more!

FREE GIFT TO 
NEW CUSTOMERS
show coupon & 1/customer; expires 4/30/24

Participating in the 
All FL Shop Hop March & April ‘24

Reader  Shares!
Table runner project shared by reader  
A. Lyons who bought the fabric for the 

project at A and E Fabrics

Finished Project!

New shop hop comıng to

ALL FLORIDA
SHOP HOP

ALL FLORIDA 
SHOP HOP

MARCH&APRIL2024

Over74Stores,100sof Prizes,FreeGift at Every Store
Visit www.AllFloridaShopHop.com or join our Facebook Group: 

www.facebook.com/groups/allfloridashophop to learn all about it.

The All Florida Shop Hop Magazine will go on 
sale Mid-January at all participating stores.  

It’s your passport to embark on 
the Great Sewing Adventure 

Across Florida!

BERNINA Authorized Dealer 
with Certified BERNINA Technician 

Inside 
Santa Rosa Mall!

300 Mary Esther Blvd. • Mary Esther, FL 32569 
Mon-Thurs 10-5 • Fri-Sat 10-4

850-864-4555      www.stitchersquest.com

Fabric • Classes • Shop in-store or online
Bernina Sewing Machines, Service & Repair
Large selection of Coastal Prints & Batiks

All-Florida Shop Hop Specials:  
Color Aisle $8.99/yard

Batiks $9.99/yard
Thread - Buy 3/Get 1 Free                              
Select Quilt Kits 15% OFF

We have All Florida 
Shop Hop Fabric!
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Crestview, DeFuniak Springs and Alabama Panama City and Georgia

1-April 30 .......Visit White Daisy Quilt Shop during the All Florida Shop Hop in Punta Gorda (pg. 26)
1-April 30 ................................Visit Kits by Carla during the All Florida Shop Hop in Labelle (pg. 26)
1-April 30 ....Visit Cinnamon’s Quilt Shoppe during the All Florida Shop Hop in Jacksonville (pg. 27)
1-April 30 ..................... Visit Calico Station during the All Florida Shop Hop in Orange Park (pg. 27)
1-April 30 .................Visit Bee’s Quilt Shop during the All Florida Shop Hop in St Augustine (pg. 29)
1-April 30 .................Visit Sewing Garret during the All Florida Shop Hop in Daytona Beach (pg. 30)
1-April 30 .........................Visit Sew ‘N Quilt Co during the All Florida Shop Hop in Holly Hill (pg. 30)
1-April 30 ......................Visit Quilts and Lace during the All Florida Shop Hop in Melbourne (pg. 31)
1-April 30 ................Visit Sweet Time Quilting during the All Florida Shop Hop in Sebastian (pg. 31)
1-April 30 ............................. Visit Quilt A Bit during the All Florida Shop Hop in Greenacres (pg. 32)
9............................................ Oaks Quilters Quilt Show at Red Oaks RV Resort in Bushnell (pg. 14)
12-16 ............................................ Nashville Market Week at Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)
14-16 ................................ Original Sewing & Quilt Expo at RP Funding Center in Lakeland (pg. 16)
14-16 ................... Visit Tops Vacuum & Sewing at Original Sewing & Quilt Expo in Lakeland (pg. 23)
15-16 ....Quilts from the Heart Quilt Show at Central Panhandle Fairgrounds in Panama City (pg. 5)
15-16 .................................................. Deb Canham Event at Quilts and Lace in Melbourne (pg. 31)
15-30 ............Visit Beyond the Stitches during the Central Florida Shop Hop in Crystal River (pg. 7)
15-30 ..............................Visit the 7 participating shops during the Central Florida Shop Hop (pg. 8)
15-30 ................ Visit Nana’s Quilt Shop during the Central Florida Shop Hop in Brooksville (pg. 19)

March Events, Continued from page 2

Now Offering LongarmNow Offering Longarm
                   Rental!                   Rental!

938 N. Ferdon Blvd.
Crestview, FL  32536

Shop Anytime at
www.stitchbystitchfb.com

850-331-2206
M-F 9-7, Sat 9-5, Sun Closed

Celebrating 1 year!
Quilting & Sewing

Supply Store!
Fabric • Notions • Classes

Memory & Commission Quilts
And Much More!

Long Arm Services with under Long Arm Services with under 
2 week turnaround time!2 week turnaround time!

8085 State Highway 83 N
DeFuniak Springs, FL  32433

850-974-1295
www.ohsewkountry.comFabric

Notions
Classes

Bags
& much more!!

The ONLY
Quilt Shop
in Walton

County

NOW 
OPEN

WED-SUN 9-6
Veteran Family
Owned Business

Rise & Shine it’s
Quilting Time!
New Arrivals

Daily!

10% Off 
Expires 4/30/24 

YN4P4

St. Andrew Bay Quilter’s Guild

“Quilts From the Heart” Quilt Show
March 15 & 16, 2024

Location: Central Panhandle Fairgrounds
2230 15th St, Panama City, FL 32405

9-4 each day    Admission $10

Annual Quilt
Show Includes:

• Quilt Displays
• Silent Auction

• Quilters’ Boutique
• Bits & Pieces Snack Shop

• Vendors

- RIBBONS - RIBBONS - 
- RIBBONS -

This is a Judged Competition 
with ribbons presented
to the winners of each
category. These special

ribbons are handmade by 
the guild members.

SPECIAL AWARDS:
• Judge’s Choice
• Viewer’s Choice

• Hand Quilting Award
• Machine Quilting Award

2024 Opportunity 
Quilt (pictured here)

Drawing will be held
Sat., March 16 @ 3PM

Tickets can be purchased
for $2 each or 3/$5

Visit our website for information on membership and meeting times

www.sabqg.org

199 US Hwy 231 North • Ozark, AL 36360
334-445-3521 • www.frontporchquiltshoppe.com

Hours:  Tues–Fri 10-5  • Sat 10 - 2

Front Porch Quilt Shoppe
199 US Hwy 231 North

Ozark, AL  36360
334-445-3521

www.frontporchquiltshoppe.com

Variety of Classes • Quilt Group meetings
Fabrics, Patterns, Notions & DMC Floss • Machine Quilting available

Hours:

Mon.-Sat.

10am-5pm

©TCR 2013

20% OFF your Yardage Purchase with this Ad!
Exp. 8/31/15

Begin your New Year with 
a visit to our shop!

Hop on in and Fill Your
Basket wi�h Fab�ic!
Variety of Classes • Quilt Group Meetings

Fabrics • Books • Patterns • Notions
Home of Gammill Girl Quilting

Machine Quilting

Front Porch Quilt Shoppe

The Friendliest & Most Diverse 
Fabric Shop in Florida’s PanhandleFabric Shop in Florida’s Panhandle

• Check Facebook or Instagram for latest arrivals and class news• Check Facebook or Instagram for latest arrivals and class news
• Fabrics include Quilt, Children, Linen, Silk, Flannel, etc.• Fabrics include Quilt, Children, Linen, Silk, Flannel, etc.
• 3,700+ bolts of fabric, 500+ books, & quilting supplies• 3,700+ bolts of fabric, 500+ books, & quilting supplies

• Always special pricing on Horn Cabinets• Always special pricing on Horn Cabinets

2014 Lacey Lane
Crestview, FL 32536

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
850-689-3655

Toll Free 866-739-6274
www.margiessewmuchfun.com

Authorized Sales 
& Service for

We have machines
for all interests 
and price levels! 

Financing options 
are available. 

Check ourCheck our
Facebook,Facebook,

Instagram, orInstagram, or
Website the endWebsite the end
of April for ourof April for our

5353rdrd Anniversary Anniversary
 Celebration Celebration

announcement!

Since 1971

The Friendliest & Most Diverse The Friendliest & Most Diverse 

March is National
Quilting Month!

I hope this gives you a chuckle. As quilters I think we all can relate.
1: I promise to do my part. Money cannot buy happiness, but it does buy fabric and

fabric makes me happy. Since I know that my friends and family want me to be happy,
when I buy fabric, I am doing my part to keep everyone happy.

2: I will put blame where it belongs. My need to buy fabric is the fault of  the designers
who create the fabric. I promise to stop buying when they stop creating.

3: I will plan ahead. My stash is my retirement plan. One day I may have to actually
use it. Until then, I’ll buy more new fabric when I need to actually cut and sew, and
always buy extra so I make sure to feed my stash.

4: I will not envy my neighbors stash. Instead, I will diligently shop until I accumulate
an even bigger one.

5: I will practice equality. For every new “toy” my husband buys, I will spend an
equal amount of  money buying fabric.

6: I will contemplate. I promise to think daily about all of  the projects I will one day
make from my stash. For now, just planning them is enough.

7: I will utilize space wisely. It is important to come up with new ways to hide, (I
mean store), my stash.

8: I will be energy efficient. Stacked neatly, my stash acts as insulation.
9: I will exercise my mind. I will do this by thinking of  new ways to sneak (aka

transport) the fabric into the house without being seen.
10: I will be a good homemaker. This will be accomplished by coming up with

creative ways to display and blend my stash into the home décor. Charm packs can be
coasters. Yardage can be a tablecloth. What-nots can be placed on jelly rolls as lifters
and to add a pop of  color to a display.

11: I will not whine. No, if  a friend buys the last piece of  a certain fabric that I
wanted, I will not whine. I do reserve the right to guilt her until she shares.

12: I will support the local container store. I will buy the largest containers possible
because they will hold lots of  fat quarters. As a bonus, when stacked in the kitchen
cupboard behind cereal and cookies, they will be camouflaged from my husband.

13: I will actually complete a quilt or two. By doing so I will need to replace the used
fabric and my family cannot accuse me of  hoarding. I will also keep in mind that quilts
come in all shapes and sizes. A table topper counts as a completed project.

14: I will always be there for my fellow quilter. Especially when she needs fabric
therapy. I promise to accompany her on all buying trips and will clean out my car
before the trip so there is plenty of  room for the purchases. I will further support her
by offering to store her purchases in my car until she can sneak (aka transport) them
into her own house without her husband seeing.

15: Finally, I will practice DUI. “Developing Ultimate Inventory.” This supports my
local quilt shop and keeps them in business so I can continue to develop my stash.

--Deb Heatherly is a designer for Creative Grids® rulers and the author of  eight popular
pattern books. Creative Grids® fans are invited to join her Facebook group, “Grids Girls,” for
tips and inspiration at https://www.facebook.com/groups/770429649800457.  Shop Owners

are invited to join her group just for them at “Grids Girls for Quilt Shop Owners Only” at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/273593657256524. Visit Deb’s website at

www.Debscatsnquilts.com.

by Deb Heatherly
15 Quilters Commandments

Glass that glows under Ultraviolet light has become
one of the most popular trends in glass collecting
today. While all glass contains a combination of
elements, “Glow Glass” contains specific elements
such as Uranium, Cadmium, Selenium and
Manganese which fluoresce, or emit light at a specific
wavelength, under a blacklight - glowing green, yellow,
orange, pink, blue and blueish purple. Different
elements glow best under different wavelengths of  UV light, with the most popular
being 365nm. A variety of  fluorescent and LED blacklights are available at local
hardware stores and online.

Uranium was initially added to the glass-making process in the 1830s to create a
brilliant green-yellowish hue in daylight. As this glass grew in popularity, it was combined
with other heat-sensitive chemicals to create a yellow glass that was first known as
Canary Glass and then “Vaseline Glass: due to its resemblance to the Vaseline brand
of  petroleum jelly. It reached the height of  popularity during the Victorian period
(1880-1920).

Vaseline glass is in the family of  Uranium glass, yet there are distinctions between
the two. Vaseline glass is yellow or yellowish green in the daylight, while Uranium glass
comes in various colors and shades of  green and blue. Vaseline glass never comes in
opaque colors like jadeite, custard, or Burmese glass, but Uranium glass does.

United States production of  glass containing Uranium ceased during World War II
because the government confiscated uranium supplies for the Manhattan Project from
1942 to 1958, but Uranium-based glass production resumed after that. Although
Uranium glass does register on a Geiger counter, it is well below everyday “background
radiation” or about the same as a cell phone. However, the U.S. EPA recommends not
eating or drinking from Uranium glassware.

Manganese Glass dates back to Ancient Egypt and is considered one of  the oldest
elements added to glass. It was used as a clearing agent to remove the green tint that
comes from iron impurities. The presence of  Manganese is why clear or marigold
glass will glow a dull green color under a blacklight.

Manganese in clear glass, especially antique glass, can also change clear glass to a
shade of  violet to deep purple with prolonged exposure to UV light, such as direct
sunlight. In the glass world, this is known as "Sun-Changed" or Irradiated Glass, and
it is considered a sham to deliberately alter the historical artifact by exposing glass to
ultraviolet light to create this color. It is important to note that not all purple glass is
sun-changed, and many color-fast shades of  purple are created by adding specific
elements.

Cadmium is added to glass to create a sunset look when exposed to UV light, with
colors ranging from a bright yellow to a deep orange and even red. This was discovered
in 1817, but there were production delays for the pigment until about 1820 because of
the scarcity of  the element – which also made it very expensive.

Selenium, similar to manganese, was used as a clearing agent for glass. It is often
used in combination with Cadmium, creating a bright pink glow when exposed to UV
light. Selenium is also associated with some red glass that will cause an orange glow
when exposed to UV light.

The rising topic of  these added elements to the glass world has brought about
intrigue and new collectors, creating a surge in blacklights used while shopping to find
the next piece of  glass that unexpectedly glows. Now more than ever, glowing glass is
selling fast. Don't forget your blacklight the next time you are out antiquing.

-Rica Ketcham is a seven-year veteran glass collector who was first attracted by the remarkable
quality and craftsmanship of  Italian Murano glass, and more recently Mid-Century glass. She

is an active member of  the Glass Gatherers Phoenix club (GGPhoenix8@gmail.com) and can
be reached at her online store: https://midcenturyketch.etsy.com.

The Story of Glowing Glass
 by Rica Ketcham

16.......................................................... Coastal Quilt Show at Chillas Hall in Lanark Village (pg. 33)
18-19 .............................................................Designer Epic 3 Event at Scrap & Sew in Lutz (pg. 21)
21-22 .................................................. Spring Fling Sale at Nana’s Quilt Shop in Brooksville (pg. 19)
23..............................Suwannee Valley Quilt Festival by the Historical Train Depot in Trenton (pg. 6)
29-30 .................Visit Margie’s Sew Much Fun during the Panhandle Shop Hop in Crestview (pg. 4)

April
5-6 ............................................... Annual Quilts by the River with Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 28)
20............................................................ Stitching Retreat at Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)
26....................................Kimberbell Day at the Spa Event at Quilts and Lace in Melbourne (pg. 31)

May
2-4 ...........................................3 Day Bare Bones Retreat at Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)
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The CounTry regisTer Recipe exchange

Lemon pudding cake
3 tablespoons of butter, 
room temperature
1 cup sugar
4 eggs, room temperature 
1/2 cup fresh lemon juice 

1/4 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour
1 cup milk
fresh raspberries

Directions: Preheat oven to 325.° Lightly grease a 9-by-5-inch loaf pan 
or a 6-cup souffle dish.
Beat butter and sugar until fluffy. Separate eggs yolks and whites. Add 
yolks to butter mixture and beat well. Add lemon juice, salt and flour; 
beat well. Add milk; stir until well blended.
Beat egg whites until stiff. Gently fold into lemon mixture. Pour batter 
into prepared pan. Bake 50 minutes, covering with foil during the last  
10 minutes if the top gets too brown. Serve warm or chilled with  
raspberries. Serves 6.

Picnic in the Park by Janet Young

After a long, cold winter the season we were eagerly
anticipating has finally arrived… SPRING! Fling open your
windows, and let the warm spring breezes flow throughout
your house. With the dawning of  a new season, the
awakening of  the earth, and the sun-filled days of
Spring, one of  the best ways to celebrate would be to
have a picnic.

A picnic can be as basic as your typical backyard
picnic. But if  you want to tweak it up a bit why not have
a picnic with a theme. Perhaps, by first deciding the location it will help you determine
what theme you want to execute. For example, the beach for a beach picnic theme, or
a ranch or farm with a barn for a western theme. The possibilities are endless, but you
get the idea.

If  you choose to go to a park, try to pick a spot that offers a nice scenic view. Some
examples of  themes at a park might be to choose colors of  the rainbow and celebrate
Earth Day. Or, do a Vintage Picnic which would be a perfect theme to have a tea party
picnic theme. If  you don’t want to risk breaking your fine china, there are paper plates
and cups that are fashioned to look like china plates. For a simpler menu why not try
a cheese and charcuterie board.

If  you want a picnic on the grass, you might want to get a tarp from the hardware
store, if  you do not have one. The tarp should be put on the ground first, followed by
a blanket or blankets and even pillows if  you want to go all out for comfort. (The
reason for using the tarp is to keep any dampness from getting on your blanket.)

Next plan the menu. In the planning process, bear in mind the distance from your
car to the picnic spot. If  you have access to a child’s wagon that would greatly facilitate
and eliminate the numerous trips back and forth to the car and picnic spot. You can
keep the menu as simple or as elaborate as you wish. If  having a theme, you could
coordinate the menu to reflect your theme. For instance, the rainbow theme could
consist of  colorful foods to reflect the colors of  the rainbow.

Whatever you choose from location, to theme, to the menu, keep in mind what you
are wanting to create. Is it a celebratory occasion, a reflective moment, or a certain
atmosphere you want to portray? Whatever the reason, sit back and enjoy the dawning
of  Spring when all the earth comes alive again and we rejoice in this invigorating time
of the year!

Happy Spring!

- © Janet Young is a Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant,  Co-Founder of  Mid-Atlantic
Tea Business Association,  and prior owner of  Over The Teacup

Irish you a happy St. Patrick's Day
by Colleen Gust

St. Patrick’s Day celebrates Saint Patrick (and the
arrival of  Christianity in Ireland), and the heritage
and culture of  the Irish. Wearing of  green clothing
or shamrocks, plus parades and festivals are
common ways to commemorate the day.

Saint Patrick’s Day is a public holiday in both
the Republic of  Ireland & Northern Ireland, and
in Newfoundland and Labrador (for provincial government employees).

How did the story of  St. Patrick start? At sixteen, Patrick was kidnapped by Irish
raiders and sent as a slave to Ireland. Patrick spent six years there working as a shepherd,
and during this time, he found God. Patrick eventually fled to the coast, where he
caught a ship to take him back to Britain; and Patrick then went on to become a priest.

According to tradition, Patrick returned to Ireland to convert the pagan Irish to
Orthodox Christianity. He evangelized in the northern half  of  Ireland and converted
thousands. His efforts became the story in which he drove “snakes” (heathen practices)
out of  Ireland, even though actual snakes were not known to inhabit the region. On
Saint Patrick’s Day, it is now customary to wear shamrocks and green clothing, as he
used the shamrock, a three-leaved plant, to explain the Trinity.

Today, we celebrate St. Patrick with parades and festivals, Irish traditional music, and
the wearing of  green attire or shamrocks. Which reminds me, what do you call a fake
Irish stone? A shamrock.

Christians may also attend church. The Lenten restrictions on eating and drinking
alcohol are lifted for the day. Perhaps because of  this, drinking alcohol, particularly
Irish whiskey and beer, has become associated with the celebrations.

One of  the longest-running and largest Saint Patrick’s Day (le jour de la Saint-Patrick)
in North America occurs each year in Montreal. Did you know that Montreal’s city
flag includes a shamrock? The parade has been held yearly without interruption since
1824, so it’s time to paddy like the Irish do!

The Toronto Maple Leaf ’s hockey team was known as the Toronto St. Patrick’s
from 1919 to 1927 and wore green jerseys. In 1999, when the Maple Leafs played on
Saint Patrick’s Day, they wore green St Patrick’s uniforms.

St. Patrick’s Day gives us a reason to celebrate Irish cuisine too. Most of  us immediately
think of  Irish stew when asked about Irish food. Slow-cooked to perfection, the meat
becomes tender, and the vegetables absorb the rich broth, creating a comforting and
filling dish. It’s said that every Irish household has a unique twist on the classic stew, a
closely guarded secret passed down through generations.

Potatoes, known as the “Irish apple,” have been pivotal in Irish cuisine since their
introduction in the 18th century. A favourite is colcannon, a dish made by combining
mashed potatoes and cabbage with butter, a simple comfort food.

We must also pay homage to the “full Irish” breakfast, which includes fried eggs,
bacon, sausage, black pudding, grilled tomatoes, and toast.

Another food staple that comes up when mentioning Irish cuisine is Irish soda
bread. Soda bread, which is quick bread leavened with baking soda, has a crusty exterior
and tender interior, which makes it the perfect vehicle for a generous spread of  butter
or a dollop of  jam. And, why do Irish bakers use baking soda? It’s faster than Dublin
the dough with yeast.

St. Patrick’s Day, a global celebration of  Irish culture, serves as a testament to his
enduring legacy, fostering a sense of  unity and pride among the Irish and enthusiasts
worldwide. Ireland, with its vibrant traditions and enduring spirit, stands as a testament
to the enduring legacy of  St. Patrick, embodying resilience, community, and a deep-
rooted appreciation for life’s simple joys.

-Colleen Gust and her husband, Kirby publish The Country Register of  Manitoba &
Saskatchewan, Canada. See recipes mentioned in this edition please.

Irish Soda Bread
This is quite good served with the Irish stew. I usually mix up the bread
first thing in the morning, and then start chopping up ingredients for the
stew while the bread bakes. by Colleen Gust

Preheat the oven to 325°F. Grease a 9x5-inch loaf  pan.
Combine flour, baking powder, sugar, salt, and baking soda in a large bowl.
Blend egg and buttermilk together; add all at once to the flour mixture and mix
just until moistened. Stir in the melted butter. Pour into prepared pan.
Bake in the preheated oven until the top is golden brown, about 65 to 70
minutes. A cake tester inserted into the bread should come out clean. Cool on
a wire rack. Wrap in foil for several hours, or overnight, for best flavor.

Ingredients:
3 cups all-purpose flour
1 Tbsp baking powder
1/2 cup white sugar
1 tsp salt

1 tsp baking soda
1 egg, lightly beaten
2 cups buttermilk
1/4 cup butter, melted

Slow Cooker Irish Stew
I usually double this recipe. It’s hard to go wrong with a hearty stew,
but if your family is balking at the leftovers, try reheating it with a can
or two of coconut milk added, canned chickpeas and curry spices.

Heat the oil in large skillet over medium-high heat. Add beef  and brown;
remove and add to 4-6-quart slow cooker.

Add the onions to hot skillet and sauté over medium heat until softened.
Pour in about ½ cup of  the beef  broth, scraping any browned bits off  the
bottom of  the pan. Pour into the slow cooker over the meat.

Place the potatoes, carrots and celery in slow cooker. Whisk together broth,
Worcestershire sauce and flour in a measuring jug. Pour over meat and vegetables
in slow cooker, stir. Add in the herbs, close lid and cook on low for 7-8 hours
or on high for 4 hours.

To thicken: open the slow cooker and pour in cornstarch slurry, stirring to
combine well. Simmer without the lid for 15-30 minutes on high, until thickened.

Ingredients:
1 tbsp oil
1.5 lbs. beef  stew meat in 1-2-inch cubes
2 onions peeled and very thickly sliced
3 cloves garlic minced
1 lb. potatoes peeled and cut into chunks
4 carrots peeled and cut into chunks
3 sticks celery sliced

2 cups beef broth
2 Tbsp Worcestershire sauce
4 Tbsp flour
½ tsp salt
Ground black pepper to taste
1 sprig rosemary, or ¼ tsp dried rosemary
2 bay leaves

2 Tbsp cornstarch stirred into 3 Tbsp cool water to make a slurry

KISSed Quilts
Spinning Frames

by Marlene Oddie

Do you love cats? Cat Quilts? Cat Fabric? How about
drinking wine?

Northcott has a new collection – Whiskers and Wine
shipping to stores now! This includes a border print (used
in the quilt) and 28 unique motifs that are cleverly framed in
this quilt.

Using a half rectangle triangle shape creates a spinning
design around each printed image.

Consider using the AnglePlay® template system for the
easiest construction of  these half  rectangle triangles.

This pattern is designed to work for 5 ½” cut squares in
each frame. If  you’ve got another size to use, the rectangle
on each side can be adjusted to fit the shape!

The border stripe is fussy cut and gets you all the borders
as shown in one piece for each side. The pattern includes
mitering details.

You can find this pattern on my website or ask at a local
quilt shop near you. Be sure to tag us if  you make this up in
these fabrics or something else. Happy Stitching!

-Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts.com) is an engineer by
education, project manager by profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand

Coulee, WA at her quilt shop, KISSed Quilts. She quilts for hire on a
Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys designing quilts and assisting in

the creation of  a meaningful treasure for the recipient. Fabric, patterns, kits and
templates are available at http://www.kissedquilts.com. Follow Marlene’s

adventures via http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts and https://
www.instagram.com/marlene.kissedquilts
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 Crystal River, OcalaChiefland, Lake City, Trenton

11050 NW 10th Ave. • Chie� and, FL 32626
352-493-2801 • Levyquilts@gmail.com 

http://levycountyquiltmuseum.org

Open Tuesday – Saturday from 10am to 3pm
Quilts, fabric & other handmade items for sale!
Come see Sieglinde Schoen Smith’s collection 

permanently on display!

Find us on Facebook: levy-county-quilt-museum

OVER 7000 BOLTS of quality fabrics • Specialty books, tools 
& threads • Large variety of embellishments • Unique gifts, art 

supplies, education in the shop and on the road.

4136 West US Highway 90
Lake City, FL 32055

Phone: 386-755-0179   Toll Free: 877-755-0179
Fax: 386-755-8530

barbie@fabricartshop.com
www.fabricartshop.com

May You Be Moved to Create!

THE FIRST QUILT SHOP IN NORTH FLORIDA OFF I-75 
    EXIT 427, west 1/2 mile, on left in Swanson Plaza,

purple building in rear.

A specialty fi ber art store to provide you with
 items to make your most wonderful creations!

May You Be Moved to Create!

Join us for lots of fi ber art, quilting, jewelry, sewing, embroidery classes: 
Check out the class listing with pictures on fabricartshop.com.

Open 7 days: 
Mon-Sat 10-6

Sun 1-5

JANOME, FLORIANI, 
WONDERFIL, EDIEBARB Designs 

& EASY GLIDE Tools.

Shop in your 
jammies on our 
website. Most 

everything there.everything there.everything there.

New Ruler
Work Classes 
with Certifi ed 

Instructor 
Barbie

4136 West US Highway 90

Phone: 386-755-0179   Toll Free: 877-755-0179

purple building in rear.

THE FIRST QUILT SHOP IN NORTH FLORIDA OFF I-75 THE FIRST QUILT SHOP IN NORTH FLORIDA OFF I-75 

4136 West US Highway 90

THE FIRST QUILT SHOP IN NORTH FLORIDA OFF I-75 THE FIRST QUILT SHOP IN NORTH FLORIDA OFF I-75 

OVER 7000 BOLTS of quality fabrics • Specialty books, tools 
& threads • Large variety of embellishments • Unique gifts, art 

THE FIRST QUILT SHOP IN NORTH FLORIDA OFF I-75 
    EXIT 427, west 1/2 mile, on left in Swanson Plaza,

purple building in rear.purple building in rear.

THE FIRST QUILT SHOP IN NORTH FLORIDA OFF I-75 

supplies, education in the shop and on the road.

Six Gun Shopping Plaza • 4901 E. Silver Springs Blvd., # 606, Ocala, FL
352-629-2991 • 877-754-2911352-629-2991 • 877-754-2911

www.brickcitycrossstitch.com • email: bcxstitch@ao.comwww.brickcitycrossstitch.com • email: bcxstitch@ao.com
Hours: Hours: Tuesday–Saturday 10am–4pm

Mark Your 
Calendars

now!

Patterns, Fabrics, Specialty Fibers and Notions
Nashville Market Week   March 12-16

Come see all the goodies I bring back from Nashville. Hours 10-4

3 Day Bare Bones Retreat   May 2-4
Registration begins Mar 28. email to register or call for details. $90

Stitching Retreat   April 20
email stitchocala@yahoo.com for further info

Sewing/Embroidery/Quilting/Serger Machines, 
Floriani, Fabric, Threads and Notions.

Get Your Passports from us for these Hops!
All Florida Shop Hop from March 1 to April 30 (magazine avail too)

and Jelly Roll Shop Hop from March 15 - 30

979 N. Suncoast Blvd.
Airport Plaza

Crystal River, Florida 34429
352-794-3289 • Mon–Fri 9-5 • Sat 9-3

www.beyondthestitches.com
info@beyondthestitches.com

Facebook: Beyond The Stitches, LLC

Check website for more Classes & Events! • In-Store & Curbside Pickup Available
Sign up for Electronic Newsletter on our website

QQuuaalliittyy LLoonnggaarrmm QQuuiillttiinngg
SSeerrvviicceess aatt aann AAffffffffff oorrddaabbllee PPrriiccee!!
-- SSmmaallll ttoo LLaarrggee SSiizzee -- GGrreeaatt GGiiffttftfftf

IItteemmss
TT--SShhiirrttss && AAppppaarreell FFaabbrriicc ••

NNoottiioonnss •• QQuuiillttss

Quality Longarm Quilting
Services at an Affordable Price!
- Small to Large Size - Great Gift

Items
T-Shirts & Apparel Fabric •

Notions • Quilts

2200 SSoouutthh MMaaiinn SStt..
CChhiieeflflaanndd,, FFLL 33226622666666666
20 South Main St.

Chiefland, FL 32626
HHRRSS:: WWeeddss--SSaatt 1100--44 •• 335522--550077--22222338899HRS: Weds-Sat 10-4 • 352-507-2389

SShhoopp aatt wwwwww..TThheeBBuussyyBBoobbbbiinnss...ccoommShop at www.TheBusyBobbins.com

CCoommee
SSeeee UUss
TTooddaayy!!

Come
See Us
Today!

All Florida Shop Hop - March thru April
Shop Hours Monday - Saturday 10-4pm

Sunday 12-4pm

Picnic in the Park by Janet Young

After a long, cold winter the season we were eagerly
anticipating has finally arrived… SPRING! Fling open your
windows, and let the warm spring breezes flow throughout
your house. With the dawning of  a new season, the
awakening of  the earth, and the sun-filled days of
Spring, one of  the best ways to celebrate would be to
have a picnic.

A picnic can be as basic as your typical backyard
picnic. But if  you want to tweak it up a bit why not have
a picnic with a theme. Perhaps, by first deciding the location it will help you determine
what theme you want to execute. For example, the beach for a beach picnic theme, or
a ranch or farm with a barn for a western theme. The possibilities are endless, but you
get the idea.

If  you choose to go to a park, try to pick a spot that offers a nice scenic view. Some
examples of  themes at a park might be to choose colors of  the rainbow and celebrate
Earth Day. Or, do a Vintage Picnic which would be a perfect theme to have a tea party
picnic theme. If  you don’t want to risk breaking your fine china, there are paper plates
and cups that are fashioned to look like china plates. For a simpler menu why not try
a cheese and charcuterie board.

If  you want a picnic on the grass, you might want to get a tarp from the hardware
store, if  you do not have one. The tarp should be put on the ground first, followed by
a blanket or blankets and even pillows if  you want to go all out for comfort. (The
reason for using the tarp is to keep any dampness from getting on your blanket.)

Next plan the menu. In the planning process, bear in mind the distance from your
car to the picnic spot. If  you have access to a child’s wagon that would greatly facilitate
and eliminate the numerous trips back and forth to the car and picnic spot. You can
keep the menu as simple or as elaborate as you wish. If  having a theme, you could
coordinate the menu to reflect your theme. For instance, the rainbow theme could
consist of  colorful foods to reflect the colors of  the rainbow.

Whatever you choose from location, to theme, to the menu, keep in mind what you
are wanting to create. Is it a celebratory occasion, a reflective moment, or a certain
atmosphere you want to portray? Whatever the reason, sit back and enjoy the dawning
of  Spring when all the earth comes alive again and we rejoice in this invigorating time
of the year!

Happy Spring!

- © Janet Young is a Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant,  Co-Founder of  Mid-Atlantic
Tea Business Association,  and prior owner of  Over The Teacup

Irish you a happy St. Patrick's Day
by Colleen Gust

St. Patrick’s Day celebrates Saint Patrick (and the
arrival of  Christianity in Ireland), and the heritage
and culture of  the Irish. Wearing of  green clothing
or shamrocks, plus parades and festivals are
common ways to commemorate the day.

Saint Patrick’s Day is a public holiday in both
the Republic of  Ireland & Northern Ireland, and
in Newfoundland and Labrador (for provincial government employees).

How did the story of  St. Patrick start? At sixteen, Patrick was kidnapped by Irish
raiders and sent as a slave to Ireland. Patrick spent six years there working as a shepherd,
and during this time, he found God. Patrick eventually fled to the coast, where he
caught a ship to take him back to Britain; and Patrick then went on to become a priest.

According to tradition, Patrick returned to Ireland to convert the pagan Irish to
Orthodox Christianity. He evangelized in the northern half  of  Ireland and converted
thousands. His efforts became the story in which he drove “snakes” (heathen practices)
out of  Ireland, even though actual snakes were not known to inhabit the region. On
Saint Patrick’s Day, it is now customary to wear shamrocks and green clothing, as he
used the shamrock, a three-leaved plant, to explain the Trinity.

Today, we celebrate St. Patrick with parades and festivals, Irish traditional music, and
the wearing of  green attire or shamrocks. Which reminds me, what do you call a fake
Irish stone? A shamrock.

Christians may also attend church. The Lenten restrictions on eating and drinking
alcohol are lifted for the day. Perhaps because of  this, drinking alcohol, particularly
Irish whiskey and beer, has become associated with the celebrations.

One of  the longest-running and largest Saint Patrick’s Day (le jour de la Saint-Patrick)
in North America occurs each year in Montreal. Did you know that Montreal’s city
flag includes a shamrock? The parade has been held yearly without interruption since
1824, so it’s time to paddy like the Irish do!

The Toronto Maple Leaf ’s hockey team was known as the Toronto St. Patrick’s
from 1919 to 1927 and wore green jerseys. In 1999, when the Maple Leafs played on
Saint Patrick’s Day, they wore green St Patrick’s uniforms.

St. Patrick’s Day gives us a reason to celebrate Irish cuisine too. Most of  us immediately
think of  Irish stew when asked about Irish food. Slow-cooked to perfection, the meat
becomes tender, and the vegetables absorb the rich broth, creating a comforting and
filling dish. It’s said that every Irish household has a unique twist on the classic stew, a
closely guarded secret passed down through generations.

Potatoes, known as the “Irish apple,” have been pivotal in Irish cuisine since their
introduction in the 18th century. A favourite is colcannon, a dish made by combining
mashed potatoes and cabbage with butter, a simple comfort food.

We must also pay homage to the “full Irish” breakfast, which includes fried eggs,
bacon, sausage, black pudding, grilled tomatoes, and toast.

Another food staple that comes up when mentioning Irish cuisine is Irish soda
bread. Soda bread, which is quick bread leavened with baking soda, has a crusty exterior
and tender interior, which makes it the perfect vehicle for a generous spread of  butter
or a dollop of  jam. And, why do Irish bakers use baking soda? It’s faster than Dublin
the dough with yeast.

St. Patrick’s Day, a global celebration of  Irish culture, serves as a testament to his
enduring legacy, fostering a sense of  unity and pride among the Irish and enthusiasts
worldwide. Ireland, with its vibrant traditions and enduring spirit, stands as a testament
to the enduring legacy of  St. Patrick, embodying resilience, community, and a deep-
rooted appreciation for life’s simple joys.

-Colleen Gust and her husband, Kirby publish The Country Register of  Manitoba &
Saskatchewan, Canada. See recipes mentioned in this edition please.

Irish Soda Bread
This is quite good served with the Irish stew. I usually mix up the bread
first thing in the morning, and then start chopping up ingredients for the
stew while the bread bakes. by Colleen Gust

Preheat the oven to 325°F. Grease a 9x5-inch loaf  pan.
Combine flour, baking powder, sugar, salt, and baking soda in a large bowl.
Blend egg and buttermilk together; add all at once to the flour mixture and mix
just until moistened. Stir in the melted butter. Pour into prepared pan.
Bake in the preheated oven until the top is golden brown, about 65 to 70
minutes. A cake tester inserted into the bread should come out clean. Cool on
a wire rack. Wrap in foil for several hours, or overnight, for best flavor.

Ingredients:
3 cups all-purpose flour
1 Tbsp baking powder
1/2 cup white sugar
1 tsp salt

1 tsp baking soda
1 egg, lightly beaten
2 cups buttermilk
1/4 cup butter, melted

Slow Cooker Irish Stew
I usually double this recipe. It’s hard to go wrong with a hearty stew,
but if your family is balking at the leftovers, try reheating it with a can
or two of coconut milk added, canned chickpeas and curry spices.

Heat the oil in large skillet over medium-high heat. Add beef  and brown;
remove and add to 4-6-quart slow cooker.

Add the onions to hot skillet and sauté over medium heat until softened.
Pour in about ½ cup of  the beef  broth, scraping any browned bits off  the
bottom of  the pan. Pour into the slow cooker over the meat.

Place the potatoes, carrots and celery in slow cooker. Whisk together broth,
Worcestershire sauce and flour in a measuring jug. Pour over meat and vegetables
in slow cooker, stir. Add in the herbs, close lid and cook on low for 7-8 hours
or on high for 4 hours.

To thicken: open the slow cooker and pour in cornstarch slurry, stirring to
combine well. Simmer without the lid for 15-30 minutes on high, until thickened.

Ingredients:
1 tbsp oil
1.5 lbs. beef  stew meat in 1-2-inch cubes
2 onions peeled and very thickly sliced
3 cloves garlic minced
1 lb. potatoes peeled and cut into chunks
4 carrots peeled and cut into chunks
3 sticks celery sliced

2 cups beef broth
2 Tbsp Worcestershire sauce
4 Tbsp flour
½ tsp salt
Ground black pepper to taste
1 sprig rosemary, or ¼ tsp dried rosemary
2 bay leaves

2 Tbsp cornstarch stirred into 3 Tbsp cool water to make a slurry

KISSed Quilts
Spinning Frames

by Marlene Oddie

Do you love cats? Cat Quilts? Cat Fabric? How about
drinking wine?

Northcott has a new collection – Whiskers and Wine
shipping to stores now! This includes a border print (used
in the quilt) and 28 unique motifs that are cleverly framed in
this quilt.

Using a half rectangle triangle shape creates a spinning
design around each printed image.

Consider using the AnglePlay® template system for the
easiest construction of  these half  rectangle triangles.

This pattern is designed to work for 5 ½” cut squares in
each frame. If  you’ve got another size to use, the rectangle
on each side can be adjusted to fit the shape!

The border stripe is fussy cut and gets you all the borders
as shown in one piece for each side. The pattern includes
mitering details.

You can find this pattern on my website or ask at a local
quilt shop near you. Be sure to tag us if  you make this up in
these fabrics or something else. Happy Stitching!

-Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts.com) is an engineer by
education, project manager by profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand

Coulee, WA at her quilt shop, KISSed Quilts. She quilts for hire on a
Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys designing quilts and assisting in

the creation of  a meaningful treasure for the recipient. Fabric, patterns, kits and
templates are available at http://www.kissedquilts.com. Follow Marlene’s

adventures via http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts and https://
www.instagram.com/marlene.kissedquilts

Today, there are many kinds of magazines, blogs and
websites devoted to needlework enthusiasts with articles,
photos and how-to instructions for many different types
of needlework, including sewing, quilting, embroidery,
knitting, crochet, and more. Social media groups are also
available that allow members to interact with one another
and share pictures of their work. And yet, 100 years ago,
there were very few magazines on the market devoted
to women’s needlework.

The Modern Priscilla was a popular women’s
magazine that first appeared in 1887. Published by the
Priscilla Company in Lynn, Massachusetts, the editors
were Frank S. and Miss Beulah F. Kellog. By 1925, this
monthly magazine claimed a readership of 600,000. The price per copy was 10
cents in 1911. In 1927, the price had risen to 20 cents.

Subtitled “A Fancy Working Magazine,” this publication was aimed at women,
with a particular emphasis on needlework fans. All types of needlework were
illustrated—from hand embroidery and clothing construction to tatting, crochet,
knitting and drawn work. One advertisement proclaimed,

“Women who like pretty clothes are almost invariably needle-workers because
they know that a touch    of embroidery gives even the most common-place garment
an air of charm and distinction.”

In addition to the emphasis on needlework, the magazine included tips and hints
for caring for the household along with recipes, short fiction stories, dress patterns,
China painting, information about new products, and letters to the editor.
Advertisements included such companies as Eagle Brand Condensed Milk, Cream
of Wheat, Campbell’s Soup, Old Dutch Cleanser, Heinz, Spaghetti, Quaker Oats,
and Jell-O.

Each issue was packed with illustrations of the latest dress patterns. Patterns in
the early 1900s leaned heavily toward the Edwardian influence. Dresses were shown
with dropped shoulders and long, narrow skirts that ended at the instep. Hobble
skirts and tunics were also featured. Fashion changed radically by 1915 with the
introduction of a style of design known as “war crinoline” showing hemlines
creeping upward and skirts that were full and bell-shaped. By the 1920s, illustrations
showed simple shift style dresses with clean long lines.

The magazine also featured serialized stories. Two different stories appeared in
each issue and the editors were always looking for stories that included “dramatic
interest having to do with the affairs of real people.” They searched for stories that
were concerned with the actual problems of the day.

By the 1920s, books based on the magazine’s content were popular. The Modern
Priscilla Cookbook, published in 1924, included 1,000 recipes. The Modern
Priscilla Home Furnishing Book appeared in 1925, touting the idea of a “one-
woman power kitchen.” This type of kitchen was defined as “comfortable,
convenient and efficient.”The Modern Priscilla magazine was so popular that it
began to absorb competing publications. In March 1912, Everyday Housekeeping
Magazine had been acquired; then in May 1917, The Modern Priscilla absorbed
Home Needlework Magazine. By1930 The Modern Priscilla was out of print.

–Rachel Greco owns Grandma’s Attic, a traditional quilt shop in Dallas, Oregon. A quilt
historian and avid reader, she gives talks on needlework, the role of  women in American

history, and their connection to fabric. She has written several books and patterns and runs
Grandma’s Quilt Club, a monthly quilt class where participants collect quilt blocks, learn about

quilt history and make new friends. Learn more at https://grandmasatticquilting.com.

by Rachel Greco
The Modern Priscilla MagazineDoilies-The Forgotten Fiber Art

    by Barbara Kalkis
Doilies get a bad rap. We can easily

admit to socially acceptable faults and
find sympathy from our friends: Do you
secretly gobble chocolate bonbons that
you have hidden in a flour canister?  No
problem. You’re in good company. Do
you spend $300 of  your household “pin
money” (yes, Cash!) purchasing fabric at
a quilt show because you don’t want your
husband to see it on your credit
statement? Get in line. Every savvy
woman knows that trick.

But… if  you tell friends that you have a collection (please, not a ‘stash’) of  doilies
and … worse! … that you’ve sprinkled them around your house, you will be a marked
woman. Your friends will be shocked. They will laugh in that indulgent way that says
you are completely old-fashioned and out of  sync with life in the 21st century. You
will be compared to their grandmothers or, worse, their great-grandmothers – and not
in a good way. It’s just easier to say you crochet and change the topic to something easy
– like the weather.

Admitting that you love doilies is like saying you love dust collectors. Just saying the
word “doily” raises eyebrows and giggles. It’s truly unfortunate that the word sprung
from the 17th century clothmaker who created the first doily “napkin”. But doilies are
so much more than fanciful clutter. These spidery webs of  cotton, linen or silk fuse
artistry, beauty, and practicality into one delicate form.

By now you have guessed that I have a doily collection. In fact, I have an entire
drawerful of  doilies to match the colors of  every season, holiday, and just-because
days. Following the fall frenzy of  harvest, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, the
blue doilies come out in January; red in February; violet and greens in March…you get
the idea.

A Tribute to Art, Patience and Ingenuity
Doilies have some special characteristics. They are crocheted from fine threads –

not yarn. Thin, small crochet hooks are used as the stitching medium. They feature
lacy patterns that allow the surface beneath them to be seen.

What distinguishes the doily crafter is the talent to imagine and create the airiest
designs as if  by instinct. Delicate pansies, roses, fantasy posies, leaves, stars and
whimsical stitches form unique patterns. These exquisite flights of  fancy cannot be
repeated except by the artist, much less found in a pattern book.

The wonder of  doilies is not just in their intricate stitches and designs but in the
ways, artists adapt them for practical use. Doilies serve as centerpieces, like the 25-
inch diameter one that sits on my dining table. Small ones serve as coasters for wine
and water glasses and dessert bowls or plates. They give a frilled edge under potted
plants, lamps, alarm clocks (okay, I may go overboard). With a small bar of  soap or
lavender seeds, they make perfect pomanders for towel and linen closets.

Crocheted in closed stitches, they become potholders and hot pads. When adorned
with lacy borders, pillowcases, everyday tea towels and flour sack fabrics become formal
guest items.

Every doily gets its time on display in my house. It is a small way to honor the
anonymous women who created this lowly form of  fiber art. Perhaps they did so out
of  boredom or necessity.  Maybe it was the desire for a touch of  finery in an otherwise
functional home. Or – just maybe – doilies express the passion for art and beauty in a
loving soul.

-©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and consulting with high-tech
clients. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme and

Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

Shop Hop is a familiar term to many quilters. These unique events benefit 
quilting and sewing businesses, shoppers, and local communities.

Shop Hops can vary in size from just a few stores to statewide or regional 
events. They expose customers to new stores and experiences.

Many of us have a “favorite” store. A place that’s convenient, familiar, 
and that carries the stuff we like. But there is a whole world of new and dif-
ferent fabrics, notions, equipment, and personalities you’re missing out on 
if you don’t occasionally branch out. A Shop Hop provides quilters with a 
specific plan to do just that.

A Shop Hop works to promote and support quilting and sewing stores, 
so we can touch and feel the fabric in person. Most quilters “get this” and 
understand how important it is to support these places if we want them 
available in our communities.

Many quilters hop with friends, family, or their favorite “quiltsie.” They’re 
not just shopping – they’re making memories as they travel around an area 
together. Shop Hoppers not only get to visit sewing stores, they also enjoy 
traveling through large and small towns, discovering places they may have 
never visited before.

The towns and cities that hoppers travel through also offer many trea-
sures. Small town main streets evoke many fond memories. Shop Hoppers 
also support these towns as they take a break to enjoy lunch or dinner at a 
quaint restaurant. Someone along for the ride may visit a local antique store 
or boutique while hoppers are visiting a sewing store.

Hops are also about other kinds of fun. Most offer a reward, like prizes or 
discounts, for visiting participating shops. And of course, you get to express 
your creative side when you return home by making something beautiful 
with the items you picked up along the route.

The All Florida Shop Hop is coming to Florida for their second annual 
event during the months of March and April, 2024. It offers the opportunity 
to explore 70+ stores across the state. Start your adventure by picking up 
the All Florida Shop Hop Magazine at participating stores. This is a great 
resource to help you navigate the Shop Hop and something you can use all 
year long as you travel throughout the state.

Whether you hop to enjoy or support your community, we hope that 
you’ll mark a few days on your calendar to explore the great state of Florida 
and all that its sewing industry has to offer. To learn more, visit AllFlori-
daShopHop.com and join the Facebook Group Facebook.com/groups/All-
FloridaShopHop. Please let the shops you visit know that you read about 
the shop hop in The Florida Register. 

Shop Hops: Supporting our Communities

Chicken Scratch Embroidery on
Gingham Fabric     by Judy Sharer

Chicken scratch embroidery is done on gingham fabric, the
checkerboard fabric in bright or pastel solid colors with opposite
squares of  white giving it a checkerboard look. Chicken scratch
embroidery is popular on pillow cases, aprons, pot holders, and
quilts dating back to the 1860s. It made a comeback in the 1930s
and ‘40s and is becoming popular again. There are several patterns for all skill levels
that combine the relaxing crafts of  needle embroidery with sewing and quilting. If
you’re not familiar with chicken scratch designs, a simple Google search will reveal
several patterns or find a book with patterns at your local quilt shop.

The chicken scratch quilt I’m fortunate to own was made by my grandmother on my
father’s side. It wasn’t made specifically for me, but I was the lucky recipient of  the
quilt after Grandma passed. I know Grandma made the quilt, but I don’t know when
or for whom. I encourage everyone to place labels on your quilts with the date made,
who made the quilt, who it was made for, and if  it was for a special occasion like a
wedding, anniversary, or birth of  a child. It may seem like bragging when you create
the label, but it is really preserving history for future generations. The label can be
handmade from 100 percent cotton muslin or purchased. Remember to use a permanent
marker and sew the label on the back of  the quilt.

Growing up, I spent a lot of  time at my grandparent’s house. In fact, I remember my
parents often putting me on the local bus, beginning at the age of  six or seven. I sat
behind the driver and always reminded him where to let me off. My grandparents lived
two towns away, about 25 miles. Grandpa would meet me at the main road. It wasn’t a
regular bus stop, but I was a regular passenger, so the driver made an exception.
Grandma taught me to embroider and was very patient. I still have the first set of
pillowcases I made under her supervision. She was a good teacher and always encouraged
me to try new things.

If  you have a young person in your life, take the time to teach them to enjoy a craft.
Help keep your favorite hobby alive for the next generation. Embroidery, sewing,
knitting, crocheting, quilting, whatever your favorite, consider passing on your
knowledge and skills. Remember your teachers along the way and thank them. I will
always cherish my chicken scratch quilt and the memories of  time spent with my
grandmother learning to embroider.

-© 2024 Judy Sharer is the author of  A Plains Life series published by The Wild Rose Press.
The four-book series is available online wherever books are sold. If  you’re a quilter, you’ll enjoy
Judy’s sweet historical romance series which has a thread of  quilting throughout the family saga

series. Visit Judy’s website for more details. judysharer.com.

Free Pattern

For more fun and creative inspiration visit:

  www.JacquelynneSteves.com
Free Embroidery Pattern – May not be sold or used for commercial purposes. Use this pattern
for embroidery, wool applique, punch needle or rug hooking, painted projects or whatever your
imagination can dream up! Reduce or enlarge pattern as desired.

A South New Jersey Farmer’s Stories
    by Ed Cuneo

The recent opening of  a Dollar
General spurred a question from a
neighbor.

“Just went down to the new store.
Reminds me of  the old general stores in
a way. You have the same opinion?”

I sorta smirked.
“Yes, the diversity of  products is

similar to a general store. but there was
more to a general store than
merchandise,” I answered.

A quizzical look appeared on his face that prompted me to explain.
At one time in our area just about every hamlet had a general merchandise store.

There were three stores within five miles of  where we lived. The merchandise was
limited to those things that a family really needed and couldn’t get anywhere else. Since
most of  the families were farm families there was no need to get food or drink since
that was produced on most farms. Meats and cheeses came from the butcher. Tools
and implements were products of  the blacksmith. So, things such as linens, paper
goods or products used in baking were available for purchase. In my case it was the
odd toy on the shelf  or more importantly the display that held the pocket knives that
drove my interest in accompanying my father to such stores.

It was a natural place for neighbors to meet and converse. Unlike the romanticized
notions on TV or in the media, we did not have folks sitting on a cracker barrel in
front of  a stove every day chewing the fat in local gossip. If  you were looking for that
kind of  action, it took place at the barber shop for the men and at the church for the
women but only on select days of  the week. However, a quick hello how are you or
nice to see you was more common.

The experiences that I heard about or saw in those general stores was something
that could not be duplicated by today’s general stores.

At her store, Mrs. Matarese worked on credit as most did. But during the Depression
it was not embarrassing for a neighbor to knock on her back door of  the store and
receive something to keep the family going. Free of  charge. It was a neighbor helping
a neighbor.

Mrs. Affrunti’s store was well known by us kids because she carried the much coveted
school book covers from legendary Philadelphia radio station WFIL but also the fact
that after hours her son Bruce practiced his archery skills by shooting down the aisles
of  the store. Bruce later went on to represent the United States in archery competitions.

Then there was the Blatherwick store which had Topps baseball card packs for sale
for this young fanatic to buy. The store was located just up the street from the diamond
where we played Little League baseball. There wasn’t a day after practice that we didn’t
walk down to the store for a soda and a pack of  cards which cost 15 cents with a bad
stick of  gum inside which I usually threw away.

By now I think I had made my point with my neighbor.
“Just remember friend, it is more contact than content that makes a good general

store.”

–© 2024. Ed Cuneo is a “Jersey Farm Boy” born and raised and still residing in Southern
New Jersey with his wife, Teresa, daughter Anna and her rescue dog Henry. A retired school

teacher, he owns the last 14 acres of  his grandparents’ farm where he has a market garden
which serves as much as a place of  quiet reflection as it does for its bountiful food supply.

General Stores
I grew up on a dairy farm in Blaine, Washington, where

my mother served afternoon coffee and fresh homemade
zwieback (yeast double buns) on Sunday afternoons. This
German Russian tradition was called faspa. Often friends
dropped in unannounced during that time. Mother would
quickly set out a spread of  sliced cheese, meats, rolls, home-
canned fruit, and sweets to serve them.

My parents’ hospitality made an impression. I enjoyed these spur-of-the-moment
visits with church folks and wanted to follow my mother’s example.

Hospitali-TEA
Years later, when a friend gave me If  Teacups Could Talk by Emilie Barnes, I became

inspired to invite family and friends for a cup of  tea. Since I was also just beginning to
write for publication, I decided to write a column I entitled, “A Cup of  Tea with
Lydia.” When I told my writing mentor about my idea for a tea column, she said,
“That would bore me to tears.”

It hasn’t bored me to tears. Now decades later, I still enjoy going out for tea, serving
tea to others, and writing this tea column. I hope you enjoy the column too.

A friend asked me, “How do you keep coming up with ideas to write about?”
“I just keep serving tea,” I replied. I don’t usually plan a teatime to have a topic for

a column. But often after serving guests, I realize, “This could make a good tea column.”
The tea party inspires the column, not the reverse.

If  teacups could talk, mine would have many stories to tell. Like what happened a
month ago when my granddaughters (13 and 20) planned to stop by. “Would you like
to come for tea?” I asked. They did.

Impromptu Tea
Without much time to prepare, I planned a menu around the food I had on hand. I

made crustless cucumber-and-cream cheese sandwiches, scone blossoms from my
cookbook In the Kitchen with Grandma, and served sweets from my freezer.

Placemats, floral teacups and saucers, and a three-tier plate stand filled with foods
welcomed them to the table. The bottom plate held fresh-baked scones, Norwegian
krumkake, and cookies. On the side, homemade whipped cream, jam, and lemon curd
accompanied the scones. The middle plate held the sandwiches and edible small trees
for a garnish. A slice of  summer sausage was the tree base, thin cucumber slices were
folded back and forth for the tree, with a cheese star on top—all held together with a
toothpick. The smaller top plate contained cupcake liners filled with fresh raspberries
and small chunks of  melon.

They each had their own small pot of  favorite herbal tea—Country Peach Passion—
and the three-tier stand rested on the table between them. What a delightful way to
spend an impromptu visit! Now my teacups have another story to tell.

Spring Teas
Spring is a lovely season to share tea. How about an Easter brunch, a St. Patrick’s

Day par-tea, or a Mother’s Day teatime? Or perhaps you have a birthday or shower to
celebrate. I’ve included an easy three-ingredient recipe to serve. It will add a colorful
sweet and salty crunch to whatever else is on the menu.

I can’t wait until my next tea party! Won’t you join me?

-Lydia E. Harris is a tea enthusiast, grandmother of  five, and the author of  three
grandparenting books: GRAND Moments: Devotions Inspired by Grandkids (2023); In the
Kitchen with Grandma: Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together; and Preparing My Heart for

Grandparenting. All are available online and wherever books are sold.

A Cup of Tea with Lydia
by Lydia E. HarrisSpring into TEA
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RECIPE EXCHANGE

Lemon Broccoli Chicken
From the Kitchen of Patty Clifford, Fort Collins, Colorado

2 whole (Red Bird) chicken breasts, split, skinned & boned (1 lb. boneless)

1 tablespoon vegetable oil 1/4 cup milk
1 can Campbell’s® New Cream of Broccoli Soup
2 teaspoons lemon juice 1/8 teaspoon pepper

4 thin lemon slices

In a skillet, in hot oil, cook chicken 10 minutes or until
browned on both sides. Spoon off fat.

Combine milk and soup, stir in lemon juice and pepper.
Pour over chicken; top each chicken piece with lemon slice.

Reduce heat to low. Cover; simmer 5 minutes or until
chicken is fork-tender, stirring occasionally.

Cooking time: 15 minutes.
Serves four.
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The Country Register
RECIPE EXCHANGE

Taco Soup
From the Kitchen of Lynn Stephens, Longmont, Colorado

“Great for potlucks in a slow cooker!”

1 pound ground beef 1 onion chopped small
1 package Ranch dressing mix 1 package Taco seasoning mix
1 cup water 1 can black beans (15 oz. rinsed)
1 can Rotel diced tomatoes with green chilies (14.5 oz, mild or med)
2 cans pinto beans with liquid (15 oz.)
1 can creamed corn (15 oz.)

Brown beef with onion in a pot. Drain grease.
Add all of the remaining ingredients and simmer for about

20 minutes. Serve soup in a bowl with crushed tortilla chips
on top and garnished with

1 tablespoon of sour cream.

The Country Register
RECIPE EXCHANGE

Tuna Casserole
From the Kitchen of Carol A. Dalton, Loveland, Colorado

1 large can tuna (drained) 2 cans mushroom soup (low fat)
1 package frozen green beans (7.5 ounce) — thawed
1 packet soda crackers (approximately 36 crackers)

Mix together tuna and soup. Crush the soda crackers with a glass or rolling
pin. Place a layer each of soda crackers, tuna and mushroom

mixture, and green beans in a greased casserole.
Bake in a 350° oven for 30 minutes. 

Optional: Sprinkle fat free grated cheese and chopped almonds
on top. Return to oven for 3-5 minutes,

until cheese has melted.
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RECIPE EXCHANGE

Six Week Muffins
From the Kitchen of Linda Foutch, Fort Collins, Colorado
1 box Raisin Bran (15 ounce) 1 cup oil
2 teaspoons salt 4 eggs
3 cups sugar (I use 2 cups) 1 quart buttermilk
5 teaspoons soda 5 cups flour

NOTE: Raisin Bran can be substituted with a comparable fruit cereal.
You may substitute buttermilk with skim milk that’s been soured by

adding 1 tablespoon lemon juice or vinegar to 1 cup of milk.

Mix all ingredients together.
Can bake immediately or dough can also be kept

in the refrigerator for up to 6 weeks.
When dipping out dough, do not stir.
Bake in a 350° oven for 20 minutes.
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The Country Register
RECIPE EXCHANGE

Bubble Blowing Mix
From Eileen Alexander, Fort Collins, Colorado

1    cup dishwashing liquid
3    cups water

1/2     cup corn syrup

Mix ingredients together and enjoy

backyard summer fun with your children!
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Lady Lake, Orange City, Umatilla

Passports cost $7 prior to start of Shop Hop, $10 during Shop Hop.
Only 1 passport per person.  •  Passports are non-refundable. 

Participants must be 9 years old or older.

Must be present to have your passport stamped.

Must have stamp from all stores to
be in Grand Prize Drawings.

Winners have 30 days from the
end of Shop Hop to claim prizes.

Please do not ask stores to make
exceptions to these rules.

Receive Fabric  at EACH store! 
Finishing Kits available for purchase at each shop.

PRIZES: $75 and $50 Shopping Sprees!PRIZES: $75 and $50 Shopping Sprees!

A Quilting Palette
732 S. US Hwy 441•Lady Lake
352-751-0405
www.aquiltingpalette.com

The Sewing Studio Fabric 
Superstore
9605 US Hwy 17-92•Maitland
407-831-6488 
www.sewing.net

Beyond The Stitches
979 N. Suncoast Blvd. 
Airport Plaza, Crystal River
352-794-3289
www.beyondthestitches.com

Nana’s Quilt Shop
18851 Cortez Blvd•Brooksville
352-796-0011
www.nanasquiltshop.com

The Sewing Studio at Lady Lake
918 Bichara Blvd.•Lady Lake
352-753-0219
www.sewing.net

Sew-Mini Things
3820 N Highway 19 A•Mt. Dora
352-483-0082
www.sewminithings.com

Piece by Piece
6917 Round Lake Rd•Mount Dora
321-398-2814
www.piecebypiecequilts.com

Visit ALL 7 Visit ALL 7 
ParticipatingParticipating

Stores!Stores!

732 S. US Hwy. 27/441• Lady Lake, FL 32159
Mon 12-4, Tues - Sat 9-4  •  352-751-0405

AQuiltingPalette@gmail.com

Check out our online store at 
www.AQuiltingPalette.com

LongArm Quilting • Quilt Kit Cutting 
Binding • Embroidered Quilt Labels

Stop by to visit “The Happy Place”
at A Quilting Palette!

NEW Retreat • Classroom • Meeting Space!

A Quilting Palette, LLC

Includes cutting counters, 
worktables, and ironing stations.

Refrigerator, microwave and Keurig included.
Reservations are NOW being accepted. 

Not a quilter, that’s okay - 
ALL creative groups are welcome! 

2,000 Bolts 

of Quality Quilting 

Fabrics & 

Thread/Notions

Don’t Miss Our Upcoming Class List 
for March and April. Check it out on our website!

Vintage & Modern Sewing Machine
Cleaning and Servicing

1060 E Industrial Dr Unit O, Orange City, FL, 32763
(386) 575-8160    Open Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri 9-4; Sat 10-4

www.spikessewingmachineservice.com

Mi�  Be� ie’s
Quilt Shop

111 N. Central Ave.
Umatilla, FL
352-771-2653

Tues.-Fri. 10-4 • Sat. 10-2

Specializing in new quilt 
fabric, Heritage Fabric & 
now home to QuilttadsTM

QuilttadsTM are a new way to 
experience and purchase quilting 

fabric. Basic QuilttadsTM are 
40.5” long and vary in width from 

1” to 16” (in 1/2 inch increments). 

Come try a small 
project using 

QuilttadsTM and go 
home with a free 5” 

strip project.

www.missbessiesquiltshop.com

You Tube - Quilting in the New Age

I hope this gives you a chuckle. As quilters I think we all can relate.
1: I promise to do my part. Money cannot buy happiness, but it does buy fabric and

fabric makes me happy. Since I know that my friends and family want me to be happy,
when I buy fabric, I am doing my part to keep everyone happy.

2: I will put blame where it belongs. My need to buy fabric is the fault of  the designers
who create the fabric. I promise to stop buying when they stop creating.

3: I will plan ahead. My stash is my retirement plan. One day I may have to actually
use it. Until then, I’ll buy more new fabric when I need to actually cut and sew, and
always buy extra so I make sure to feed my stash.

4: I will not envy my neighbors stash. Instead, I will diligently shop until I accumulate
an even bigger one.

5: I will practice equality. For every new “toy” my husband buys, I will spend an
equal amount of  money buying fabric.

6: I will contemplate. I promise to think daily about all of  the projects I will one day
make from my stash. For now, just planning them is enough.

7: I will utilize space wisely. It is important to come up with new ways to hide, (I
mean store), my stash.

8: I will be energy efficient. Stacked neatly, my stash acts as insulation.
9: I will exercise my mind. I will do this by thinking of  new ways to sneak (aka

transport) the fabric into the house without being seen.
10: I will be a good homemaker. This will be accomplished by coming up with

creative ways to display and blend my stash into the home décor. Charm packs can be
coasters. Yardage can be a tablecloth. What-nots can be placed on jelly rolls as lifters
and to add a pop of  color to a display.

11: I will not whine. No, if  a friend buys the last piece of  a certain fabric that I
wanted, I will not whine. I do reserve the right to guilt her until she shares.

12: I will support the local container store. I will buy the largest containers possible
because they will hold lots of  fat quarters. As a bonus, when stacked in the kitchen
cupboard behind cereal and cookies, they will be camouflaged from my husband.

13: I will actually complete a quilt or two. By doing so I will need to replace the used
fabric and my family cannot accuse me of  hoarding. I will also keep in mind that quilts
come in all shapes and sizes. A table topper counts as a completed project.

14: I will always be there for my fellow quilter. Especially when she needs fabric
therapy. I promise to accompany her on all buying trips and will clean out my car
before the trip so there is plenty of  room for the purchases. I will further support her
by offering to store her purchases in my car until she can sneak (aka transport) them
into her own house without her husband seeing.

15: Finally, I will practice DUI. “Developing Ultimate Inventory.” This supports my
local quilt shop and keeps them in business so I can continue to develop my stash.

--Deb Heatherly is a designer for Creative Grids® rulers and the author of  eight popular
pattern books. Creative Grids® fans are invited to join her Facebook group, “Grids Girls,” for
tips and inspiration at https://www.facebook.com/groups/770429649800457.  Shop Owners

are invited to join her group just for them at “Grids Girls for Quilt Shop Owners Only” at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/273593657256524. Visit Deb’s website at

www.Debscatsnquilts.com.

by Deb Heatherly
15 Quilters Commandments

Glass that glows under Ultraviolet light has become
one of the most popular trends in glass collecting
today. While all glass contains a combination of
elements, “Glow Glass” contains specific elements
such as Uranium, Cadmium, Selenium and
Manganese which fluoresce, or emit light at a specific
wavelength, under a blacklight - glowing green, yellow,
orange, pink, blue and blueish purple. Different
elements glow best under different wavelengths of  UV light, with the most popular
being 365nm. A variety of  fluorescent and LED blacklights are available at local
hardware stores and online.

Uranium was initially added to the glass-making process in the 1830s to create a
brilliant green-yellowish hue in daylight. As this glass grew in popularity, it was combined
with other heat-sensitive chemicals to create a yellow glass that was first known as
Canary Glass and then “Vaseline Glass: due to its resemblance to the Vaseline brand
of  petroleum jelly. It reached the height of  popularity during the Victorian period
(1880-1920).

Vaseline glass is in the family of  Uranium glass, yet there are distinctions between
the two. Vaseline glass is yellow or yellowish green in the daylight, while Uranium glass
comes in various colors and shades of  green and blue. Vaseline glass never comes in
opaque colors like jadeite, custard, or Burmese glass, but Uranium glass does.

United States production of  glass containing Uranium ceased during World War II
because the government confiscated uranium supplies for the Manhattan Project from
1942 to 1958, but Uranium-based glass production resumed after that. Although
Uranium glass does register on a Geiger counter, it is well below everyday “background
radiation” or about the same as a cell phone. However, the U.S. EPA recommends not
eating or drinking from Uranium glassware.

Manganese Glass dates back to Ancient Egypt and is considered one of  the oldest
elements added to glass. It was used as a clearing agent to remove the green tint that
comes from iron impurities. The presence of  Manganese is why clear or marigold
glass will glow a dull green color under a blacklight.

Manganese in clear glass, especially antique glass, can also change clear glass to a
shade of  violet to deep purple with prolonged exposure to UV light, such as direct
sunlight. In the glass world, this is known as "Sun-Changed" or Irradiated Glass, and
it is considered a sham to deliberately alter the historical artifact by exposing glass to
ultraviolet light to create this color. It is important to note that not all purple glass is
sun-changed, and many color-fast shades of  purple are created by adding specific
elements.

Cadmium is added to glass to create a sunset look when exposed to UV light, with
colors ranging from a bright yellow to a deep orange and even red. This was discovered
in 1817, but there were production delays for the pigment until about 1820 because of
the scarcity of  the element – which also made it very expensive.

Selenium, similar to manganese, was used as a clearing agent for glass. It is often
used in combination with Cadmium, creating a bright pink glow when exposed to UV
light. Selenium is also associated with some red glass that will cause an orange glow
when exposed to UV light.

The rising topic of  these added elements to the glass world has brought about
intrigue and new collectors, creating a surge in blacklights used while shopping to find
the next piece of  glass that unexpectedly glows. Now more than ever, glowing glass is
selling fast. Don't forget your blacklight the next time you are out antiquing.

-Rica Ketcham is a seven-year veteran glass collector who was first attracted by the remarkable
quality and craftsmanship of  Italian Murano glass, and more recently Mid-Century glass. She

is an active member of  the Glass Gatherers Phoenix club (GGPhoenix8@gmail.com) and can
be reached at her online store: https://midcenturyketch.etsy.com.

The Story of Glowing Glass
 by Rica Ketcham

Cowgirl Poet, Quilter, Entertainer 
            Yvonne Hollenbeck 

 

 Gone To Pieces
The bed isn’t made, 

the house plants are wilting; 
the dishes aren’t done, 
and here I sit quilting.  
I should be up dusting 
or making some bread, 
but it seems nowadays 

I’m just quilting instead.  
I’ve got many projects 

all over the house 
and it’s not very pleasing 

for my loving spouse. 

I have no control, 
since I caught the bug; 

there’s no time for laundry 
or vacuuming rugs.  

They are littered with clippings 
or small bits of thread; 

I barely take time 
to make up the bed.  

So, come in my friend, 
that is, if you can. 

I’ve just gone to pieces 
and hope you’ll understand. 

Writing From Life 
by Jeanette Lukowski  

Improvisation  
I finished a quilt yesterday which I actually began making three or four years 

ago. While this is not an unusual statement amongst quilters, this was a note-
worthy (or, article-worthy?) quilt for me because it contains what I think of as a 
mistake-in-translation.  

The birth of the project actually began one Saturday morning, when I was 
watching a quilting program on Public Television. The program’s host was de-
scribing a quilt block she was featuring in the episode; I waited until the show 
finished before jumping up to grab paper and pencil to record what I recalled 
from her instructions. (Note to future self: have paper and pencil handy WHILE 
watching quilting programs which you cannot stop-and-start at will.)  

Anyway, I scribbled down notes and drew out a diagram, to the best of my 
memory.  

Working on the block a month or two later, I couldn’t imagine why the     
program’s host had referred to this design as a star, because mine looked more 
like a whirligig. But never mind, it was a cute block, so I made more. Eventually,  
a quilt top was created.  

Six months later, the quilting episode aired again. I was rather horrified to  
discover I had missed a step in the notes I had jotted down regarding the block 
design. No wonder mine didn’t look like a star! 

This, of course, led my brain down a rabbit-hole of thoughts while I stitched 
the binding. How in the world did quilt block designs make it from the East, 
through covered wagon rides on the Oregon Trail as families headed West, yet 
my memory confused the information traveling ten feet between the television 
and my paper and pencil, not twenty minutes after watching the program?  

Maybe that’s part of what’s behind the wide variety of interpretations on 
which color fabric belongs in the middle of a Log Cabin block (aside from the 
Underground Railroad’s practice). Or, it might explain how one small adjustment 
became Courthouse Steps? Don’t get me started on the subtle differences     
between the Hunter’s Star, the Ohio Star, the Block Star, the Northern Star, and 
the Sawtooth Star.  

I’m not a quilt historian. I appreciate the work quilt historians do, however, and 
I feel I now understand a bit more of why there is so much confusing history 
surrounding quilts they unravel for people like me. (Do you call it a Churn Dash 
block, or a Hole in the Barn Door?) Oy. 

This also explains how there can be so many quilters currently designing more 
quilt blocks for us to play with. New fabrics, tools, techniques, and sewing     
machines allows for building upon the rich heritage of quilting which precedes us.  

By the way, I looked up “whirligig quilt patterns” as I drafted this article; turns 
out there are at least two versions of quilt patterns going by that name—and my 
creation looks similar to, but nothing like either one of them. Isn’t that too funny? 
Here I am, an Improv Quilter in the making.   

© Jeanette Lukowski 2024. Jeanette is a mother, grandmother, teacher, and author who lives in Mankato, 
MN. She is inspired by the lives of strong women. Her email address is: writingfromlife@yahoo.com

Order Yvonne’s new book, “A Stitch in Rhyme” at 
www.yvonnehollenbeck.com — just $15 + $3.50 postage.  

 
© Yvonne Hollenbeck; 2023  

Yvonne Hollenbeck, from Clearfield, SD,  performs her original poetry throughout the United States, capti-
vating audiences in her wake.  She is one of the most published cowgirl poets in the West and is not only a 

popular banquet and civic entertainer, but also co-writes songs with many western entertainers. Yvonne 
also pens a weekly column in the “Farmer-Rancher Exchange” and writes articles about life in rural America 

in various publications throughout the West. For more information, visit 
https://www.yvonnehollenbeck.com
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Central Florida's
One Stop Sewing Shop

www.sewing.net

Orlando: (407) 831-6488

Lady Lake: (352) 753-0219

9605 S US HWY 17/92 Maitland, FL 32751

918 Bichara Blvd Lady Lake, FL 32159

Mon. - Fri. 9AM - 7PM | Sat. 9AM - 5PM | Sun. Closed

Mon. - Sat. 9AM - 5PM | Sun. Closed

www.sewing.net

• Quality Quilting Fabrics
• Computerized & Custom

Longarm Services
• Bernina Certi� ed In-House 
    Machine Repairs
     (over 20 yrs. experience)
• Handi Quilter Technician

DeLand’s ONLYDeLand’s ONLY
Quilt Shop & Sewing Store!Quilt Shop & Sewing Store!

Shop Online Anytime atShop Online Anytime at
www.OceansofThread.comwww.OceansofThread.com

Eastern Central Florida’s Only Bernina Dealer Located in West 
Volusia County, 3 miles from I-4, o�  Exit 114 in the Aldi’s Plaza

2709 S. Woodland Blvd. • DeLand, FL 32720
Tues-Sat 10-5   386-337-5528

20% OFF Any One Cut of Fabric! 
1 yard or more of Regular Price Fabric   Expires  April 30, 2024

Come See Us 
During The
All Florida 
Shop Hop 

March 1-April 30
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Leesburg, Mount Dora

609 West Main Street • Leesburg, FL 34748 • 352-205-1126 • www.garyleeslighfabricarts.org
Hours: Tuesday through Saturday 10am–5pm • gryslgh@yahoo.com

Cross Stitch • Needlepoint • Weaving 
Custom Framing • Monthly Classes

Tuesday–Saturday 
10am–4pm

Closed Sunday & Monday

4500+ Bolts of  Quality Fabrics4500+ Bolts of  Quality Fabrics
Personalized Fabric Selection AssistancePersonalized Fabric Selection Assistance

In-Store Shopping, Shop Online,  
Store Pick-Up or Shipping Available

Long Arm Quilting • Edge-to-Edge • Binding • Memory Quilts
Custom Quilts • Labels • Backing Preparation • And more!

18215 E. Apshawa Rd. • Clermont, FL 34715
561-262-5597 • blh81761@aol.com

BECKY’S QUILTING SERVICES
18215 E. Apshawa Rd. 

FREE
Pick up 

& Delivery 

within 20 miles 

of Clermont!

10% Off Longarm Quilting
Expires 4/30/24   New customers only

Competitive Pricing!
VERY Experienced!

Bernina Q 24 with
computerized Q Matic

352-241-6768

Visit Us During 
All Florida Shop Hop

Mar & Apr

Yes! There is a prize for one of the correct entries. 

Address

Page #:

Pictured in the magnifying glass is a 
small portion of one of our ads. Can 
you find the ad that it came from?
If you can, just fill in the form 

below and send it to us at:
The Florida Register 

PO Box 2419
Cumming, GA 30028

Can You Find This Ad?

Advertiser’s Name
My Name

Telephone

Clermont

 

NNEEWW  
QQUUIILLTT  SSHHOOPP  

IINN  CCLLEERRMMOONNTT  
662 E Hwy 50 

Clermont, FL 34711 
(352) 932-3226 

www.BlackDogQuilt.com 
Nestled in the corner  

breezeway of the  
Southlake (WinnDixie) Plaza 

 

Tuesday - Friday  10am - 5pm 
Saturday 10am - 3 pm  

Shop Hop Hours: 
Monday - Saturday   10am - 5pm 
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  The Little Red Geranium

The church that day was crowded,  
it was filled clear to the brim, 
as the organist was playing  
her favorite old hymns.  
I thought how folks would miss her,  
for the most of ninety years 
she’d been doin’ things for others,  
and the thought brought me to tears.  
Pretty flowers lined the altar,  
but among the large bouquets 
sat a little red geranium, 
and it looked so out-of-place.  
I wondered how it got there,  
but I didn’t wonder long 
for the service was beginning;  
first a prayer, and then a song.  
Then the pastor started talking  
and he left the Speaker’s Stand; 
he picked that scraggly plant up  
and held it in his hand.  
He said he went to see her  
just before she passed away, 
how she gave that plant to him  
with instructions for this day.  
She first told him a story  
that he’d tell to us today, 
because she asked him if he’d share it  
just before she passed away.  
Her folks came West to homestead  
when she was just a girl 
and her mama got so lonely  
in this strange and foreign world.  
But one day a kindly neighbor  
brought a red geranium, 
she gave it to her mama  
and that was to begin  
a long and lasting friendship;  
then every year towards fall 
her ma would make some starts from it  
and she would give them all  
to others that were lonely,  
or sick, or needed care; 
she’d take a red geranium  
and leave it with them there.  

She said her mama told her  
it reminded her of God, 
how He made us in His image  
from a little clump of sod.  
With a little bit of kindness  
and a little bit of care, 
plants, like His love, could multiply  
and be for us to share.  
Then she married and was living  
in a soddy in the hills, 
and always had geraniums  
blooming in those big wide sills.  
Red was the only color  
in her drab and dingy home 
reminding her that God was there  
and she was not alone.  
Then came those awful thirties  
when the hills were parched and brown; 
those pretty red geraniums  
were the only thing around  
that seemed to keep on growing,  
and how she loved them so; 
she kept right on a-giving them  
to visitors when they’d go.  
Now her life on earth is over,  
but before she went away 
she started many little plants  
to give to you today.  
She hopes you all will take one  
and you’ll have it in your home, 
then when you’re feeling lonely,  
you will know you’re not alone  
because blossoms fade and leaves wither;  
seasons come and seasons end 
but your plant will live and grow  
if you share it with a friend.  
We all were taught a lesson  
at the funeral that day: 
The greatest love we will receive  
is the love we give away! 

Writing From Life 
by Jeanette Lukowski  

Improvisation  
I finished a quilt yesterday which I actually began making three or four years 

ago. While this is not an unusual statement amongst quilters, this was a note-
worthy (or, article-worthy?) quilt for me because it contains what I think of as a 
mistake-in-translation.  

The birth of the project actually began one Saturday morning, when I was 
watching a quilting program on Public Television. The program’s host was de-
scribing a quilt block she was featuring in the episode; I waited until the show 
finished before jumping up to grab paper and pencil to record what I recalled 
from her instructions. (Note to future self: have paper and pencil handy WHILE 
watching quilting programs which you cannot stop-and-start at will.)  

Anyway, I scribbled down notes and drew out a diagram, to the best of my 
memory.  

Working on the block a month or two later, I couldn’t imagine why the     
program’s host had referred to this design as a star, because mine looked more 
like a whirligig. But never mind, it was a cute block, so I made more. Eventually,  
a quilt top was created.  

Six months later, the quilting episode aired again. I was rather horrified to  
discover I had missed a step in the notes I had jotted down regarding the block 
design. No wonder mine didn’t look like a star! 

This, of course, led my brain down a rabbit-hole of thoughts while I stitched 
the binding. How in the world did quilt block designs make it from the East, 
through covered wagon rides on the Oregon Trail as families headed West, yet 
my memory confused the information traveling ten feet between the television 
and my paper and pencil, not twenty minutes after watching the program?  

Maybe that’s part of what’s behind the wide variety of interpretations on 
which color fabric belongs in the middle of a Log Cabin block (aside from the 
Underground Railroad’s practice). Or, it might explain how one small adjustment 
became Courthouse Steps? Don’t get me started on the subtle differences     
between the Hunter’s Star, the Ohio Star, the Block Star, the Northern Star, and 
the Sawtooth Star.  

I’m not a quilt historian. I appreciate the work quilt historians do, however, and 
I feel I now understand a bit more of why there is so much confusing history 
surrounding quilts they unravel for people like me. (Do you call it a Churn Dash 
block, or a Hole in the Barn Door?) Oy. 

This also explains how there can be so many quilters currently designing more 
quilt blocks for us to play with. New fabrics, tools, techniques, and sewing     
machines allows for building upon the rich heritage of quilting which precedes us.  

By the way, I looked up “whirligig quilt patterns” as I drafted this article; turns 
out there are at least two versions of quilt patterns going by that name—and my 
creation looks similar to, but nothing like either one of them. Isn’t that too funny? 
Here I am, an Improv Quilter in the making.   

© Jeanette Lukowski 2024. Jeanette is a mother, grandmother, teacher, and author who lives in Mankato, 
MN. She is inspired by the lives of strong women. Her email address is: writingfromlife@yahoo.com

Order Yvonne’s new book, “A Stitch in Rhyme” at 
www.yvonnehollenbeck.com — just $15 + $3.50 postage.  
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vating audiences in her wake.  She is one of the most published cowgirl poets in the West and is not only a 
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I  wrote this about my Grandmother, 
who lived in a sod house for many years.

Reader  Shares!

Shared by A. Yuratich 
of Panama City Beach, FL

This is a remembrance quilt I 
made after my trip to Japan! I 
am inspired by quilt artist like 
Yoko Saito and Susan Briscoe 
and have made many of their 
designs. This is my compilation 
of beautiful sights in Japan. 

Finished Project!

Become Inspired
Decorating, Entertaining and
Living in the Early American Style

by Annice Rockwell

Landscapes Awakening
As winter begins to loosen its grip on the landscape,

there is a notable shift in the air. The cold snaps so
characteristic of  winter are often shorter now and seem
less harsh. Along with this softening of the season
comes a feeling of  hope and a feeling of  change. This
change is noticeable in all of  nature. After enduring
months of  cold, we are especially grateful for days of
unexpected warmth and sunshine. We seem to be drawn
outside more often now to observe the awakenings in
our yards. It is in early spring when our daffodils break
forth to reach for the sun. Our barnyard chickens spend
more time outside pecking and foraging in the abundant
warmth of  spring. Their happiness seems to be
contagious. Our herb gardens that appeared so silent in winter are almost ready to
reveal fresh growth giving us a reason to feel restored too.

Cabin Fever Shopping Events
In the season of  spring, country antiques shops often host “Cabin Fever” events

that bring eager shoppers out to enjoy a refreshing break from the doldrums of  winter.
Vibrant tulips in striking red or pale peach, pink or yellow might be found in country
storefront windows along with antique weathered wheelbarrows, watering cans and
antique barrels suggestive of  the season of  spring. After a day of  shopping in a quaint
shoreline town, our purchases of  country flowers and “fresh-picked” antiques give us
that special lift that inspires. It can be just the boost we needed to go back to our
country homes to do some spring cleaning, rearranging and happy decorating.
Cupboards can be easily adorned with crocks filled with tall, fresh pussy willows gathered
on a recent hike. Our best redware can be filled with our recently purchased tulips to
bring fresh life to our new displays. Woven textiles in striking blue or mustard tones
can provide a wonderful accent to our vignettes and country candles in scents like
“Herbal Lemon Balm, or “Fresh-Cut Lavender,” give our senses a soulful lift as we
start to enjoy the longer daylight hours and other signature blessings of  spring.

Shifting to Spring
With each warmer day we can begin to plan our outdoor tasks and as each one is

completed; we seem to acquire more spring in our step to endeavor to accomplish
even more. This season enjoy the subtle and much-awaited shift to spring. Plan time to
enjoy unique events that inspire us to be creative and enhance our homes and yards.
And as you enjoy the abundance of  wonder that nature always provides, savor the
newfound energy that always seems to accompany Her patient pace.

—Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of  Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

by Barbara Kalkis

Open the Door! That’s What
They are For.

My doctor gets the credit for making me think about
doors. No, it wasn’t for therapy, although I sometimes
wish someone would tell me what to do in certain
situations. Mostly, however, I just wish I had a butler,
the way some kids wish for a pony. But I digress.

It was a busy day at the doctor’s office. The nurse
escorted me to the examination room, apologizing that
Doctor was running a bit late. No problem. Alone time
helps me settle into my surroundings and shake off  a
list of  “what-if ’s”, which is challenging when the
counters are stuffed with bandages, gloves and other
“tools of  the trade”, and the walls are plastered with cautions, warning signs of  diseases
and posters of  body parts you forgot you had. And did not need a reminder of.

Crammed amongst the barrage of  medical information, I was intrigued to see a
huge, handsomely framed poster showing row upon row of  doors. It was so completely
out of  place that I wondered if  it contained some secret hidden message. In any case,
it was a welcome change in the windowless room.

There were no words, no title, just close-up photos of  formal doors in every style
and color that could grace the front of  a house. Windows or no windows. Embellished
decorations or plain. Stern glossy black doors fitted with gleaming brass handles, locks
and kick-panels. Gray doors, suggesting owners who could not commit to a color.
Heavily varnished doors showcasing the wood’s grain.

Interspersing traditional styles were the flashy doors. The owners seemed intent to
match door color to decorations on their porches. Grecian urns held massive red
geraniums that exactly mirrored the door color. Green doors stood between boxwoods
shaped into miniature trees with globes of  tiny leaves. Bright yellow, pink, sky-blue,
and lilac doors indicated cheery souls within who were brave enough to shun tradition
or homeowner association color codes.

As I studied each photograph, I wondered what made this artwork more compelling
than a simple scene. Dedicated to over-thinking things and having nothing to do while
half-dressed, I decided that there is some deeper meaning to a door than a realtor’s
suggestion for “curb appeal.”  Scenes invite us into walk into an environment. Floral
bouquets inspire appreciation of  beauty.

Doors hold many more meanings. They are solid, sturdy, strong. You can count on
a door for privacy. They provide security. They communicate the personality of  their
owners. They are the first indication of  the kind of  people that live behind them.
Think of  welcoming door wreaths at Christmas or circlets of  spring flowers or 4th of
July miniature flags and stars. Doors can keep us out. They also are the gateway to
walk through.

In life, we all encounter many doors, real and abstract. The real doors are easy to
deal with. We knock and hope they are opened. The abstract doors are harder to
define. Those doors might stay closed to a new job or other opportunity. Many more
doors are gateways to a new chapter in our lives – perhaps a move, the vacation of  a
lifetime, a new friend, or special person to share our lives with, a child or grandchild.

Whatever the door represents is up to each of  us to decide. I like to think of  a door
as the entry to some new adventure, a new beginning, a new start, a new chapter, even
a new season in the circle of  a year. We just need to knock, walk through and the
future will be open to us.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

My First Quilt  by Sheila Tinkham

I sewed
And sewed
Stitch by stitch
Each stitch by hand
The first third all wrong
No rhyme nor reason
Then the second third carefully planned
After listening to Richard, my husband
And seeing the first quilts of  Karen, my dear friend
So measured and perpendicular fine
The last third I just had fun
Weaving a kaleidoscope of  color and form
Like my life messy, but strong in faith and love of  family
I see the result
And like my life
I am well pleased
It is like this quilt, well sewn.

--Sheila Tinkham lives in Lincoln, NE. She started quilting when she sprained her ankle and
fell in love with the process of  sewing and the focused peacefulness of  making and designing

quilts. Writing is her passion and she has self-published three poetry books. You can follow her
on Twitter at SheilaTinkham.

Embroidery  by Sheila Tinkham

If  I had my cup of  tea and a scone softly buttered,
I could imagine myself  an English lady
Embroidering
I draw the design on a plain lavender sweatshirt
Or pink t-shirt
Then carefully stitch again and and again
Following the lines
A road map to a different world
A slow and steady cadence to my fingers
In and out
Breathe
Slow but soothing
And my sweet husband Richard
Places jigsaw puzzles one piece at a time
The sweet soft sounds of  embroidery
And the snap of puzzle pieces
Life could not be sweeter
Or more complete.

--Sheila Tinkham lives in Lincoln, NE. She started quilting when she sprained her ankle and
fell in love with the process of  sewing and the focused peacefulness of  making and designing

quilts. Writing is her passion and she has self-published three poetry books. You can follow her
on Twitter at SheilaTinkham.

Gathered Around the Campfire - S’mores and
Stories Under the Stars

Book Review - Register to Win

By Melody A. Carlson
Celebrate the Great Outdoors
Whether your idea of  camping is in a tiny tent, a

luxury RV, or somewhere in between, nothing beats
having fun with family and friends in the fresh air.
Relive favorite memories of  childhood vacations and
get excited for future outdoor adventures with these
humorous and heartwarming recollections from
bestselling author and camping enthusiast Melody
Carlson.

Pack your gear and hit the road with Melody as you
encounter
• Campfire Connections—how a simple offer of
firewood sparks a friendship.
• Lolly the Bear—an unexpected guest with a sweet tooth pays a morning visit.
• The Worst Camping Trip Ever—a pregnant woman and a torrential downpour make
for a hasty midnight departure.
• Best-Laid Plans—all it takes is one unhappy camper to spoil an outing.
• Fireworks on the Fourth—an explosive clash between generations ends with a promise
of  unconditional love

Along the way, you’ll enjoy inspirational quotes and practical tips to make your next
camping experience even “s’more” of  a success. So gather ‘round and get ready for
some unforgettable stories.

The books for contest provided by Harvest House Publishers. You can shop online 24/7 at
www.harvesthousepublishers.com.

– Enter to win your own copy of  this book by mailing the book title, your address, and the
name of  the advertiser where you picked up your copy of  our publication. Please consider

including a favorite recipe to share with fellow readers. You may also email all of  the
above information to our email address which can be found near the top of  page 2.

(We do not use your information for anything else–ever!)

Happy, Healthy Brain–Engage Your Brain with
Puzzles, Mazes, Word Searches, and More!

Book Review - Register to Win

By Mary Eakin
From the brilliant brain that brought you Mind

Delights and Brain Snacks comes this all-new
collection of  engaging activities designed to keep
you sharp and mentally fit.

Inside, you’ll discover:
• Sudoku, nonograms, word searches, mazes, dot-
to-dots, coloring pages, and more.
• Carefully selected Scripture verses and inspiring
quotes for reflection and spiritual growth.
• Whimsical illustrations to inspire and delight you.

Like your muscles, exercising your mind will keep
you strong and set you up for greater longevity and
well-being—and, well, being happy and healthy is
what we all want, right?

The books for contest provided by Harvest House Publishers. You can shop online 24/7 at
www.harvesthousepublishers.com.

– Enter to win your own copy of  this book by mailing the book title, your address, and the
name of  the advertiser where you picked up your copy of  our publication. Please consider

including a favorite recipe to share with fellow readers. You may also email all of  the
above information to our email address which can be found near the top of  page 2. (We do not

use your information for anything else–ever!)

Country Register Recipe Exchange
Swiss Chicken
A simple meal for a gathering or pot luck gathering

Ingredients
6 boneless chicken breasts
1/8 teaspoon garlic powder
1/8 teaspoon pepper
6 slices of  swiss cheese

Directions: Place chicken in greased 9 x 13 pan. Sprinkle with seasoning. Top each breast
with a piece of  cheese.
In a bowl, combine soup and milk. Stir until smooth. Pour over chicken. Sprinkle with dry
stuffing mix and drizzle with butter. Bake at 350 degrees for 50 minutes or until chicken is
cooked through.

–Submitted by Barbara Reifsnider, who picked up her copy of  The Country Register at
Serendipity Quil Shop in Dagesboro, DE.

1 can of  chicken soup
1/4 cup milk
2 cups herb seasoned stuffing mix
1/4 cup butter, melted Country Register Recipe Exchange

Cole Slaw Dressing
Great on vegetables too!

Ingredients
1 egg
1/2 c. sugar
1/2 c. milk

Directions: Beat egg before adding everything else. If  sour milk is used, no cornstarch is
necessay. Mix all together and cook until thickened. Use on cabbage, on asparagus, or fresh
vegetables.

–Submitted by Elaine Trumbull of  Elmer, NJ, who picked up her paeper at Peggy’s
Country Gifts and Antiques.

1/2 c. vinegar
2 tsp. cornstarch

Our Reader’s Write...
• Elaine Trumbull of  Elmer, NJ, picked up her paeper at Peggy’s Country Gifts and

Antiques. She said: I bought several lawn flags. She has a fabulous store packed full of
wonderful items for your home and gifts. Your publicatiom is wonderful and always interesting
with lots of  great articles. I am submitting the Cole Slaw Dressing recipe from my Mom and

Grandmother. I use it on asparagus, which is in high season now in South Jersey.

•

This 4th of  July we will celebrate a different kind
of  freedom. A freedom from having to wear masks
inside and out, from the fear of  stepping outdoors,
and from the barriers to being with the people we
love. Of  course, we still have to practice some
caution, but it’s now possible to celebrate a holiday
in a way that resembles the “good old days.”

Fortunately, a lot of  4th of  July celebrations will
take place outside, in the warm, sunny weather of
summer, which is still considered the safest way to
congregate. We can don shorts, flip flops, hats, and
of  course, sunglasses, without that dreadful mask steaming them up. This Independence
Day will be a time to gather again with friends and family, cook juicy burgers, eat corn
on the cob slathered with butter, and grill barbeque chicken and ribs to sticky perfection.

Children can splash around once again in pools, in lakes, or in oceans with friends,
while parents lounge on beach chairs waiting for the fireworks to start. Cool drinks,
both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, will be made by the pitcher, and ice cream in cones
and cups will be doled out in abundance. Ahh, what a wonderful image!

Let us rejoice in our health and celebrate the chance to live life to the fullest once
again, and let’s give thanks that our country and the world is bouncing back from the
horrors of  this pandemic. It’s time to let the sun shine and be optimistic that there will
only be happy and healthy surprises moving forward.

Happy 4th of  July, and God Bless America!

–Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles about small town life, décor, books and
food for various publications across the U.S., Canada, and the UK. You can contact her at

suebaldani@yahoo.com, through her website at www.mywritingwall.com, or on Twitter
@mywritingwall.

Let’s Celebrate Independence Day
    by Sue Baldani

When making a homemade gift, how about
keeping a photographic progress chart to
include with it? Many people may not realize
how much work and time goes into handmade
items, and showing off  the steps can be fun
and educational.

For example, if  you’re making someone a
sweater, take a picture of  the yarn with the
knitting needles or crochet wand. Then, take pictures as the item takes shape. You may
take one of  the arms, the body, and then the finishing. Or, if  making someone a bird
house or other wooden object, take a picture of  the pieces of  wood and the tools
needed to put it together. Then take a picture once it’s fastened together, followed by
one of  the painting in progress, and last but not least, the final product.

It will be interesting for the recipients to see what the items started out as and then
to see them in all their finished glory. It will also show the craftsmanship involved, and
may even inspire them to create a masterpiece with their own hands. Turning pieces
of  raw materials into something useful and/or pretty is a real gift that possibly the
recipient doesn’t even realize he or she has.

Seeing an object take shape from beginning to end can bring the magic involved to
light. Also, taking the time to make something by hand is a bit like giving a little piece
of  ourselves. And what says love more than that?

–Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles about small town life, décor, books and
food for various publications across the U.S., Canada, and the UK. You can contact her at

suebaldani@yahoo.com, through her website at www.mywritingwall.com, or on Twitter
@mywritingwall.

Document Progress in Photos
    by Sue Baldani
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Dade City

13829 US Hwy 98 Bypass • Dade City, FL 33525 • Just 25 miles north of Tampa

Facebook Group: Quilted Twins — Scrap Quilting and More with Becky

Facebook Page: Quilted Twins — Fabric Deals with Rachael

• Batiks
• Civil War
• Flannels
• Panels
• Novelties
• Kaffe Fassett
• Stonehenge
• Quilt Kits
• Wonder� l Thread

Over 100 
Fabric 

Families 
at $5.99/yd

Rachael’s 
Picks

NAME BRANDS AT $6.99/yard

FA B R I C  WA R E H O U S E
Come shop our over 13,000 bolts of fabric!

Quality unbranded at $5.99/yard
Over 300 bolts of 108" backing fabric at $12.99/yard

Over 800 bolts of batiks at $9.99/yard

QuiltedTwins.com • Over 200 Free Patterns on the website
Becky’s Quilts & Designs • Rachael’s Deals & Finds

Call or Text (352) 507-8458 to schedule your group’s outing.

Shop online 24/7
at QuiltedTwins.com 

with $7 shipping nationwide
Tuesdays: 9:30 am to 12:30 pm

Thursdays: 1 pm to 5:30 pm
Saturdays: 9:30 am to 3 pm
Other times by Appointment

Come Sew ...in our beautiful sewing shop!
Only $8.00 per day.   Use our: 

Accuquilt •• Mats •• Cutters •• Room

Come 
visit our newly expanded Specialty Fabrics Room

Watch

Ken & Rachael

Show on FB 

& YouTube

100’s of 

Half  Yard 

Bundles

FB LIVE: Quilted Twins Fabric show with 
Ken and Rachael every Monday and Friday 

afternoon at 3:30 p.m. Also on YOUTUBE at 
the same time: Quilted Twins Channel

Bring up to 8 friends for a fun-� lled day with some 
private shopping at our shop. Call for your day. 

Andover • Benartex • Hoffman • Michael Miller
MODA • Northcott • Riley Blake • Robert Kaufman

and LOTS more!

Pre-cuts
Fat QuartersFabric Strips

300 Bolts of Kaffe
250 Bolts of Grunge

Visit us during the All FL Shop Hop
Check the magazine for additional SHOP HOP hours.

We have TWO quilts featured 
in the magazine for 2024  - check it out!

GIFT

CARDS 

AVAILABLE 

HERE

Plenty of
Parking: 
room for 
trucks, 
trailers 
& RVs.

VOTED #1 LQS in the USA 
in the BYANNIE contest!

New shop hop comıng to

ALL FLORIDA
SHOP HOP

ALL FLORIDA 
SHOP HOP

MARCH&APRIL2023

Over55Stores,100sof Prizes,FreeGift at Every Store
Visit www.AllFloridaShopHop.com or join our Facebook Group: 

www.facebook.com/groups/allfloridashophop to learn all about it.

The All Florida Shop Hop Magazine will go on 
sale Mid-January at all participating stores.  

It’s your passport to embark on 
the Great Sewing Adventure 

Across Florida!

Bushnell, Dade City

The Oaks Quilters
Quilt Show at Red Oaks RV Resort

In Boots Hall, Off Hwy. 48
5551 S.W. 18th Terrace Lot 40 • Bushnell, FL

Please join us on Saturday, March 9 from 10-5

ADMISSION: Non-perishable food items or monetary donation (to local charity)
FUN FILLED DAY: Quilts on Display, Beautiful Club Made Quilt Raffle, 

Vendors, Boutique, Auctions, Concert Band at 3 pm, 
QOV Presentation at 4:30 pm and much more! 

    
FOOD AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE

Show us your finished projects!
Send us your photos of a completed 
project for a chance to be featured in 
an upcoming issue of The Register!

Project photos & details can be 
digitally submitted to:

amy@theregisterweb.com

Or mailed to:

The Register • PO Box 2419
Cumming, GA 30028

Clutter Happens     by  Julie Pirtle

Antiques. I just love them. I’ve always had a sentimental side when it comes to items
that have been passed down to me from family members of  long ago. I also enjoy
strolling down the aisles of  antique shops and discovering items to enhance my
collection.

A few years ago, I ran into a bit of  a hiccup at most every shop I went to. Somehow,
I started finding items on display that were from my childhood! Of  course, these
numerous shop keepers were all making a mistake. Right? I mean, I am not old enough
to have toys from my past be considered “vintage.”

Vintage. I suppose they can’t all be wrong…which means that somehow along the
way I have slipped into the category of  antiquated. Heavy sigh. Accepting that, though,
explains a lot of  things that have come to mind lately. Of  course, entering a new
decade of  life this summer with a “6” in front of  it can also make a girl do some
thinking. Pondering. Pontificating. Here are some of  my random thoughts on the
matter. It can be a bit scary inside my brain so read at your own risk!

Turning fifty is the age that the entire retirement machine started to focus on me.
The daily mail doubled in volume with helpful flyers that want to assist with planning
my funeral, provide me with dentures and take care of  my estate. At 60, I swear they
are now following me down the street and trailing my car. Persistent, aren’t they?

I just love the awkward struggle that younger people have when they are checking
me out at a store or restaurant. They look at me kind of  funny, making me think that
I might have something on my face. It’s then followed with the question, “Would you
like to take advantage of  our senior discount?” In the last couple of  years, I’ve swallowed
my pride and now just ask for the senior discount. It’s so much easier, but not as much
fun as watching them struggle!

Can anybody tell me what happened to the double stuff that is supposed to be in
my chocolate sandwich cookies? It is certainly not double. It BARELY qualifies for
the amount that should be in a standard cookie. These days, the standard cookie is
almost naked from lack of  stuff. I miss the double stuff. (Let’s not even get into the
shrinking size of  a half-gallon of  ice cream. Sheez.)

I’ve always liked my natural hair color. Then…without a warning…it started to turn
grey. Not just grey, but also unruly and thick. What is the deal with THAT? In the
beginning, I just pulled them out. It wasn’t long before I realized it was a losing battle
and time to ward it off  with mybest friend in a bottle— hair dye. Some say that letting
it all go grey is “natural.” This girl says no way! Natural is what I’ve had my entire life
and I’d like to keep it that way!

Speaking of  hair, how come nobody ever told me that I would start to lose it where
it should be and grow it where it shouldn’t? I have receding hair at my temples and a
full-grown biker’s beard and mustache to deal with every morning! I must spend at
least two hours daily plucking whiskers off  my face to avoid looking like the Wicked
Witch of  the West on a bad day! The not so funny irony to this is that the whiskers are
now turning grey as well!  I did not sign up for this.

Fifty-five is when I noticed that my body decided it was going to turn on all the
warning lights on my internal dashboard. Vision changed. Parts of  my body that I
didn’t even know I had started to ache. My brain slipped down into my derriere. (I
know this because when I can’t remember what I was doing, I just sit down and then
I remember!) Worst of  all were/are the hot flashes caused by menopause.

Menopause Yep. I think there is a reason it is called this. MEN, “O”, you’d better
pause when I’m flashing. Just saying. In those moments of  hormone imbalance, I am
not to be held responsible for my words or my actions. I can be dangerous. Run far
from me and be afraid. Very afraid.

Learning to accept these changes as they appear isn’t always easy. Just like the antiques
we have around our homes, we can be a bit cracked, chipped and losing some of  our
paint. But if  we look at it like we look at our beloved antiques, those are the qualities
that make them interesting. Giving the same grace as we age is a gift to ourselves.
Sometimes we just need dusted off  and polished a bit. Now…where did those tweezers
go? Guess I’ll go sit down so I can remember. C’mon. We’ve got this. I know we do!

--Julie Pirtle is a Professional Organizer and owner/operator of  Clutter Happens in Mesa,
AZ. She also works with clients nationally through Video Consultations. The Clutter-

Challenged can reach her at clutterhappens@gmail.com, on Facebook:/clutterhappens or her
website www.clutterhappens.com.

Antiquated ME

Letting Great Grandma’s Treasures Go
    by Becky J. Dunlap

It’s hard letting Great Grandma’s treasures go. What do you
do with Great Grandma’s vase and all the other vintage items
you have been storing for 20+ years? These items have been in
you and your spouse’s family for years and you are tired of  storing
them. You may be having health or financial issues, or you are
getting ready to downsize or move. You have checked with your
family members and everyone has said “no, or “not right now.”
An estate sale or auction is not an option, yard sales are not your
thing and you don’t want to throw these treasures in the trash
bin. It’s not about making money—you just want your family
items to go to a new home where someone will love them as
much as you have. So where do you turn to for help?

Antique stores are often the last option for customers in this
situation. As an antique store owner, almost every day someone
contacts me asking if  we buy or consign vintage items. Having
experienced this myself, I know this is a hard-emotional
experience and I understand what they are going through. I like to encourage customers
on this journey and get them to think outside the box. Over the years, I have put
together a special ‘Suggestion’ or ‘Aka Help List.’

When you want to gift a special treasure to family members and they say no, they
may be concerned that you are not in good health and they want to remember the item
always being in your home. Or they think they might be taking it from you. I suggest
you let your family know you want to see and enjoy the item in their home while you
still can. Don’t forget to ask your extended family beyond your immediate family.
Often overlooked are the rest of  your relatives, the aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews.
This might also a good time to gift an admired treasure to a friend.

Check with local museums, historical societies or fraternal organizations for those
items that have special connections. Ask a local military museum if  they would like
Uncle Bob’s WWII uniform, metals, photos and his story that has been stored in his
footlocker trunk. Your donation will allow many generations to learn more about his
and our country’s history. Non-profits can give you a tax donation receipt.

I have learned that these vintage items are not just ‘things.’ They are precious treasures
with a special heart connection to us and our pasts. They represent stories to tell.
Passing them along to the next generation is a wonderful feeling for those who are
caretakers of  these inherited family’s treasures. To whomever and in whatever manner
we “gift” these treasures, we pass along their history and stories for a new generation
to take over as caretaker.

Several years ago, I gifted a special family treasure I had to a friend. Their comment
was, “Thank you, I now have a new heirloom to pass on to generations in my family.”

--Becky J. Dunlap has been the owner and restorer for 22 years of  Airport Antiques & The
Furniture Lady, located in the Pendleton Airport Industrial Park at 1816 NW 51st Street in

Pendleton. Learn more at https://www.pendletonfurniturelady.com/ and on Facebook. Call
541-278-0141 or 888-222-2397.

Retirement     by Barbara  Polston

Two months ago, I gave my notice of
retirement. The reaction of  some of  my
coworkers has been surprising. Some
expressed envy and many more gave
congratulations. I’ve worked most of  my
adult life, only taking time when my
daughters were born and for graduate
school. I’ve dubbed this the “event 52 years
in the making.”

Certain aspects have been difficult. My replacement was named early and time was
invested in training her in all the details of  the job living in my head. There was a lovely
retirement party, but after that and with two weeks to go, it was clear I was a lame
duck. The feelings of  uselessness have been challenging. But, that’s over now.

People ask about my retirement plans. My adult children feel I should find a part-
time job, but I have given myself  one—that of  children’s book author. Resurrecting a
project that has been in my mind for over five years, I have partnered with a long-time
colleague and our first book draws closer to publication. Soon, we will be delving into
the world of  websites and social media to support book sales. It is all pretty exciting.

Some of  my goals are small. Keep up the exercise program I began in an effort to
positively impact my health. Give myself  a manicure once a week (or so). Try new
recipes and improve my scratch baking skills. Catch up on medical and dental
appointments that have been neglected due to the pandemic and moving to another
area of  the state.

Of  course, there are quilting and sewing goals as well! For two years, my home
office and my sewing space has been one in the same. My goal for my first week of
retirement is to break down the office space. In its place, I will build a design wall to,
once again, have the visual impact of  my current projects. I have more PITS (projects
in tubs) than I care to admit, but I am determined to chip away at those and eliminate
the stacks of  tubs that fill my closet and live under tables.

There are a few competition quilts I’ve been mulling over for years. If  they go
according to the vision I have, perhaps I will put my work back out on the show circuit
and see what happens. I’m quite excited about the time to attend quilt guild meetings,
spend time in the company of  like-minded quilters, and find a bit of  volunteering to
do there.

No one knows how much time is left in which to enjoy life and become the person
I truly want to be. But, I’m working on it!

©Barbara Polston. Barbara, who is the author of  Quilting With Doilies: Inspiration,
Techniques, and Projects (Schiffer Press, 2015) lives in Tucson, Arizona, where she is now

spending time in the pursuit of  life-long dreams, many of  those at her sewing machine. Contact
Barbara at barbarapolstonquilter@gmail.com.

Watch the Magic
Mystery Quilt - 2024

Designed by Ann Jones, Nevada, MO
If you have any questions contact Erica at Nine Patch Quilt & Fabrics, Nevada, MO 

ericaskouby@gmail.com or 417-667-7100. Miss one of the parts?  
email pauline@theregisterweb.com

PART II:  
Piecing the Quilt Top (Option #1): 

- Following the diagram below, piece together like a nine patch.
Make four sections.

- We’re now going to take these four sections and
sew them together like a 4 patch, turning them
so the dark patches form the center diamond. See
Diagram below for guidance.

- This completes the baby quilt version of this
Mystery Quilt. Quilt and bind as desired. Thanks for
joining me! If you want to make a bigger quilt, leave
the quilt top as above (don’t quilt it!!) and look for
Part III in your next Country Register.

Life in Skunk Hollow     by Julie A. Druck

We have friends whose college-age son suffered a brain injury over a year ago now.
Henry had to learn how to walk and talk and do the most basic of  human processes all
over again. And though he still has a difficult journey ahead, he’s come a long and
amazing way.

Recently I had the opportunity to observe Henry as he was conversing with someone.
I listened to the painstaking slowness of  his responses. Because of  the injury to his
brain, Henry must literally process each and every word before speaking them. When
a question is asked him, he pauses (I could “see” him processing) and then speaks one
word. Then he processes again and speaks another word - and again and again until a
complete sentence is out. It’s a very deliberate, very time-consuming process for him.

Watching this interaction made me realize how much I take the “simple” process of
talking for granted – open mouth and out fly the words. I got to wondering how much
better off  I would be (and those with whom I’m talking to or about) if  I had to slowly
process each and every word that came out of  my mouth. The idea of  “idle words”
would be non-existent. If  every word cost me the time, energy and effort that they do
Henry, I’m guessing that I wouldn’t be as lazy or flippant as I am with my words.
Would I waste effort on words of  complaint, of  gossip, of  pettiness? If  I had to stop
and really think about every word I was going to form with my mouth, I think I would
pretty quickly realize that much of  what comes out of  my mouth isn’t worth saying.

It’s interesting to me where life lessons show up. I’m grateful not only for eyes to see
such things, but for a brain and mouth that work pretty flawlessly in unison to allow
me to easily communicate. But watching Henry has been a good object lesson for me.
And I want to apply the skill he has learned, because learning to process my thoughts,
my words, and my reactions with greater intention would be a good thing for all involved.
Thanks, Henry

--Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
welcome your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.

Learning to Speak Well

Wit and Wisdom
Is Your New Year’s Resolution Not Working?

If  you have not been able to keep your New Year's Resolution, maybe this book is
for you.

This year, I've decided to get serious about making a New Year's resolution. However,
what can I commit to that is not too painful, wasteful or dangerous? Hmmm...

Perhaps losing a few pounds, or forty, would be a worthy endeavor. On the bright
side, it would give me more energy, grow more memory cells, looser clothing and have
enough breath to get to the mailbox and back.

This may take some dedicated research to find the best possible meal plan for a big
girl like me. After scrolling down through a few sites, I found a book titled: Eat to
Lose Weight. That sounded like a book I could relate to, so I ordered it. That inspired
me so much my stomach started growling. I finished up a half  a bag of  potato chips.

In the midst of  my computer research, my neighbor came over for a visit and brought
a bag of  cream cheese cookies. So, we had a cup of  tea and I shared the bag of  cookies
with her.

My book arrived the next day. So, I relaxed in my recliner, ready to read and get this
resolution under way. Chapter one, started out very discouraging. It listed all the diseases
and consequences of  eating the wrong foods. The most disturbing of  all, was that I
would have to give up "dairy products." There goes my daily afternoon snacks of
cheese and crackers.

Chapter two, advised me to eliminate eating any meat products unless it was a three-
ounce piece of  salmon, squid, scrod or octopus. I started having palpitations.

Chapter three, stated that enjoying sugar of  any kind was totally against the "Dieter's
Bill of  Rights.”

At the end of  this chapter I just knew that starvation was my only option. This was
becoming painful. I immediately had to have one square from a chocolate Hershey
bar.

Chapter four, described the layout of  your dinner plate. It should consist of  2/3
vegetables and 1/3 a chicken nugget. Green vegetables will produce enough protein to
fulfill your minimum daily requirement. So seriously consider eating peas, beans and
broccoli. At this point, I finished eating the rest of  my Hershey bar.

Somehow, my dietary wants don't match up to reality. I don't believe reading the
next ten chapters in my book will slim this body down.

On a serious note, perhaps my new resolution should be exercising at the gym at
least twice a week. I would like to improve my muscle tone and flexibility. If  I can bend
over and touch my toes, I'll celebrate a victory! However, it's too late to look like a 20-
year-old in a 70-year-old body!

Food for thought: "America has more to eat than any country in the world and
more diets to keep us from eating it." and "You never realize what a poor loser you are
until you try dieting."

-Cheryl Potts lives in the snow belt region of  New York State.

by Cheryl Potts

by Barbara Kalkis
Crafter’s Perspective - An Oven Saga

To me, the term “Joy of  Cooking” only refers to Irma S. Rombauer’s 1931 classic
book – not the actual practice of  cooking itself. While I savor everyone else’s cuisine,
the art of  boiling, broiling, and baking always eluded me. One of  my most jarring
experiences was the evening my microwave oven died. The moment occurred just
after I had removed the broccoli (8 minutes on high), scalloped potatoes (15 minutes/
medium-high), and my cup of  tea (1 minute/high). I was ready to pop my signature
turkey meatloaf  in for 15 minutes (medium-high) when the microwave began buzzing
as if  locust hordes had returned after 17 years of  hibernation. The panel blinked a few
times and croaked. I stood, holding the meatloaf, not knowing how to cook it in the
oven. (Yes, despite dozens of  cookbooks and the web.) I browned turkey burgers to a
crisp on the stovetop and dashed out the next morning to replace the microwave. If
nothing else, I do prioritize tasks well.

This is not to say that I only use my oven as a storage cabinet for my cast iron
skillets. It’s just that they fit nicely in there. My first oven lasted almost 30 years. Is that
asking too much? It was ‘old-fashioned’ with no special features, but it made everything
look like something out of  a magazine: pie crusts, turkeys, chickens, lasagnas, casseroles,
cookies – all emerged with an award-winning golden glow. Naturally, they didn’t taste
as good as they looked, but I got 5 stars for first impressions.

When that oven died, I graduated to a convection oven. It worked for 13 years. My
niece claimed that, in terms of  actual use, it was really only 3 years old. (How did we
end up with a generation of  smart-alecks?) Once again, I summoned my strength and
raced to the biggest local appliance store. As I wandered down the aisles evaluating
one wall oven after another, I spied a couple examining a 6-burner (yes, SIX) giant.
Curious, I moved closer to the couple and salesman to hear the conversation. Not
eavesdropping, mind you, simply wondering if  the couple had 10 kids and needed the
burners. It turned out that the couple simply entertains frequently. I realized I am out
of  touch with the world. What happened to company meals of  meat and two sides?
Three, if  they were close friends?

But that was just the first surprise. The latest models feature elaborate command
screens. Simply answer a few questions and go watch a movie; the oven will determine
how to cook the food. New ovens come with Wi-Fi. Why? So, we can text messages to
the oven while we are in another room or stuck in traffic.

With the arrival of  technology bots (i.e., Ro-bots), new ovens will be able to “talk”
to us and obey commands. Is this really necessary? My refrigerator isn’t “smart” but I
have all the ice cubes I want and everything else remains cold and crisp.

Contrast hand-crafted arts to the art of  designing “smart” appliances. As we gaze at
a quilt or a painting, the design, color, shape, textures and even errors speak to us and
inspire us – not just intellectually but emotionally. Hand-crafted art comforts and
refreshes us. We continually see some nuance we missed a moment before.

As for ovens, no matter how much technology they include, or how well you can
communicate with them, if  you say the wrong thing, push the wrong button, enter the
wrong code – or fail to follow directions - you’re going to end up with a meal that’s
mummified. And there’s no going back on that.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.
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Winter Haven

QUALITY QUILTING FABRICS • SUPPLIES
All roads lead to Heart to Heart

QUILT SHOPQUILT SHOP
Heart to Heart

“The Quilt Shop Where Everybody Knows Your Name!”

Now in ONE Location in Winter Haven:
High Pointe Business Center

6310 Cypress Garden Blvd., SE • Winter Haven, FL 33884
863.298.8185 • www.myhearttoheartquilting.com
Monday–Friday: 9am–4pm • Saturday: 9am–2pm

Repairs & Service of all Makes & Models
Lots of new Fabrics & Classes

Sewing Machine Sales
We have expanded our  

sewing supplies, tapes, braids, 
zippers and threads!

New at  
Heart to  
Heart:

Glide Thread 
Kids Club 

Lakeland

March 14, 15 & 16, 2024
RP Funding Center
Lakeland, FL

® ®

Classes

Shopping

Fashion

Presentations

Make-it Take-its

Quilt displays

sewingexpo.com

What will you           today?

3030 N. Florida Ave. • Lakeland, FL 33805  • 863-680-1325 
www.fabric-warehouse.net • fwarehouse@tampabay.rr.com

Husqvarna Viking Premier Dealer Anita Goodesign Dealer 
Hoop Sisters Dealer  Over 4,000 Bolts of Fabrics! Sewing Machine Repair 

Exciting New Class Projects for Sewing, Quilting & Embroidery

One-Stop Shop 
for All Your 

Sewing Needs!

F O L L OW  US : @FabWarehouseHV

Fabric Warehouse

$5 Off 
Coupon

When you spend $20 or more. 
In-store use only.
Use Code: EPIC 2

      NeedleTravel Guide
Purchase at your local shop or from us online.
Don’t forget to download the NeedleTravel App!

ShopHopper
by NeedleTravel

enjoy its companion:

Your free travel planner at NeedleTravel.com

Find Your Favorite Shops When You Travel 
in the

needletravel.com or 888-737-0847 Facebook          Pinterest          Twitter
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Over The Tea Cup By Janet Young

The holidays may be over, but take heart; you can
continue your celebratory mood by reaching for a
cup of  tea to warm you on these cold wintry days.
Why…because January is National Hot Tea Month.

Take this time to find new teas to love from the
numerous varieties of  tea such as white, green, black
and oolong, all of  which come from the same plant
– Camellia sinensis.

The following suggestions are ways you can
celebrate National Hot Tea Month:
• Go to tea, or host a tea party at home.
• Join a Tea of  the Month Club.
• Cook with tea.
• Read a book about tea.

Next are some tips on how to make your tea the very best brew:
• Use quality water.
• Learn the proper brewing time and temperature of  the tea you are making.
• Store your tea in an air-tight tin.  Air and light destroy tea quickly.
• If  using a tea infuser make sure it is large enough to allow the leaves to unfurl and
release their full flavor.

Next, are some reasons why you should drink tea according to the Tea Council of
the USA:
• Tea is a healthy drink that is virtually calorie-free, and sugar-free.
• Studies have shown that tea may improve mental clarity.
• Tea could aid in the protection from several types of  cancers.
• Drinking tea may support the immune system because its theannine content.
• Drinking tea can also support cardiovascular health.

In honor of  National Hot Tea Month, I have given you ways to celebrate this month-
long celebration, as well as tips that will enable you to prepare a TEArific cup of  tea.
And last, but not least, I have given you some of  the health benefits that come from
drinking tea.

So, this January if  your resolve was to lose weight, become more energized, or build
up your immune system, hot tea can help your body to reach its’ wellness goals.

What are you waiting for…Get started now and make 2019 TEArific!

–Janet Young, Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant, is a founding member of  Mid-Atlantic
Tea Business Association and freelance writer/national tea presenter. Visit her website at

www.overtheteacup.com.

National Hot Tea Month
The Country Register...     by Barbara Floyd

A series of  articles has been brewing in my head
for months now as the time drew near to start
celebrating the 30th Anniversary of  The Country
Register Newspapers. The plan is to celebrate for
a whole year and in each upcoming issue I will
tell you a bit more about how this all came into
being. I will also share, separately, favorite recipes
from my kitchen where I still spend a lot of  time.

I have always been an entrepreneur at heart so
it seemed only natural that, after raising four
children, I would meld the business world with
my love of  handmade items. As a former art
teacher and, next, a PTA mom, I got a taste of
this combination by organizing one of  the first, highly successful juried arts and crafts
fundraisers in Arizona. When the school eventually phased out that event, this show
moved to my Phoenix home creating an instant success. Soon home-based arts and
crafts shows became popular all over.

Then I opened a small gift shop close to home. Having a young daughter with the
same talents and passions provided for a great lets-do-it-together project. Daughter
Barbra-Jean eventually owned the shop, one of  the first “country” shops in Arizona.
Our mother-daughter team then opened one of  the first combination tearoom and
gift shops in the state. Gooseberries Tea Room had an over 25 year run in Phoenix
with three different owners and is still well remembered and much missed.

Needing an effective yet affordable means of  advertising the shop, Barbra-Jean
suggested that I put out a promotional newspaper. So, in fall 1988, with no publishing
experience and no computer, I introduced The Country Register, which made its debut
with eight black and white pages featuring twenty-four advertisers. Some of  those
original advertisers still in business continue as steady, constant supporters of  The
Country Register to this day.

The Country Register has played a large role in the success and growth in the industries
it promotes. One of  the publication’s biggest strengths is forging bonds between shop
owners, crafters, artisans and customers. It is distributed without charge at its advertisers’
locations as well as other ‘well-traveled’ sites.

Eventually, as popularity of  the newspaper spread, people from other states
approached for help in starting The Country Register in their own areas. Thus, a
licensing agreement for the nationally trademarked name and logo was arranged.
Michigan became the second state to have The Country Register and continues to this
day with a very large publication. Currently there are thirty-one Country Register papers
across the United States and Canada, several of  them combining two or more states

To get a bit organized for this writing project, I spent two days sorting photos and
finishing two scrapbooks that were partly done. One was about The Country Register
and the other was about other business ventures over the past 40 years. I figured
getting these in order would be a good reminder of  memories past, finish these two
projects and, at the same time, produce photos and ideas to share with you. Please
visit The Country Register, Inc. on Facebook and see what is shared there as well.

Until next issue…. farewell.
–Barbara Floyd, founder of  The Country Register, enjoys her downsized lifestyle in Phoenix,

AZ, and her visits to see children and grandchildren in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla, WA,
Cumming, GA, and Ft. Wayne, IN. She created and volunteers to put together Love of  Junk,

Walla Walla’s Vintage Show on her oldest daughter’s farm in Walla Walla, WA, each June.

Celebrates 30 Years of Publishing

Recipes From Barbara Floyd
Cinnamon Nut Scone

from: Barbara Floyd, Founder of  The Country Register

3 C. flour
1/2 C. sugar
2 1/2 t. baking powder
1/2 t. baking soda
1 T. cinnamon
3/4 t. salt
Blend the above ingredients well
3/4 Cup Cold Butter cut in so mixture is crumbly (like pea size)
Add 1/2 Cup chopped Walnuts or Pecans
1 Cup of Buttermilk, Stir gently until all is moist.
Knead mixture slightly and cut into rounds desired size on a floured board. 
Use egg wash on top if desired.
Bake at 400 degrees for 12-15 minutes.

I could not begin to tell you how many triple batches of  these scones I have 
made over the past 30 years! One thing I found out and tested many times is 
making them up ahead of  time, cutting them out and freezing on a cookie 
sheet. When they are frozen solid, pop them into a good airtight container 
and, hours before wanting to bake them, thaw out completely (covered by a 
clean dishtowel) on either a stone or a cookie sheet—I like to put parchment 
paper down first—and then bake as directed.

One variation of  this recipe is to leave the cinnamon out and add dried 
cranberries along with the nuts.  We used this recipe exclusively at Gooseberries 
Tea Room & Gift Shop in Phoenix and also at The Country Register Cafe & 
Tea Room in Kennewick, WA, in years past. Now I use it in single or double 
batches for home entertaining. If  you don’t have cookie cutters the right size, 
you can use a juice glass or cut them in wedges with a sharp knife.

A Family Favorite Scone Recipe

2052 E Edgewood Dr..
Lakeland, FL 33803

863-583-4974 Shop
863-450-9399 Cell
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Cross Stitch of
Linda Jeanne 

Jenkins

New Street Number & Shop Phone:New Street Number & Shop Phone:

Happy Easter & Happy Spring!

Double Check for Closed Hours

Free Pattern

Use this pattern for
embroidery, wool applique,
punch needle or rug
hooking, painted projects or
whatever your imagination
can dream up! Reduce or
enlarge pattern as desired.

Free Embroidery Pattern
May not be sold or used for commercial purposes.
For more fun and creative inspiration visit: www.JacquelynneSteves.com

Over The Tea Cup By Janet Young

With the advent of  Mother’s Day, I began to think of
symbols which constitute a family. As I did a word that
jumped out was kitchen, which in turn as I contemplated
a little while longer transformed into kitchen table.

Stop and think about what goes on at this meeting
ground, besides sharing meals.

Throughout the centuries, even as far back as the
pioneer days, the kitchen table was the heart and soul of  the home. In those days their
houses consisted of  one large room where laundry, bathing, cooking, baking, and so
much more were carried out.

Perhaps in those days, minus the counter tops of  today, this is where the meals were
prepared, potatoes chopped, pie dough rolled out. In other words, this was their work
station for preparing meals.

The kitchen table would have been where the children gathered to do their homework,
where Dad may have cleaned his rifle, and Mom did a sewing/mending project nearby.
Stories were shared about their days, and perhaps this is where the children learned
about God, as Scripture was read, and prayers were said over each meal.

The kitchen table was and is a powerful bonding tool. This is where after a hard
day’s work in the field, family would gather not only to eat, but perhaps plan their work
schedule for the next day. Planting and harvesting season meant a lot of work, and for
them to survive they had to work together to be assured of  plenty of  food for the
upcoming cold and harsh winter months.

Budgets were planned at the table. Bills were paid. Assessing what the upcoming
needs might be for the family, and setting aside, if  possible, the money to meet these
needs, all took place at the table.

Fast forward to today.  Sadly, our tables are empty at night or some members of  the
family are missing whether due to work schedules, sports, or numerous other reasons.
Whatever the reason, it is a time being swept aside for other pursuits. The times, when
families are at the table together, is there any conversation going on? Or, especially
with the teens – are they texting, watching shows, playing video games etc. on their cell
phones? These are missed opportunities for connecting and catching up with the day’s
activities.

The kitchen today is the central space for socializing. With wide open spaces, it is an
invitation for a larger number of  people to congregate and have a festive gathering.
Food served at the table today is varied and so various cultures are introduced with the
ethnic foods offered.

The kitchen table may have evolved, but it still beacons families to come and sit and
enjoy time together. This Mother’s Day, my hope will be that you and your family
members can gather round the kitchen table and share the love you have for one
another.

  –Janet Young, Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant, is a founding member of  MATB
Association and freelance writer/national tea presenter. www.overtheteacup.com.

Kitchen Table–The Heart and Soul of the Home
Life in Skunk Hollow     by Julie A. Druck

hometown, and it’s the same one that my grandfather would drive me to in the
summertime to fill up on more Nancy Drew’s.  (I ate those things like candy.)

I’ve always loved to read and the nearness and familiar comfort of  our little library
encouraged that habit.  I couldn’t wait until I turned 13 – that was the age you had to
be in order to volunteer at the library.  The summer that my best friend and I “came of
age,” we signed up at the same time.  What bliss it was (yes, I’m a nerd) to hear the
clunk of  the book charger as it inked the due date onto a card, but it was even better
to be the one who MADE the clunk.

During my high school years, the library was used mostly for homework help and
term paper resources.  That season of  my library experience was more about business,
less about the sheer love of  reading.

But library love flourished again when my husband and I began our family.  Our
three sons were introduced early in life to story time and the joys of  the summer
reading program.  Every week would find us lugging home book bags full of  treasures.
As our sons grew, our use of  the library grew.  Since we homeschooled before all of
life was entangled in the worldwide web, the library was our main source of  knowledge.
We literally couldn’t have homeschooled without it.  When the boys were in the early
grades, I’d plan unit studies on all kinds of  topics to introduce them to the incredible
world around us.  Library books opened their eyes to places and things and concepts
that they might never have known otherwise.

Those boys are grown and gone now, yet even in my empty nest years, the love
remains.  It’s rare that a week passes when I’m not at that same little library picking up
more books to read on our deck in the sunshine or audios for my husband and I to
listen to on monthly trips to our cabin.

And I’m happy to report that my library love continues on into the next generation.
Our two sweet grandbabies have been introduced to the joys of  our little library.
They’ve both already reached their goal of  having 1,000 books read to them before
kindergarten.  I love seeing their faces pop up on the library’s TV screen celebrating
their achievement, along with the other children who are blessed to have parents who
know the incredible importance of  library love.

If  it’s been awhile since you frequented your local library (big or small), check it out
and show your support for all that libraries contribute to our communities.  You just
might fall into library love yourself.

–Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
welcome your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.

Library Love
National Library Week is Mar 25-31. Upon learning 

that, and in conjunction with the fact that 
I’m currently reading a book about libraries, I thought 
I’d wax eloquent for a bit about my library love.

Libraries and I have a long history.  Actually, the library 
I’m referring to is the little bitty one I’ve patronized 
since I was old enough to read.  The library itself  is 
simply a doublewide mobile home that’s literally 3 
minutes from our farm.  It’s on the outskirts of  my old

Quilting With Barbara By Barbara Conquest

Several years ago, I bestowed a small wall quilt upon a
friend. I thought it the perfect gift for her as it featured
yellow roses, her favorite flower. She liked the quilt and
hung it in her home. Recently, she moved. Through a
somewhat mysterious chain of  events, I discovered that the
quilt was lost to her. She felt badly, as did I.

What to do? Good thing that quilters have UFOs
(Unfinished Objects). You might wonder how this happens.
Why is a project, started with interest and enthusiasm,
languishing unfinished? The reasons are many. An occasion like a wedding or birth
demands the creation of  a different project on a particular timeline. The quilter has
learned what she wanted from starting the project and has lost interest. Encountering
a new “shiny thing” has the quilter dropping everything else to answer the call of  the
new sparkle.

I have more than one UFO waiting for a time when it might interest me again. My
oldest has been patiently waiting for, maybe, ten years. Periodically, I sort through all
those projects. Those that no longer hold interest are broken down. Fabric goes back
into my collection. Finished bits are donated, recycled or disposed of. Those that still
speak strongly to me are stored away again waiting for the right time to be called forth
and finished.

My current quandary—a new quilt gift for my friend—was resolved by using a
UFO. She loves the outdoors! An avid hiker, she has completed weeklong hiking
experiences, carrying everything needed and sleeping under the stars. In my UFO
collection, I had a small landscape piece depicting mountains and a peaceful lake
surrounded by a stand of  aspen trees. I completed this piece and presented it as her
holiday gift. It now hangs in her library room.

“When I look at it,” she says, “I feel centered and calm. It’s like looking out of  a
window into another place that makes me happy.”

I believe that all those UFOs will, one day, find their time and purpose. I hope all of
your Unfinished Objects meet with the same happy end!

–© Barbara Conquest writes her column from Blue Sky Quilting in Tofield, AB.

The UFO
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Sebring
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   Please join us live on Wednesdays at 
7pm.  We share new items plus we show 
our newest projects.  We have fun and 

we would love for you to come on in 

and say Hi.

From Lydia’s Recipe File: Spring Pretzel Flowers
Colorful and easy to make.
Ingredients:
Pretzels (square-shaped, called snaps)
White vanilla candy melts
Pastel M&Ms

Directions:
1. Place one candy melt on each pretzel.
2. Heat a few at a time in the microwave to soften, not melt (time varies, but check
every 15 seconds).
3. Remove from the microwave. Place an M&M in the center of  each candy with
the M side down.
4. Add 5 or 6 candies of  another color around the center as petals of  a flower.
5. Chill to harden the candy melt.
Make as many as you need, at least two per person.
Variation: Use round crackers or cookies (e. g. shortbread) as the base. Spread
with ready-made vanilla icing. Add M&Ms.

When a House Becomes a Home
    by Kerri Habben Bosman

A house becomes a home when it gets filled with memories.
Add in a special blanket, and it gets even better.

On the back of  his recliner my husband, Wayne, has a
favorite crocheted blanket. It is a double-bed sized granny
square. My grandmother made it for my parents when they
bought a new sofa in 1989. Later on, we couldn’t possibly
keep everything she’d made as she crocheted nearly every
day for 91 years. Many items were donated to hospitals or
nursing homes over the years. But when Wayne and I sold
my childhood home, this blanket had to stay with us. It is
big, cozy, and wrapping up in it feels like an endless hug.

We frequently have family gatherings at our beach house, and our 3-bedroom home
sleeps around 9 of  us and entertains up to 18. We originally bought it as a second
home especially for this purpose as my stepdaughter, Kira, and her family live four
miles away. Both our homes get filled up with all of  us, including Wayne’s five grown
children, their spouses, and seven grandchildren. Two Aprils ago my now 103 mother-
in-law and family visited from Wisconsin, and the house still carries a special essence
from that time together.

We are overjoyed when the house breathes with a precious cacophony of  laughter
and conversations. I once wanted to own a Bed and Breakfast as I loved feeding
people and fussing about the house. Dreams evolve, and now I ensure beds are ready
and serve made-to-order omelets to family. Along the way we are tucking away memories
that warm us after everyone goes home. Much like my grandmother’s blanket, which is
now Wayne’s. The blanket has served well for 35 years.

We live three blocks from Bogue Sound on the Intracoastal Waterway. When we
take walks there together, often someone will turn the blanket into a cloak. Whoever is
sleeping in the TV room covers up with it at night. My stepdaughter, Sanja, cocoons in
blankets. I made one especially for her, but the older one remains her favorite. Every
grandchild has used it, whether while playing, reading, or sleeping. Particularly the
youngest, six-year-old Quinn, who is on top of  the world when he is sitting in his
Grampa’s recliner and also under his blanket. Bring Quinn mac and cheese on Grampa’s
tray, and he is king of  the castle.

I keep a framed photograph of  my grandmother on my roll top desk. It was taken at
her 90th birthday party in 1997. In it she leans forward in her favorite chair, an enduring
joy emanating from her eyes. It is a happiness mingled with a spark of  mischief, a
timeless vibrancy, and also an undercurrent of  resiliency. A combination of  these
traits served her well through every era of  her long life.

My grandmother passed away in 2006, but when she gazes at me from the recesses
of  my desk, it seems as if  she is right beside me. Sometimes I just smile back at her.
Other times I talk to her for a moment. Not aloud, but in my head. I tell her about
Wayne, who she never met. I share with her about this beautiful family that I treasure.
I tell her how I especially feel her with me when I am with the grandchildren.

I thank her for everything, especially for showing me how to love. In these reflective
moments I think of  Wayne’s blanket and how much comfort it brings to him and our
family. And to me.

The last time Sanja was here she was teasing Quinn that she had the blanket. “I’ve
got the blanket Kerri made,” she said.

“Even better,” I answered. “My grandmother made it.”

-© 2024. Kerri Habben Bosman is a writer in Cape Carteret, NC. Her email is
913jeeves@gmail.com.

Life on My Farm - Breezy Manor
by Donna Jo Copeland farmeress, fiber artist

A Bog Inspired Hooking

Echoes of  the past appear when least expected
and sometimes they walk with us. I have always felt
close to those who came before me, their ways come
easy. The whispers of  my ancestors tickle my ears.
I feel them guide my hands.

Last fall during a sleepless night I heard my cell
phone ding announcing a new message. A fiber
friend in Wales sent 2 photos of  a scrap of  textile
dug out of  a bog. It was dated at about 2000 years.
Raw sheep locks were somehow hooked into a bast
fiber background. One of  the photos was a closeup.
She asked since I was a rug hooker if  I recognized
the method.

It appeared to be hooked and looped with both
ends of  the lock on top. I puzzled over this the
rest of the night.

As I carry some Welsh DNA, it called to me to
figure out how it was made.

I had a large piece of  Hessian cloth...tight weave
burlap...which would become the backing. I
hemmed all 4 edges and had a piece 24x36.

Luckily, I had a few pounds of  raw Romney locks.
I washed up 2 pounds in cold water with Dawn
dish soap, leaving some lanolin in the wool.

Then I began experimenting with techniques. It
took a few tries before I had something like the
photo. To prove to myself  it needed Romney, I
hooked a few Border Leicester locks in. They didn't
have the poof  and substance of  Romney.

I worked on it all winter, pulling the last loop last
week. It is a lovely piece, full of  life. Deciding it
was better as a wall-hanging I sewed a sleeve on
one end, inserted a dowel rod and hung it up. She
is for sale in the Guild Fiber Arts Store in the
Bloomington mall.

Since I raise Romneys, a nice sturdy English breed, I am off  on another adventure. 
I bought the grand champion fleece from my friend and enabler, Penny's 2 year old 
stud ram, Lu'ke (named after the little boy in a John Wayne movie). He is creamy 
white.

Keeping 2 pounds of locks to wash myself, I sent the rest to Jamie at Wooly Knob 
fiber mill to be carded into roving.

On February 1 the adventure begins with a Welsh hooked pillow. Then I will spin 
the roving, dye some. Want to see what all I can make with this fleece. Hope to finish 
by the Greencastle wool show in April. 

I keep telling myself it's nice to have projects and chores to keep me busy, my mind 
active, my world crazy.

The weather this winter has been incredibly unique and basically gray. I am suffering 
from light depravity and an overabundance of  mud. Even had to buy new wellies as 
my old ones gave up. A friend asked why I had 4 pairs of  boots at the door...simple, it 
all depends upon how wet the boots are, how high the water is and how deep the mud.

I fear spring might be a wild ride. But the farmer in me hopes for kind, mild weather, 
lots of flowers. Time for tea and chocolate.

Keep smiling.

--Donna Jo Copeland writes from her farm, Breezy Manor, Mooresville, Indiana where she
tends her flock and creates art from the wool. Being the 14th generation of  farm owner/

operator, Donna Jo brings alive the struggles of  farm life.

Breezy Manor Farm Recipe

*Submitted by Donna Jo Copeland, Farmeress at Breezy Manor Farm.
See her article in this edition for what’s happening on her farm.

Sunshine Salad
Growing up Jello salads were a constant. This is one of my favorites.
1 small box Orange Jello dissolved in 1 cup boiling water.
Stir until well dissolved. Stir in 1/2 cup tap water, 1 small can of  crushed
pineapple, drained, and 1 cup shredded carrots
Chill in the refrigerator at least 4 hours.
Note: This can pass as dessert with a dollop of  Cool Whip on top.

Chicken Scratch Embroidery on
Gingham Fabric     by Judy Sharer

Chicken scratch embroidery is done on gingham fabric, the
checkerboard fabric in bright or pastel solid colors with opposite
squares of  white giving it a checkerboard look. Chicken scratch
embroidery is popular on pillow cases, aprons, pot holders, and
quilts dating back to the 1860s. It made a comeback in the 1930s
and ‘40s and is becoming popular again. There are several patterns for all skill levels
that combine the relaxing crafts of  needle embroidery with sewing and quilting. If
you’re not familiar with chicken scratch designs, a simple Google search will reveal
several patterns or find a book with patterns at your local quilt shop.

The chicken scratch quilt I’m fortunate to own was made by my grandmother on my
father’s side. It wasn’t made specifically for me, but I was the lucky recipient of  the
quilt after Grandma passed. I know Grandma made the quilt, but I don’t know when
or for whom. I encourage everyone to place labels on your quilts with the date made,
who made the quilt, who it was made for, and if  it was for a special occasion like a
wedding, anniversary, or birth of  a child. It may seem like bragging when you create
the label, but it is really preserving history for future generations. The label can be
handmade from 100 percent cotton muslin or purchased. Remember to use a permanent
marker and sew the label on the back of  the quilt.

Growing up, I spent a lot of  time at my grandparent’s house. In fact, I remember my
parents often putting me on the local bus, beginning at the age of  six or seven. I sat
behind the driver and always reminded him where to let me off. My grandparents lived
two towns away, about 25 miles. Grandpa would meet me at the main road. It wasn’t a
regular bus stop, but I was a regular passenger, so the driver made an exception.
Grandma taught me to embroider and was very patient. I still have the first set of
pillowcases I made under her supervision. She was a good teacher and always encouraged
me to try new things.

If  you have a young person in your life, take the time to teach them to enjoy a craft.
Help keep your favorite hobby alive for the next generation. Embroidery, sewing,
knitting, crocheting, quilting, whatever your favorite, consider passing on your
knowledge and skills. Remember your teachers along the way and thank them. I will
always cherish my chicken scratch quilt and the memories of  time spent with my
grandmother learning to embroider.

-© 2024 Judy Sharer is the author of  A Plains Life series published by The Wild Rose Press.
The four-book series is available online wherever books are sold. If  you’re a quilter, you’ll enjoy
Judy’s sweet historical romance series which has a thread of  quilting throughout the family saga

series. Visit Judy’s website for more details. judysharer.com.

Free Pattern

For more fun and creative inspiration visit:

  www.JacquelynneSteves.com
Free Embroidery Pattern – May not be sold or used for commercial purposes. Use this pattern
for embroidery, wool applique, punch needle or rug hooking, painted projects or whatever your
imagination can dream up! Reduce or enlarge pattern as desired.

A South New Jersey Farmer’s Stories
    by Ed Cuneo

The recent opening of  a Dollar
General spurred a question from a
neighbor.

“Just went down to the new store.
Reminds me of  the old general stores in
a way. You have the same opinion?”

I sorta smirked.
“Yes, the diversity of  products is

similar to a general store. but there was
more to a general store than
merchandise,” I answered.

A quizzical look appeared on his face that prompted me to explain.
At one time in our area just about every hamlet had a general merchandise store.

There were three stores within five miles of  where we lived. The merchandise was
limited to those things that a family really needed and couldn’t get anywhere else. Since
most of  the families were farm families there was no need to get food or drink since
that was produced on most farms. Meats and cheeses came from the butcher. Tools
and implements were products of  the blacksmith. So, things such as linens, paper
goods or products used in baking were available for purchase. In my case it was the
odd toy on the shelf  or more importantly the display that held the pocket knives that
drove my interest in accompanying my father to such stores.

It was a natural place for neighbors to meet and converse. Unlike the romanticized
notions on TV or in the media, we did not have folks sitting on a cracker barrel in
front of  a stove every day chewing the fat in local gossip. If  you were looking for that
kind of  action, it took place at the barber shop for the men and at the church for the
women but only on select days of  the week. However, a quick hello how are you or
nice to see you was more common.

The experiences that I heard about or saw in those general stores was something
that could not be duplicated by today’s general stores.

At her store, Mrs. Matarese worked on credit as most did. But during the Depression
it was not embarrassing for a neighbor to knock on her back door of  the store and
receive something to keep the family going. Free of  charge. It was a neighbor helping
a neighbor.

Mrs. Affrunti’s store was well known by us kids because she carried the much coveted
school book covers from legendary Philadelphia radio station WFIL but also the fact
that after hours her son Bruce practiced his archery skills by shooting down the aisles
of  the store. Bruce later went on to represent the United States in archery competitions.

Then there was the Blatherwick store which had Topps baseball card packs for sale
for this young fanatic to buy. The store was located just up the street from the diamond
where we played Little League baseball. There wasn’t a day after practice that we didn’t
walk down to the store for a soda and a pack of  cards which cost 15 cents with a bad
stick of  gum inside which I usually threw away.

By now I think I had made my point with my neighbor.
“Just remember friend, it is more contact than content that makes a good general

store.”

–© 2024. Ed Cuneo is a “Jersey Farm Boy” born and raised and still residing in Southern
New Jersey with his wife, Teresa, daughter Anna and her rescue dog Henry. A retired school

teacher, he owns the last 14 acres of  his grandparents’ farm where he has a market garden
which serves as much as a place of  quiet reflection as it does for its bountiful food supply.

General Stores
I grew up on a dairy farm in Blaine, Washington, where

my mother served afternoon coffee and fresh homemade
zwieback (yeast double buns) on Sunday afternoons. This
German Russian tradition was called faspa. Often friends
dropped in unannounced during that time. Mother would
quickly set out a spread of  sliced cheese, meats, rolls, home-
canned fruit, and sweets to serve them.

My parents’ hospitality made an impression. I enjoyed these spur-of-the-moment
visits with church folks and wanted to follow my mother’s example.

Hospitali-TEA
Years later, when a friend gave me If  Teacups Could Talk by Emilie Barnes, I became

inspired to invite family and friends for a cup of  tea. Since I was also just beginning to
write for publication, I decided to write a column I entitled, “A Cup of  Tea with
Lydia.” When I told my writing mentor about my idea for a tea column, she said,
“That would bore me to tears.”

It hasn’t bored me to tears. Now decades later, I still enjoy going out for tea, serving
tea to others, and writing this tea column. I hope you enjoy the column too.

A friend asked me, “How do you keep coming up with ideas to write about?”
“I just keep serving tea,” I replied. I don’t usually plan a teatime to have a topic for

a column. But often after serving guests, I realize, “This could make a good tea column.”
The tea party inspires the column, not the reverse.

If  teacups could talk, mine would have many stories to tell. Like what happened a
month ago when my granddaughters (13 and 20) planned to stop by. “Would you like
to come for tea?” I asked. They did.

Impromptu Tea
Without much time to prepare, I planned a menu around the food I had on hand. I

made crustless cucumber-and-cream cheese sandwiches, scone blossoms from my
cookbook In the Kitchen with Grandma, and served sweets from my freezer.

Placemats, floral teacups and saucers, and a three-tier plate stand filled with foods
welcomed them to the table. The bottom plate held fresh-baked scones, Norwegian
krumkake, and cookies. On the side, homemade whipped cream, jam, and lemon curd
accompanied the scones. The middle plate held the sandwiches and edible small trees
for a garnish. A slice of  summer sausage was the tree base, thin cucumber slices were
folded back and forth for the tree, with a cheese star on top—all held together with a
toothpick. The smaller top plate contained cupcake liners filled with fresh raspberries
and small chunks of  melon.

They each had their own small pot of  favorite herbal tea—Country Peach Passion—
and the three-tier stand rested on the table between them. What a delightful way to
spend an impromptu visit! Now my teacups have another story to tell.

Spring Teas
Spring is a lovely season to share tea. How about an Easter brunch, a St. Patrick’s

Day par-tea, or a Mother’s Day teatime? Or perhaps you have a birthday or shower to
celebrate. I’ve included an easy three-ingredient recipe to serve. It will add a colorful
sweet and salty crunch to whatever else is on the menu.

I can’t wait until my next tea party! Won’t you join me?

-Lydia E. Harris is a tea enthusiast, grandmother of  five, and the author of  three
grandparenting books: GRAND Moments: Devotions Inspired by Grandkids (2023); In the
Kitchen with Grandma: Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together; and Preparing My Heart for

Grandparenting. All are available online and wherever books are sold.

A Cup of Tea with Lydia
by Lydia E. HarrisSpring into TEA

Authorized Brother Dealer • Authorized Brother Service CenterAuthorized Brother Dealer • Authorized Brother Service Center
Authorized APQS DealerAuthorized APQS Dealer

Super low prices on all Brother Sewing & Embroidery MachinesSuper low prices on all Brother Sewing & Embroidery Machines

Over 2000 Bolts of 100% Cotton Fabrics, Patterns, 
Books, Notions & much more

18851 Cortez Blvd • Brooksville, FL 34601

•  Check out our website for classes & events: www.nanasquiltshop.com
•  Long-Arm quilting service on-site

Tue–Fri 10am–4pm
Sat 10am-3pm

Spring Fling Sale 
30% OFF STOREWIDE

March 21 & 22 • 10am–4pm
(Excludes Machines & Services)

352-796-0011

Visit us during the All FL Shop Hop & the Jelly Roll HopVisit us during the All FL Shop Hop & the Jelly Roll Hop
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16541 Pointe Village Dr. • Suite 108 • Lutz, FL 33558
(Conveniently located near the Suncoast Parkway and S.R. 54)

813-749-0888 • www.scrapandsew.com  
email: lori@scrapandsew.com

Mon–Fri 10am–6pm • Sat 10am–5pm

Quality Quilt Shop Fabrics 
Notions & Patterns

Classes / Private Lessons
Embroidery Software 

Software Training
Online Fabric Store

Exclusive PFAFF and Husqvarna Viking 
Dealer  for Sewing Machine Sales & Service

Present this
Coupon and Save

10% OFF
ENTIRE

PURCHASE!
(excludes classes, sewing 

machines, mySewnet 
subscriptions, or software)

Check Our Website f�  
New Classes and Events 

with this QR Code!   

“icon 2 and icon owners are invited to join our PFAFF creative icon 2 and icon“icon 2 and icon owners are invited to join our PFAFF creative icon 2 and icon
Facebook group. We have 2,000+ international members sharing their ideas!Facebook group. We have 2,000+ international members sharing their ideas!

Special owner’s classes and project classes taught through zoom.”Special owner’s classes and project classes taught through zoom.”

Repair Service Available on Most Machine Brands!
PFAFF and Viking Certifi ed Technician. Call for appt. today!

See Us During the
All Florida
Shop Hop!

Passport 3.0
the quilter’s

traveling
companion

Amber
Air

S600

quilt 
expression

720

Designer Epic 3 Event! March 18-19

Quilt
Ambition

635

• Largest Embroidery Area - 460mm x 450 mm
• Free Arm Embroidery & Reversible Embroidery 
• 9mm Stitch Width & Built in 
 Walking Foot
• Embroider with Beads, Ribbon or
 Yarn with optional attachment
• Owners’ classes included in purchase!
    Visit our website for details & registration!

SVP Educator
Becky Seibert

See Us During the

Holiday, Lutz, Tampa

and Education

Longarm
Services

12866 Commodity Place, Tampa, FL 33626

A New Longarm
Quilting Center

in Tampa Bay

Free-motion Custom Quilting
Computerized Edge-to-Edge Quilting
T-shirt Quilts
Shipping Services
Batting and Backing Fabrics
Binding and Finishing Services
Education for Longarm Quilters

www.quiltlovelongarm.com

26230 Wesley Chapel Blvd, Lutz FL  
(813) 994-2994 

sweetdarlingquilts.com  
Mon-Fri 10—5; Sat 10-3 

Quality • Attitude • Commitment  

WWee  hhaavvee  tthhee  ffaabbrriicc,,  bblloocckkss,,  
aanndd  mmaaggaazziinnee!! 

WWee  AArree  PPaarrttiicciippaattiinngg!!!!  

SSeeee  oouurr  wweebbssiittee  ffoorr  ddeettaaiillss  oonn  
tthhiiss  aanndd  oouurr  aallll  nneeww  ccllaasssseess!! 

4038 Louis Avenue, Suite 104
Holiday, FL 34691

727-232-6718
www.AAWhiteSewingCenter.com
Follow us: facebook.com/sewhappy2016

Visit us or we offer online 
ordering, curb side pickup & 
repairs, service & supplies

Facebook Live Tues & Thurs at 11 
Tips, hints, demos & fun!

facebook.com/sewhappy2016

Sewing & Quilting Supplies
Fabrics • Patterns • Classes

On site service of all machines
Long Arm Quilting

Inventory Reduction 
Sale Online & In-Store

Amelie Scott Designs

Visit our website for all 
virtual class/event details and registration!

FREE GIFT W/PURCHASE
online: mention in comments section 

seeing the ad in The FL Register

•

How Quilting Can Promote
Relaxation and Mindfulness

    by Steve Baker
We all know what quilting is, but let's explore how quilting can promote relaxation

and mindfulness and share tips for incorporating these practices into your quilting
routine.

The Benefits of  Mindfulness in Quilting
In today's circles where mental and physical health are so important, we hear a great

deal about mindfulness. It is the conscious practice of  being thoroughly present and
engaged in the current moment. It involves non-judgmental awareness of  your thoughts,
feelings and physical sensations. When you practice mindfulness, you’re able to let go
of  distractions and focus on the task at hand. This can lead to a range of  benefits,
including reduced stress and anxiety, improved emotional regulation and increased
coping skills.

The Comfort of  Repetition
One of  the key ways that quilting promotes mindfulness is through the repetition

of  simple, familiar motions. When you quilt, you may find yourself  repeating the same
stitch pattern or motion over and over again. At first, this may seem tedious or
monotonous, but over time, it becomes a soothing, comforting process. Repetition is
comforting because it creates a predictable rhythm that you can rely on. It can be
particularly helpful when you’re feeling stressed or anxious, as it provides a sense of
stability and routine.

Practical Tips for Practicing Mindfulness While Quilting
If  you’re looking to incorporate more mindfulness into your quilting practice, here

are a few practical tips to keep in mind.
1.  Create a Comfortable Space: The environment you quilt in can have a big impact

on how relaxed and present you feel. Create a comfortable, inviting space that feels
safe and soothing to you. You may want to add soft lighting, calming music, or other
elements that help you to feel relaxed and focused.

2.  Choose Simple Projects: When you’re first starting out with mindful quilting, it
can be helpful to choose simple, repetitive projects that allow you to settle into a
meditative rhythm. A straight-forward patchwork quilt or simple block pattern can be
a great starting point.

3.  Breathe: Breathing exercises can be a helpful way to relax and center yourself
before and during your quilting practice. Start with a few deep, slow breaths before
you begin to center your thoughts and continue to focus on your breath throughout
the process. This takes practice so be forgiving and understanding with yourself  when
you lose focus.

4.  Take Breaks: While quilting can be a soothing and meditative practice, it’s also
important to take breaks when you need them. If  you’re feeling tired or overwhelmed,
step away from your project for a few minutes and do something else. Take a walk,
read a book, or simply sit quietly and breathe. Returning to your quilting project with
a fresh mind can help you to feel more engaged and energized.

Quilting is a wonderful way to promote mindfulness and relaxation but like all new
skills, it takes practice. Give yourself  grace during the process. It doesn't matter if
you’re a long-time quilter or a beginner, adding mindfulness to your quilting practice
can help you to achieve greater emotional balance and wellbeing.

-Steve Baker is the Director of  Marketing at SewEndipitous located at 1093A Albright
Road in Rock Hill, South Carolina. For more information visit the website

www.SewEndipitous.com

What’s in a name? That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet.
William Shakespeare makes that claim in Romeo & Juliet. Ironically, we once had a

ewe named Rosie. Wouldn’t say she smelled sweet, but her name did endear her to us
more than some of  the other nameless sheep on the pasture. There have been a few
other naming exceptions. The year UVA won the National Championship, we had
Minnie (for Minnesota where they clinched the title), and Kyle (UVA star player), and
Bennett (UVA Coach).

Following basketball’s March Madness, April brings a “shower” of  lambs to Skyemoor
Farm. Though there are plenty of  opportunities to name each fluffy knobby kneed
arrival, we try not to attach a name as it also proves Shakespeare’s quote that “parting
is such sweet sorrow.”

Naming a baby is more fun but holds great responsibility. Two recent arrivals to our
extended family were named Lydia ANN and Flora Elizabeth, both well thought out
and meaningful names. Many websites list everything you could want to know about a
name’s origin, meaning, and popularity by decade. There’s even research about how
people perceive a person when only given their name. Catherine vs. Katherine evokes
a different image in the reader’s mind. So then what effect does a name have on a
person’s future?

Our pediatric ophthalmologist was Dr. Starer. While touring colleges, we listened to
Dean Dean. A noted magistrate presides as Judge Judge. Perhaps at your next dinner
party talk about “nominative determinism” which hypothesizes that people are drawn
to the career that fits their name. Or bring up the funniest or worst names. That’s
always worth a good story.

As someone who hopes to be a grandma one day, I also find the names given to
grandparents very intriguing and apparently so do others. There’s a book on just that
called Nanagrams  and if  you google names for grandparents, you’ll find all sorts of
suggestions including:

Boppa, Papa, Gram, Gigi, Meemaw, Poppy, Bibi, Momo, Gaga, Pop Pop, Gramsie,
Grammie and Grampie, Bubbe, Gpa, Gma, Yaya, Gran or Grannie as Downtown
Abbey granddaughters dub the family matriarch.

In France they use Grand-Mère and Grand-père or Mémère and Pépère In Italy,
Nonna and Nonno. Germans call out for Oma and Opa, (that’s better than grossmutter
and grossvater) while in the Philippines they use Lola and Lolo.

Lydia ANN’s grandmother is going by “Nana.” When my friend Anna was dubbed
Gramanna I was so enamored with the name I gave it to a character in my first novel.
Another friend was dubbed Granny Lahoo by her grandkids—though she has no idea
how it derived. But that will always be a tender favorite. When my daughter Christine
was nine months old, she called my father, Bumpa. How I wish the name had lingered,
but it was extinguished when she heard her cousins call him Grandpa.

Her full name--Christine Alane--means “Bright and shining follower of  Christ.”
That’s what I hoped for her and it’s how she lives her life. My other daughter Julia’s
name comes from the Bible, and she shares my middle name Marie. I have to admit I
gave her the names purely because they sound beautiful together and strike an image
of  someone who is beautiful inside and out. She is, too!

How were you named? Do you wish you had a different one? Do you know what
your name means? Or why you were given it? It’s kind of  fun to see if  the meaning or
the proverbial shoe fits. Hopefully, it’s been a good match as Shakespeare says, “Good
name in man and woman is the immediate jewel of  their souls.”

- © 2024 To find Gramanna – read Ann Marie Stewart’s STARS IN THE GRASS

Ann’s Lovin’ Ewe by Ann Stewart

What’s in a Name?

Become Inspired
Decorating, Entertaining and
Living in the Early American Style

by Annice Rockwell

Landscapes Awakening
As winter begins to loosen its grip on the landscape,

there is a notable shift in the air. The cold snaps so
characteristic of  winter are often shorter now and seem
less harsh. Along with this softening of the season
comes a feeling of  hope and a feeling of  change. This
change is noticeable in all of  nature. After enduring
months of  cold, we are especially grateful for days of
unexpected warmth and sunshine. We seem to be drawn
outside more often now to observe the awakenings in
our yards. It is in early spring when our daffodils break
forth to reach for the sun. Our barnyard chickens spend
more time outside pecking and foraging in the abundant
warmth of  spring. Their happiness seems to be
contagious. Our herb gardens that appeared so silent in winter are almost ready to
reveal fresh growth giving us a reason to feel restored too.

Cabin Fever Shopping Events
In the season of  spring, country antiques shops often host “Cabin Fever” events

that bring eager shoppers out to enjoy a refreshing break from the doldrums of  winter.
Vibrant tulips in striking red or pale peach, pink or yellow might be found in country
storefront windows along with antique weathered wheelbarrows, watering cans and
antique barrels suggestive of  the season of  spring. After a day of  shopping in a quaint
shoreline town, our purchases of  country flowers and “fresh-picked” antiques give us
that special lift that inspires. It can be just the boost we needed to go back to our
country homes to do some spring cleaning, rearranging and happy decorating.
Cupboards can be easily adorned with crocks filled with tall, fresh pussy willows gathered
on a recent hike. Our best redware can be filled with our recently purchased tulips to
bring fresh life to our new displays. Woven textiles in striking blue or mustard tones
can provide a wonderful accent to our vignettes and country candles in scents like
“Herbal Lemon Balm, or “Fresh-Cut Lavender,” give our senses a soulful lift as we
start to enjoy the longer daylight hours and other signature blessings of  spring.

Shifting to Spring
With each warmer day we can begin to plan our outdoor tasks and as each one is

completed; we seem to acquire more spring in our step to endeavor to accomplish
even more. This season enjoy the subtle and much-awaited shift to spring. Plan time to
enjoy unique events that inspire us to be creative and enhance our homes and yards.
And as you enjoy the abundance of  wonder that nature always provides, savor the
newfound energy that always seems to accompany Her patient pace.

—Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of  Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

by Barbara Kalkis

Open the Door! That’s What
They are For.

My doctor gets the credit for making me think about
doors. No, it wasn’t for therapy, although I sometimes
wish someone would tell me what to do in certain
situations. Mostly, however, I just wish I had a butler,
the way some kids wish for a pony. But I digress.

It was a busy day at the doctor’s office. The nurse
escorted me to the examination room, apologizing that
Doctor was running a bit late. No problem. Alone time
helps me settle into my surroundings and shake off  a
list of  “what-if ’s”, which is challenging when the
counters are stuffed with bandages, gloves and other
“tools of  the trade”, and the walls are plastered with cautions, warning signs of  diseases
and posters of  body parts you forgot you had. And did not need a reminder of.

Crammed amongst the barrage of  medical information, I was intrigued to see a
huge, handsomely framed poster showing row upon row of  doors. It was so completely
out of  place that I wondered if  it contained some secret hidden message. In any case,
it was a welcome change in the windowless room.

There were no words, no title, just close-up photos of  formal doors in every style
and color that could grace the front of  a house. Windows or no windows. Embellished
decorations or plain. Stern glossy black doors fitted with gleaming brass handles, locks
and kick-panels. Gray doors, suggesting owners who could not commit to a color.
Heavily varnished doors showcasing the wood’s grain.

Interspersing traditional styles were the flashy doors. The owners seemed intent to
match door color to decorations on their porches. Grecian urns held massive red
geraniums that exactly mirrored the door color. Green doors stood between boxwoods
shaped into miniature trees with globes of  tiny leaves. Bright yellow, pink, sky-blue,
and lilac doors indicated cheery souls within who were brave enough to shun tradition
or homeowner association color codes.

As I studied each photograph, I wondered what made this artwork more compelling
than a simple scene. Dedicated to over-thinking things and having nothing to do while
half-dressed, I decided that there is some deeper meaning to a door than a realtor’s
suggestion for “curb appeal.”  Scenes invite us into walk into an environment. Floral
bouquets inspire appreciation of  beauty.

Doors hold many more meanings. They are solid, sturdy, strong. You can count on
a door for privacy. They provide security. They communicate the personality of  their
owners. They are the first indication of  the kind of  people that live behind them.
Think of  welcoming door wreaths at Christmas or circlets of  spring flowers or 4th of
July miniature flags and stars. Doors can keep us out. They also are the gateway to
walk through.

In life, we all encounter many doors, real and abstract. The real doors are easy to
deal with. We knock and hope they are opened. The abstract doors are harder to
define. Those doors might stay closed to a new job or other opportunity. Many more
doors are gateways to a new chapter in our lives – perhaps a move, the vacation of  a
lifetime, a new friend, or special person to share our lives with, a child or grandchild.

Whatever the door represents is up to each of  us to decide. I like to think of  a door
as the entry to some new adventure, a new beginning, a new start, a new chapter, even
a new season in the circle of  a year. We just need to knock, walk through and the
future will be open to us.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

My First Quilt  by Sheila Tinkham

I sewed
And sewed
Stitch by stitch
Each stitch by hand
The first third all wrong
No rhyme nor reason
Then the second third carefully planned
After listening to Richard, my husband
And seeing the first quilts of  Karen, my dear friend
So measured and perpendicular fine
The last third I just had fun
Weaving a kaleidoscope of  color and form
Like my life messy, but strong in faith and love of  family
I see the result
And like my life
I am well pleased
It is like this quilt, well sewn.

--Sheila Tinkham lives in Lincoln, NE. She started quilting when she sprained her ankle and
fell in love with the process of  sewing and the focused peacefulness of  making and designing

quilts. Writing is her passion and she has self-published three poetry books. You can follow her
on Twitter at SheilaTinkham.

Embroidery  by Sheila Tinkham

If  I had my cup of  tea and a scone softly buttered,
I could imagine myself  an English lady
Embroidering
I draw the design on a plain lavender sweatshirt
Or pink t-shirt
Then carefully stitch again and and again
Following the lines
A road map to a different world
A slow and steady cadence to my fingers
In and out
Breathe
Slow but soothing
And my sweet husband Richard
Places jigsaw puzzles one piece at a time
The sweet soft sounds of  embroidery
And the snap of puzzle pieces
Life could not be sweeter
Or more complete.

--Sheila Tinkham lives in Lincoln, NE. She started quilting when she sprained her ankle and
fell in love with the process of  sewing and the focused peacefulness of  making and designing

quilts. Writing is her passion and she has self-published three poetry books. You can follow her
on Twitter at SheilaTinkham.
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        WHERE TO INVEST IN YOUR LONG ARM & MORE
Stand Ups • Sit Downs • New • Pre-Owned • All Dealerships • Most Liberal TradeIns

VIKING • PFAFF • JANOME • HANDIQUILTER • BERNINA • INNOVA • BABYLOCK
BROTHER • Q’NIQUE • JUKI • AND MORE...

FLORIDA’S LARGEST DEALER-WE SERVICE EVERYTHING

Make an Appointment   •   Tutorials & Videos  •  Schedule a Demo

HandiQuilter Moxie HandiQuilter Amara ProStitch Innova M24 with Autopilot

                  TEAM MAKING IT HAPPEN
Mechanics (No Longarm Customer left behind)
Merchandising (Keeping store stocked with 
Thread, Accessories)
Installation (Free Delivery Set-up)
Ability to Upgrade (All Your � Back if Upgrade)
Warranty (10 Years Parts & Labor)
Longarm Showrooms (Sarasota, Palm Harbor, 
Lakewood Ranch)
Instruction (Lessons • Classes  • Personal)

Announcing NEW
INNOVA Dealership

They Choose Us!
• Flexible Handlebars
• LED Light – Front Laser
• Motor is underneath
• Stand and Pro Tension
• Embroidery Software Wow!

SEWING 
SERVICE
• Lubricate
• Adjust Tension
• Adjust Timing
• Reset to Factory Tolerances
• Polish Hook

SAVE 
�20

FREE ESTIMATES

PRICE!
Get the price you want.

Just call a local store or contact me!
You will be shocked!

We Save You Thousands
Moxie, Amara, M24 any 
Pre-owned Imaginable

Greg (Owner) 702-581-9632
gregoryabank@gmail.com

Melinda Sword
Part of the TOPS Family since 2018

Handiquilter Expert

Jennifer Newel
(Formerly Florida Quilting Center)

Full-time 2021
One of Top Innova Instructors

NEW Social Media Queen for TOPS
Martelli Expert

WE BEAT ALL DEALS
Lowest Price on the 
Internet Models and the
Dealer Exclusive Models
Saves You Hundreds on New 
or Used Equipment

TOPS ADVANTAGES
•  Guaranteed Prices
•  Free Lessons for Life
•  Ability to Upgrade after 1 Year
•  10 Year Warranty on ALL Sales

Florida’s Biggest Dealer 
for the Worlds Best

1 Year Warranty
Expires April 30, 2024

                 

LAKEWOOD RANCH
7212 55th Ave E
Bradenton, FL 34203
941- 251-5226

TAMPA
14922 Dale Mabry Hwy #6
Tampa, FL 33618
813- 963-6732

LARGO
12495 Seminole Blvd 
Largo, FL 33778
727- 584-0534

PALM HARBOR
3327 Tampa Rd. #215
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
727- 787-7043

SARASOTA
2120 Bee Ridge Rd.
Sarasota, FL 34239 
941- 926-2699

BRADENTON
5206 Manatee Ave.
West Bradenton, FL 34209
941- 792-8048

PEMBROKE PINES
10826 Pines Blvd.
Pembroke Pines, FL 33026
954- 431-3552

FORT MYERS
12135 S. Cleveland Ave.
 Fort Myers, FL 33907
239- 939-4445

NAPLES
5367 Airport Pulling Rd. N
Naples, FL 34109
239- 591-4422

PORT CHARLOTTE
3846 Tamiami Trail
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
941-766-7118

11 LOCATIONS
Open Mon–Fri 9a–5:30p

Sat 9a–5p

VACUUM & SEWING
www.topsvacuumandsewing.com

facebook.com/TopsVacuumAndSewing/facebook.com/TopsVacuumAndSewing/

Grand 
Opening

VACUUM & SEWING
FLORIDA’S LARGEST DEALER

BRANDON
112 E. Brandon Blvd.
Brandon, FL 33511
813- 689-5257

AUTHORIZED 
ALL 11 

STORES

Juki - Baby Lock - INNOVA

Grace - Floriani
Tops Will See You

in Lakeland 3/14-3/16!

Clearwater, Palmetto, St. Petersburg

Open Tues-Sat 10am-4pm   727-461-4171
Batiks, Wools,Civil War, Flannels, Quilters’ Cotton, Children’s Prints, 

Quilt Kits, and all the latest quilt books and patterns!

CCoouunnttrryy QQuuiillttss
11998833 DDrreeww SStt..,, CClleeaarrwwaatteerr,, FFLL  3333776655

www.CountryQuiltsAndBears.com
www.facebook.com/CountyQuiltsandBears

VISIT US DURING 
THE ALL FLORIDA 

SHOP HOP 
MARCH 1 - 
APRIL 30

Fabric Smart
Shop our wide variety of fabrics and notions from all the 

best Quilt Shop fabric manufacturers!  
New Location: 6798 Crosswinds Drive N., Suite C101 

St. Petersburg, FL 33710
Easy access from I-275, Exit for 22nd Ave. N. & go west, one block S. of Tyrone Mall

727-914-8850 | www.fabric-smart.com
Mon-Sat, 10 am to 5 pm. | Sun, Noon to 5 pm.                        

THE BEST KEPT SECRET IN FLORIDA

New shop hop comıng to

ALL FLORIDA
SHOP HOP

ALL FLORIDA 
SHOP HOP

MARCH&APRIL2023

Over55Stores,100sof Prizes,FreeGift at Every Store
Visit www.AllFloridaShopHop.com or join our Facebook Group: 

www.facebook.com/groups/allfloridashophop to learn all about it.

The All Florida Shop Hop Magazine will go on 
sale Mid-January at all participating stores.  

It’s your passport to embark on 
the Great Sewing Adventure 

Across Florida!Visit us Visit us 
DuringDuring

March 1-April 30March 1-April 30

925 10th St. E (US Hwy 301) • Palmetto, FL 34221
Across from John Deere Tractors, south side of road in Colonial Center.

www.quiltershavenanmore.comwww.quiltershavenanmore.com
Facebook: quiltershavenllc. Instagram: quilters_haven_llc
Closed Sun-Mon; Tues-Sat 10-3 • 941-729-0511Closed Sun-Mon; Tues-Sat 10-3 • 941-729-0511

“When You’re Ready for the Best”“When You’re Ready for the Best”

3,000+ Bolts of Fabric3,000+ Bolts of Fabric

Do you need your machine cleaned? We can help!Do you need your machine cleaned? We can help!

All FL Shop Hop All FL Shop Hop 
Hours: Tues-Sat 10-4 Hours: Tues-Sat 10-4 
Sun 3/24 & 4/28 12-4Sun 3/24 & 4/28 12-4

Authorized Sales & Service of 
Husqvarna Viking  

Sewing Machines & Sergers

New Extra Large Classroom!New Extra Large Classroom!
Looking for New Teachers/InstructorsLooking for New Teachers/Instructors

Now Kimberbell Certified Now Kimberbell Certified 
for Events plus Digital Dealer for Events plus Digital Dealer 

Design Exclusives!Design Exclusives!

Building Harmony by Jeff  Cappis

Moose Calls
This is a piece about passion, lust and heartbreak in a

valentine story of  unrequited love.
The air was still warm, but the leaves were softly

fluttering from the trees. I was on my way out the back
door with my grandson Kane. We were going to get some
firewood for the evening. He’s four and to him, going to
the woodshed is a great adventure. It just so happened
that this time he was right.

Between us and the woodshed was a large moose. She
was gently munching on our lawn. Even though we didn’t
seem to bother her at all, I figured we should go back.

“Maybe we should just wait inside,” I said while shuffling a curious Kane back in
through the door. Luckily, I have a fair size tinted window near the door, so we watched
the moose from inside. She just kept on munching.

Not too much later, I noticed something up the hill was moving. It stepped out of
the trees with its long antlers and proud stance. A male moose. After spying her, he
swaggered down the hill to let her know he was there. But, in a way, kind of  coy so as
not to look too interested. Keeping his distance at first, he struck another rather noble
pose.

She took on a “I’m just hanging around the forest with nothing to do but look
pretty” kind of  pose. I suppose in her mind she was going to have a romantic night
under the full moon and stars, eating grass and leaves, with the man of  her dreams (or
something like that).

Diluted with self-reassurance, as guys often are, the male began to saunter closer. I
suppose he was thinking he would meet this other moose and talk about the weather
(or something like that). Anyway, he was starting to get all cocky and confident, unaware
there was a problem: another male moose coming along not thirty feet behind him.

Now the female really struck a pose.
The males began by slowly circling each other, one of  them snorted. They knocked

horns a few times, but not very deliberate. They kicked up a little sod. They had staring
and pooping contests. This kind of  thing went on for 1/2 hour.

By the time they were in the “I can scrape more bark off  this tree with my horns
than you can” contest, it looked as if  they might be actually having fun. The female
though, was getting impatient. At one point she shook her moose stuff  in a provocative
way, but they ignored her. She paced a bit. I suppose she was thinking “There isn’t
much tree left. They should be finished soon. Then I may choose my champion!” (or
something like that). Turns out, we have lots of  trees in the forest. Even Kane got
bored and went to watch TV.

The female moved in a little bit closer but always pretend not to notice. So did the
males. They got busy knocking dead branches off  the newly naked trees with their
antlers. After a while, the female was getting impatient. She got right close and made a
few snorting noises. She even gave them that level-eyed kind of  stare.

This finally got both the males’ attention and everyone stopped. So, there they were,
all three of  them staring at each other. Kind of  a moose awkward moment really. One
girl, two dates. For a few minutes they just stood there until finally the two males
tapped horns, pooped, and wandered off  through the forest in opposite directions.

The female (she must have been confused, humiliated and disappointed), just went
back to eating and fertilizing our lawn. And our bushes. And our perennials.

There are a few theories about what happened there. a) Maybe in the moose world
she was considered homely or b) The two males became good friends and neither
wanted to hurt the other’s feelings by stealing his girl or c) Nobody could get romantic
because they could see we were watching.

As it turns out, it didn’t matter. In the spring she produced a newborn calf  from a
previous romance. Now there are two eating our lawn.

-© Jeff  Cappis 2024 jcappis@telus.net

As we are gifted a New Year, its great time to focus and reflect on all of  the good
things that have happened to us in the last year.  Often times we don’t realize just how
much we have grown, experienced or have done in a matter of  12 months.   Yet
sometimes when we look back on it, the years go by fast and we wonder where time
has gone.  The key is to not live too much in the past or the future.  As our “Now”
time gets lost.  It’s a challenging thing to do as we were really never taught these ways
or perspective.  It has always been future driven thinking or sometimes we get caught
up in memories of  our past whether its wishing something did or didn’t happen.   The
only time we can embrace and enjoy is ‘Now’.   Being in nature allows us to be more in
the present moment.  Hearing the birds, feeling the sunshine in your face, noticing the
bark designs on the tree or veins of  the leaf, or insect crawling on it.   Witnessing the
sunrise and taking a moment to notice the sunset.  That is how you become more in
present time and learn to live in a more fulfilling “Now” time.   When you do more of
that, the mind gets calmer and you learn to slow down.  Appreciate the moment and
living in the moment.

We cannot change the things in our past but you can make peace with the things that
may need that to heal.  When we keep carrying that around then it becomes like a
heavy backpack that we keep carrying through the years which has taken up a lot of
time, and weighs us down. If  we live too much in future and running to that, then we
lose precious time of  what is today and right now.  There is definitely a balance and
some days it isn’t easy but when we are mindful of  this and make the effort to be
Present then like anything else it gets easier.  Being in the moment and truly enjoying
day with gratitude is where the magic is.  It’s like putting on a special pair of  glasses
and seeing things differently than what you are used to.

Waking up each day on earth is a gift!  We get to experience so many things and
interactions in just one day.  Let alone one year.  When you think of  it in that perspective,
each day is truly a blessing.  To add to that, it is also seeing that everything is happening
for you not to you.  It is all a part of  the experience on the journey of  life.

My husband I started a new journey a few years ago and moved from city life of  20
years to country life.  He grew up in the country most of  his youth, but I have always
been a city girl.   We dreamed of  having our own chickens for a long time and space to
have a large garden but mostly to have the space to just be free.  After years of  us
looking at different acreages and going through the motions of  ‘it has this many check
marks on our list but doesn’t have this’.  We soon realized that we need to make it our
own.  It was enough talking about it and start just doing it.

Fast forward to today, we have our own flock of  laying hens, we are bee keepers and
strive to live more self  -sustainable by also living in harmony with nature and the land.
The biggest deterrent is getting used to the fact that you are not going to know
everything.  It’s comfortable to have that for sure but realistically its learn as you go,
learn as you experience it and learn from others.  The real recipe is harnessing our
history by learning from our ancestors and others, the old-fashioned way and add a
dash of  modern thinking with existing knowledge.  There are quite a few cups of
learning as you go.

The biggest deal is not seeing the first step as success or failure.  Especially when
you’re learning or doing something new it needs to be more like:  try this version then
try it again to get to the version of  your success.   The other thing is to stop caring
about what other people think.  You are living your life not others and while its nice to
have support and insight from others sometimes it can be not helpful.  You do you!
Trust in the flow and know that with patience, time and determination, you will get to
where you want to be.  In fact, it will better than you initially thought!  From today and
each day this New year and chapter:  Enjoy today and see each day as a Gift!  Live in
the present time and remember; “The best time to do all of  the things you’ve always
wanted to do, is while you are alive… Right Now!”

 ‘Never get tired of  sunrises, sunsets, calming rain and watching the stars at night.
If  your lucky you’ll get to witness the magical light.  Fill your cup with Gratitude and
sip it slowly.  Slow down to enjoy the journey. Treat yourself  with love, compassion,
understanding and patience.  This beautiful life is meant to be experienced and to
learn.  To be in harmony, love and surrender to the flow.  Not saying it’s all rose
colored glasses, but if  you put the glasses on you will see a world that is magical.  If
you listen close, you will seek to understand.  The wealth is time.  What we have is:
Now.  The gift is in the small, beautiful things.  Enjoy the Journey!

-Resha & Tim at Humble Life Acres www.humblelifeacres.ca Email:
humblelifeacres@gmail.com Connect with us on Instagram & Facebook @humblelifeacres

Humble Life Acres

    by Resha & Tim
Inspired by Nature, Gratitude & Living in the Moment

Country Register Recipe Exchange

*Submitted by Pam Anderson, Kersey, PS

Spicy Snack Mix

Mix in small batches; spread on cookie sheet; bake 1 to 1-1/2 hour at 2000.

Cheetos - large bag
1 box Cheez-It’s
1 lg bag goldfish crackers
1 lb stick pretzels
1 lb waffle pretzels

1/3 cup Hidden Valley Ranch Seasoning
1 cup oil
2 1/2 tsp cayenne pepper
1 tsp dill
1 Tbl blackening steak seasoning

Country Register Recipe Exchange
Fruit Cocktail Cake

Cake Ingredients:
2 cups flour
1 cup sugar
2 tsp baking soda
½ tsp salt
2 eggs
1 large can fruit cocktail including juice

Topping Instructions: Bring to a boil and boil 2
minutes. Remove from the heat and add 1 cup
to 1 1/2 cup coconut and pour over hot cake.

–Submitted by Joy from Pitman NJ

Topping:
1 stick margarine
¾ cup sugar
½ cup canned milk

Cake Instructions: Mix all cake ingredients and pour into a greased pan 13x9. Sprinkle ½
cup brown sugar on top. Bake 325 degree for 40 minutes

Country Register Recipe Exchange

*Submitted by Pam H, Lagrange, IN

3 Ingredient Cookies

Mix together, roll into balls, press with fork and bake at 350 degrees for 10
minutes.

1 cup sugar
1 cup peanut butter

1 egg
1 cup of (just kidding...only 3 ingredients)

From Tammy Page’s Recipe Box

*Submitted by Tammy Page. See her article in this edition.

Chocolate Chip Cream Cheese Bars
My husband Bud's, favorite bar cookies.

Mix:
1 box dry cake mix (any flavor but dark chocolate is our favorite)
1 egg and 1/3 c. oil
Pat into an 9x13 greased pan, reserving 1 cup for third layer
Bake for 10-12 min on 350.
Then Mix:
1 pkg cream cheese, 1/3 cup sugar, 1 egg and 1 cup choc. chips
Pour over baked cake mixture. Then add reserved 1 cup dry cake mixture
Scatter over entire cookie and bake for 18 min. longer.
Let set to cool.
(Can be a lower fat version by using low fat cream cheese and canola oil. )

Free Pattern
For more fun and creative inspiration visit:

www.JacquelynneSteves.com
Free Embroidery Pattern –May not be sold or
used for commercial purposes. Use this pattern
for embroidery, wool applique, punch needle or
rug hooking, painted projects or whatever your
imagination can dream up! Reduce or enlarge
pattern as desired.

Town and Country Cooking
A Potato Mash-up by Janette Hess

Although mashed potatoes are among
the most expected offerings on any
holiday table, their piping hot goodness
is welcome any time of  the year. Keep
the celebration going!

The recipe for Cottage Mashed
Potatoes pairs russets with cottage cheese
to create a creamy, herb-laced take on
traditional mashed potatoes. The dish has
ample, stand-alone flavor, so gravy
absolutely is not necessary. Garlic Mashed
Potatoes also deserve a spot in any potato
rotation. Garlic lovers will flock to this
dish not only because it’s packed with
garlicky flavor, but also because it’s
appealingly flecked with pimiento and
green onion.

Some cooks claim that no holiday feast
is complete without sweet potatoes, so
why not surprise and delight family and
friends with a tropical version? Featuring
the flavors of  coconut and macadamia
nuts, the recipe for Tropical Sweet
Potatoes tastefully blurs the line between
vegetables and desserts. The dish is
worthy of  being served even into January,
when everyone is craving a taste of
warmer clime.

Potato mixture:
2½ pounds sweet potatoes (4 to 5
large sweet potatoes)
2 eggs
¾ cup canned, unsweetened coco-
nut milk
¼ cup butter, melted
1/3 cup brown sugar
Tropical topping:
½ cup chopped macadamia nuts (dry
roasted with salt)
½ cup sweetened, flaked coconut
2 tablespoons brown sugar
2 tablespoons flour
2 tablespoons melted butter

–A trained journalist, Janette Hess focuses
her writing on interesting foods. She enjoys

collecting, testing and sharing recipes.

Tropical Sweet Potatoes

Peel and quarter potatoes. Place in
large cooking pot. Cover with water
and bring to boil. Reduce heat to
medium low; cover and cook until
tender. Drain and mash. In large
bowl, beat eggs and coconut milk.
Add sweet potatoes, butter and
brown sugar; beat until smooth.
Spoon into buttered or sprayed 9- by
13-inch (or similarly sized) baking
dish. Combine topping ingredients
and sprinkle over sweet potatoes.
Bake at 325 degrees for 35 to 40
minutes. Makes 10 to 12 servings.

Garlic Mashed Potatoes
2 pounds russet potatoes
4 cloves garlic
5 cups water
3 chicken bouillon cubes
½ cup light cream (“half-and-half ”)
¼ cup butter, melted
1 2-ounce jar diced pimientos, well
drained
2 to 3 green onions, tops only, thinly
sliced
Salt and freshly ground pepper to taste

Peel and quarter potatoes. Place in
large cooking pot. Peel garlic cloves.
Add to pot along with water and
bouillon cubes. Bring to boil. Reduce
heat to medium low; cover and
simmer until potatoes are fork tender.
Drain and reserve cooking broth.
Mash hot potatoes and garlic. Stir in
cream, melted butter, pimientos,
sliced green onion tops and freshly
ground pepper. If  potatoes seem too
stiff, add 1 or 2 tablespoons reserved
broth. (Discard remaining broth or
save for another use.) Add salt to
taste. Transfer potatoes to serving
dish. Makes 8 servings.

Cottage Potato
2 pounds russet potatoes
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups small-curd cottage cheese
½ cup sour cream
6 tablespoons melted butter, divided
2 tablespoons fresh, diced parsley
2 tablespoons freshly snipped, diced
chives
½ teaspoon garlic salt
½ teaspoon onion powder
½ teaspoon white pepper
½ cup panko bread crumbs
Paprika for garnish

Peel and quarter potatoes. Place in
large cooking pot and cover with
water. Add 1 teaspoon salt. Bring to
boil. Reduce heat to medium low;
cover and simmer until potatoes are
fork tender. Drain. While still very
hot, mash potatoes completely.
Quickly add cottage cheese and
continue mashing until combined.
Add sour cream, 4 tablespoons
melted butter, parsley, chives, garlic
salt, onion powder and white pepper;
stir to combine. Spoon into buttered
or sprayed 9- by 13-inch (or similarly
sized) baking dish. Combine
remaining 2 tablespoons butter with
panko bread crumbs. Spread over
potatoes and sprinkle with paprika.
Bake at 350 degrees for 35 to 40
minutes. Let rest at least 10 minutes
before serving. Makes 10 servings.

-Janette Hess is a trained journalist, who
focuses her writing on interesting people and

interesting foods. She is a Master Food
Volunteer with her local Extension service

and enjoys collecting, testing and sharing
recipes. She hopes that you enjoy!

Life in Skunk Hollow     by Julie A. Druck

We have friends whose college-age son suffered a brain injury over a year ago now.
Henry had to learn how to walk and talk and do the most basic of  human processes all
over again. And though he still has a difficult journey ahead, he’s come a long and
amazing way.

Recently I had the opportunity to observe Henry as he was conversing with someone.
I listened to the painstaking slowness of  his responses. Because of  the injury to his
brain, Henry must literally process each and every word before speaking them. When
a question is asked him, he pauses (I could “see” him processing) and then speaks one
word. Then he processes again and speaks another word - and again and again until a
complete sentence is out. It’s a very deliberate, very time-consuming process for him.

Watching this interaction made me realize how much I take the “simple” process of
talking for granted – open mouth and out fly the words. I got to wondering how much
better off  I would be (and those with whom I’m talking to or about) if  I had to slowly
process each and every word that came out of  my mouth. The idea of  “idle words”
would be non-existent. If  every word cost me the time, energy and effort that they do
Henry, I’m guessing that I wouldn’t be as lazy or flippant as I am with my words.
Would I waste effort on words of  complaint, of  gossip, of  pettiness? If  I had to stop
and really think about every word I was going to form with my mouth, I think I would
pretty quickly realize that much of  what comes out of  my mouth isn’t worth saying.

It’s interesting to me where life lessons show up. I’m grateful not only for eyes to see
such things, but for a brain and mouth that work pretty flawlessly in unison to allow
me to easily communicate. But watching Henry has been a good object lesson for me.
And I want to apply the skill he has learned, because learning to process my thoughts,
my words, and my reactions with greater intention would be a good thing for all involved.
Thanks, Henry

--Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
welcome your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.

Learning to Speak Well

Wit and Wisdom
Is Your New Year’s Resolution Not Working?

If  you have not been able to keep your New Year's Resolution, maybe this book is
for you.

This year, I've decided to get serious about making a New Year's resolution. However,
what can I commit to that is not too painful, wasteful or dangerous? Hmmm...

Perhaps losing a few pounds, or forty, would be a worthy endeavor. On the bright
side, it would give me more energy, grow more memory cells, looser clothing and have
enough breath to get to the mailbox and back.

This may take some dedicated research to find the best possible meal plan for a big
girl like me. After scrolling down through a few sites, I found a book titled: Eat to
Lose Weight. That sounded like a book I could relate to, so I ordered it. That inspired
me so much my stomach started growling. I finished up a half  a bag of  potato chips.

In the midst of  my computer research, my neighbor came over for a visit and brought
a bag of  cream cheese cookies. So, we had a cup of  tea and I shared the bag of  cookies
with her.

My book arrived the next day. So, I relaxed in my recliner, ready to read and get this
resolution under way. Chapter one, started out very discouraging. It listed all the diseases
and consequences of  eating the wrong foods. The most disturbing of  all, was that I
would have to give up "dairy products." There goes my daily afternoon snacks of
cheese and crackers.

Chapter two, advised me to eliminate eating any meat products unless it was a three-
ounce piece of  salmon, squid, scrod or octopus. I started having palpitations.

Chapter three, stated that enjoying sugar of  any kind was totally against the "Dieter's
Bill of  Rights.”

At the end of  this chapter I just knew that starvation was my only option. This was
becoming painful. I immediately had to have one square from a chocolate Hershey
bar.

Chapter four, described the layout of  your dinner plate. It should consist of  2/3
vegetables and 1/3 a chicken nugget. Green vegetables will produce enough protein to
fulfill your minimum daily requirement. So seriously consider eating peas, beans and
broccoli. At this point, I finished eating the rest of  my Hershey bar.

Somehow, my dietary wants don't match up to reality. I don't believe reading the
next ten chapters in my book will slim this body down.

On a serious note, perhaps my new resolution should be exercising at the gym at
least twice a week. I would like to improve my muscle tone and flexibility. If  I can bend
over and touch my toes, I'll celebrate a victory! However, it's too late to look like a 20-
year-old in a 70-year-old body!

Food for thought: "America has more to eat than any country in the world and
more diets to keep us from eating it." and "You never realize what a poor loser you are
until you try dieting."

-Cheryl Potts lives in the snow belt region of  New York State.

by Cheryl Potts

by Barbara Kalkis
Crafter’s Perspective - An Oven Saga

To me, the term “Joy of  Cooking” only refers to Irma S. Rombauer’s 1931 classic
book – not the actual practice of  cooking itself. While I savor everyone else’s cuisine,
the art of  boiling, broiling, and baking always eluded me. One of  my most jarring
experiences was the evening my microwave oven died. The moment occurred just
after I had removed the broccoli (8 minutes on high), scalloped potatoes (15 minutes/
medium-high), and my cup of  tea (1 minute/high). I was ready to pop my signature
turkey meatloaf  in for 15 minutes (medium-high) when the microwave began buzzing
as if  locust hordes had returned after 17 years of  hibernation. The panel blinked a few
times and croaked. I stood, holding the meatloaf, not knowing how to cook it in the
oven. (Yes, despite dozens of  cookbooks and the web.) I browned turkey burgers to a
crisp on the stovetop and dashed out the next morning to replace the microwave. If
nothing else, I do prioritize tasks well.

This is not to say that I only use my oven as a storage cabinet for my cast iron
skillets. It’s just that they fit nicely in there. My first oven lasted almost 30 years. Is that
asking too much? It was ‘old-fashioned’ with no special features, but it made everything
look like something out of  a magazine: pie crusts, turkeys, chickens, lasagnas, casseroles,
cookies – all emerged with an award-winning golden glow. Naturally, they didn’t taste
as good as they looked, but I got 5 stars for first impressions.

When that oven died, I graduated to a convection oven. It worked for 13 years. My
niece claimed that, in terms of  actual use, it was really only 3 years old. (How did we
end up with a generation of  smart-alecks?) Once again, I summoned my strength and
raced to the biggest local appliance store. As I wandered down the aisles evaluating
one wall oven after another, I spied a couple examining a 6-burner (yes, SIX) giant.
Curious, I moved closer to the couple and salesman to hear the conversation. Not
eavesdropping, mind you, simply wondering if  the couple had 10 kids and needed the
burners. It turned out that the couple simply entertains frequently. I realized I am out
of  touch with the world. What happened to company meals of  meat and two sides?
Three, if  they were close friends?

But that was just the first surprise. The latest models feature elaborate command
screens. Simply answer a few questions and go watch a movie; the oven will determine
how to cook the food. New ovens come with Wi-Fi. Why? So, we can text messages to
the oven while we are in another room or stuck in traffic.

With the arrival of  technology bots (i.e., Ro-bots), new ovens will be able to “talk”
to us and obey commands. Is this really necessary? My refrigerator isn’t “smart” but I
have all the ice cubes I want and everything else remains cold and crisp.

Contrast hand-crafted arts to the art of  designing “smart” appliances. As we gaze at
a quilt or a painting, the design, color, shape, textures and even errors speak to us and
inspire us – not just intellectually but emotionally. Hand-crafted art comforts and
refreshes us. We continually see some nuance we missed a moment before.

As for ovens, no matter how much technology they include, or how well you can
communicate with them, if  you say the wrong thing, push the wrong button, enter the
wrong code – or fail to follow directions - you’re going to end up with a meal that’s
mummified. And there’s no going back on that.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

Reader  Shares!

Shared by J. White of Foley, AL who 
shopped at A and E Fabrics

This is a classic medallion style 
quilt with LeMoyne star center, 
sawtooth borders, LeMoyne 
star blocks, and hand appliquéd 
leaves and vines. So fun to watch 
come together. 

Finished Project!
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Englewood, Rotonda West

A cozy atmosphere for you 
to shop, work on your latest 
projects, and socialize with 

other yarn enthusiasts. 

We o� er a wide selection 
of yarns in-store and online. 
Our o� erings also include a 
variety of needles, hooks, 
notions, patterns, baskets   
and bags, gi� s, accessories & more.

We o� er classes and one-on-one 
project help, both in-store

and virtually.

941-460-1958
www.abitoyarn.com

234 North Indiana Ave.
Englewood, FL 34223

 Mon - Fri: 10am – 5pm
Sat: 10am – 2pm

Save 10% in-store 
by showing
us this ad!

Restrictions may
apply, ask for details.

Ask about our
Charity Knitting Groups 

and 
Annual Food Drive

Cedar Valley Crafts
Handmade with Heart

232 N. Indiana Ave.  •   Englewood, FL

• Shop our Cross-Stitch and Embroidery Kits and Floss.
• We carry Sullivans Floss • Professional Quilt Finishing

 • New Pre-Cuts and Patterns in store. 
• Amish Quilts and handmade gifts ready for pickup.

Your local quilt and fabric
shop in beautiful SW FL.

Englewood’s ONLY Quilt & Fabric Shop!

www.cedarvalleycrafts.com
cedarvalleycraftsFL@gmail.com

Tues-Fri: 10 - 6   Sat: 10 - 3   • 941-681-2313

Cedar Valley Crafts

Visit us during 
ALL FLORIDA 
SHOP HOP 

MAR 1-APR 30 

93939 5 N Beneva Road Unit #201 in Sarasota, Fl 3423232 2
In the Sarasota Commons Shopping Center

TT uu ee ss dd aa yy - FF rr ii dd aa yy 11 00 aa mm - 55 pp mm // SS aa tt uu rr dd aa yy 11 00 aa mm - 44 pp mm
S u n d a y & M o n d a y C L O S E D

We carry the top-of-the-line sewing machines. . .
because projects deserve the BEST!

Get your Florida Shop Hop Magazine, Passport, and
Fabric at our participating Sarasota store location!

BUILDING COMMUNITY
We are just as passionate about sewing as you are and want Flash
Sew & Quilt Sarasota to be your new home away from home.

Chicken Scratch Embroidery on
Gingham Fabric     by Judy Sharer

Chicken scratch embroidery is done on gingham fabric, the
checkerboard fabric in bright or pastel solid colors with opposite
squares of  white giving it a checkerboard look. Chicken scratch
embroidery is popular on pillow cases, aprons, pot holders, and
quilts dating back to the 1860s. It made a comeback in the 1930s
and ‘40s and is becoming popular again. There are several patterns for all skill levels
that combine the relaxing crafts of  needle embroidery with sewing and quilting. If
you’re not familiar with chicken scratch designs, a simple Google search will reveal
several patterns or find a book with patterns at your local quilt shop.

The chicken scratch quilt I’m fortunate to own was made by my grandmother on my
father’s side. It wasn’t made specifically for me, but I was the lucky recipient of  the
quilt after Grandma passed. I know Grandma made the quilt, but I don’t know when
or for whom. I encourage everyone to place labels on your quilts with the date made,
who made the quilt, who it was made for, and if  it was for a special occasion like a
wedding, anniversary, or birth of  a child. It may seem like bragging when you create
the label, but it is really preserving history for future generations. The label can be
handmade from 100 percent cotton muslin or purchased. Remember to use a permanent
marker and sew the label on the back of  the quilt.

Growing up, I spent a lot of  time at my grandparent’s house. In fact, I remember my
parents often putting me on the local bus, beginning at the age of  six or seven. I sat
behind the driver and always reminded him where to let me off. My grandparents lived
two towns away, about 25 miles. Grandpa would meet me at the main road. It wasn’t a
regular bus stop, but I was a regular passenger, so the driver made an exception.
Grandma taught me to embroider and was very patient. I still have the first set of
pillowcases I made under her supervision. She was a good teacher and always encouraged
me to try new things.

If  you have a young person in your life, take the time to teach them to enjoy a craft.
Help keep your favorite hobby alive for the next generation. Embroidery, sewing,
knitting, crocheting, quilting, whatever your favorite, consider passing on your
knowledge and skills. Remember your teachers along the way and thank them. I will
always cherish my chicken scratch quilt and the memories of  time spent with my
grandmother learning to embroider.

-© 2024 Judy Sharer is the author of  A Plains Life series published by The Wild Rose Press.
The four-book series is available online wherever books are sold. If  you’re a quilter, you’ll enjoy
Judy’s sweet historical romance series which has a thread of  quilting throughout the family saga

series. Visit Judy’s website for more details. judysharer.com.

Free Pattern

For more fun and creative inspiration visit:

  www.JacquelynneSteves.com
Free Embroidery Pattern – May not be sold or used for commercial purposes. Use this pattern
for embroidery, wool applique, punch needle or rug hooking, painted projects or whatever your
imagination can dream up! Reduce or enlarge pattern as desired.

A South New Jersey Farmer’s Stories
    by Ed Cuneo

The recent opening of  a Dollar
General spurred a question from a
neighbor.

“Just went down to the new store.
Reminds me of  the old general stores in
a way. You have the same opinion?”

I sorta smirked.
“Yes, the diversity of  products is

similar to a general store. but there was
more to a general store than
merchandise,” I answered.

A quizzical look appeared on his face that prompted me to explain.
At one time in our area just about every hamlet had a general merchandise store.

There were three stores within five miles of  where we lived. The merchandise was
limited to those things that a family really needed and couldn’t get anywhere else. Since
most of  the families were farm families there was no need to get food or drink since
that was produced on most farms. Meats and cheeses came from the butcher. Tools
and implements were products of  the blacksmith. So, things such as linens, paper
goods or products used in baking were available for purchase. In my case it was the
odd toy on the shelf  or more importantly the display that held the pocket knives that
drove my interest in accompanying my father to such stores.

It was a natural place for neighbors to meet and converse. Unlike the romanticized
notions on TV or in the media, we did not have folks sitting on a cracker barrel in
front of  a stove every day chewing the fat in local gossip. If  you were looking for that
kind of  action, it took place at the barber shop for the men and at the church for the
women but only on select days of  the week. However, a quick hello how are you or
nice to see you was more common.

The experiences that I heard about or saw in those general stores was something
that could not be duplicated by today’s general stores.

At her store, Mrs. Matarese worked on credit as most did. But during the Depression
it was not embarrassing for a neighbor to knock on her back door of  the store and
receive something to keep the family going. Free of  charge. It was a neighbor helping
a neighbor.

Mrs. Affrunti’s store was well known by us kids because she carried the much coveted
school book covers from legendary Philadelphia radio station WFIL but also the fact
that after hours her son Bruce practiced his archery skills by shooting down the aisles
of  the store. Bruce later went on to represent the United States in archery competitions.

Then there was the Blatherwick store which had Topps baseball card packs for sale
for this young fanatic to buy. The store was located just up the street from the diamond
where we played Little League baseball. There wasn’t a day after practice that we didn’t
walk down to the store for a soda and a pack of  cards which cost 15 cents with a bad
stick of  gum inside which I usually threw away.

By now I think I had made my point with my neighbor.
“Just remember friend, it is more contact than content that makes a good general

store.”

–© 2024. Ed Cuneo is a “Jersey Farm Boy” born and raised and still residing in Southern
New Jersey with his wife, Teresa, daughter Anna and her rescue dog Henry. A retired school

teacher, he owns the last 14 acres of  his grandparents’ farm where he has a market garden
which serves as much as a place of  quiet reflection as it does for its bountiful food supply.

General Stores
I grew up on a dairy farm in Blaine, Washington, where

my mother served afternoon coffee and fresh homemade
zwieback (yeast double buns) on Sunday afternoons. This
German Russian tradition was called faspa. Often friends
dropped in unannounced during that time. Mother would
quickly set out a spread of  sliced cheese, meats, rolls, home-
canned fruit, and sweets to serve them.

My parents’ hospitality made an impression. I enjoyed these spur-of-the-moment
visits with church folks and wanted to follow my mother’s example.

Hospitali-TEA
Years later, when a friend gave me If  Teacups Could Talk by Emilie Barnes, I became

inspired to invite family and friends for a cup of  tea. Since I was also just beginning to
write for publication, I decided to write a column I entitled, “A Cup of  Tea with
Lydia.” When I told my writing mentor about my idea for a tea column, she said,
“That would bore me to tears.”

It hasn’t bored me to tears. Now decades later, I still enjoy going out for tea, serving
tea to others, and writing this tea column. I hope you enjoy the column too.

A friend asked me, “How do you keep coming up with ideas to write about?”
“I just keep serving tea,” I replied. I don’t usually plan a teatime to have a topic for

a column. But often after serving guests, I realize, “This could make a good tea column.”
The tea party inspires the column, not the reverse.

If  teacups could talk, mine would have many stories to tell. Like what happened a
month ago when my granddaughters (13 and 20) planned to stop by. “Would you like
to come for tea?” I asked. They did.

Impromptu Tea
Without much time to prepare, I planned a menu around the food I had on hand. I

made crustless cucumber-and-cream cheese sandwiches, scone blossoms from my
cookbook In the Kitchen with Grandma, and served sweets from my freezer.

Placemats, floral teacups and saucers, and a three-tier plate stand filled with foods
welcomed them to the table. The bottom plate held fresh-baked scones, Norwegian
krumkake, and cookies. On the side, homemade whipped cream, jam, and lemon curd
accompanied the scones. The middle plate held the sandwiches and edible small trees
for a garnish. A slice of  summer sausage was the tree base, thin cucumber slices were
folded back and forth for the tree, with a cheese star on top—all held together with a
toothpick. The smaller top plate contained cupcake liners filled with fresh raspberries
and small chunks of  melon.

They each had their own small pot of  favorite herbal tea—Country Peach Passion—
and the three-tier stand rested on the table between them. What a delightful way to
spend an impromptu visit! Now my teacups have another story to tell.

Spring Teas
Spring is a lovely season to share tea. How about an Easter brunch, a St. Patrick’s

Day par-tea, or a Mother’s Day teatime? Or perhaps you have a birthday or shower to
celebrate. I’ve included an easy three-ingredient recipe to serve. It will add a colorful
sweet and salty crunch to whatever else is on the menu.

I can’t wait until my next tea party! Won’t you join me?

-Lydia E. Harris is a tea enthusiast, grandmother of  five, and the author of  three
grandparenting books: GRAND Moments: Devotions Inspired by Grandkids (2023); In the
Kitchen with Grandma: Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together; and Preparing My Heart for

Grandparenting. All are available online and wherever books are sold.

A Cup of Tea with Lydia
by Lydia E. HarrisSpring into TEA
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Spring into your favorite shop & tell them  
you saw their ad in

The Florida Register

Searsport Rug Hooking
Classes, events and supplies for Rug Hooking,

Applique and Penny Rug work

31 Chailett Road • Suite 2 & 3
Rotonda West, FL • 941-828-1799

Tuesday-Friday 10am–5pm; Open Saturdays in March
Shop our website 24/7!   www.searsportrughooking.com

1000’s of Yards of Wool
100’s of Kits & Fun Projects

Largest Rug Hooking, Applique & 
Punching Supplies in Southern USA!

Largest Supply of Valdani Threads in FL!

Use our equipment, we’ll teach 
you! You ONLY pay  for 

materials.You must pre-register, 
so call now or sign up online!

Choose from: Applique, Rug 
Hooking, Mini Punch,  Oxford Punch, 
Wooly Bowl,  Silver & Wool Pendant, 

or  Wool Twisting for Trees and 
Wreaths. ALL FREE!!

Check website for our Spring 
Workshops! Spots fi ll up FAST.
Sign up for our email to stay
up to day on special events,

classes & more!

Punching Supplies in Southern USA!
Largest Supply of Valdani Threads in FL!

Almost 
5000 sq. ft. of

Wool & Fabric, plus 

Large Classroom!

So Many Classes…  EACH Month!
NO CLASS FEE - CHECK ONLINE CALENDAR FOR DATES!
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Jacksonville, Keystone Heights, Orange Park

Follow us on social media for all the
latest arrivals and updates!

QUILTING FABRIC
GARMENT FABRIC
WIDE BACKINGS
QUILT KITS
WOOL
CROSS STITCH

CLASSES
MACHINES
NOTIONS
QUILTING
MACHINE SERVICE
AND MUCH MORE!

Serving our quilting community from
TWO great locations!

4220 Hood Road
Jacksonville, FL 32257

(904) 374-0532

8358 Point Meadows Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32256

(904) 519-7705
(formerly Paula's Fine Fabrics)

WWW.CINNAMONSQUILTS.COM

CINNAMON'S OFFERS:

Mon-Thu 10am-5pm
Fri-Sat 10am-4pm

Sun 12:30-4pm

Mon-Sat 10am-5pm
CLOSED Sunday

New shop hop comıng to

ALL FLORIDA
SHOP HOP

ALL FLORIDA 
SHOP HOP

MARCH&APRIL2023

Over55Stores,100sof Prizes,FreeGift at Every Store
Visit www.AllFloridaShopHop.com or join our Facebook Group: 

www.facebook.com/groups/allfloridashophop to learn all about it.

The All Florida Shop Hop Magazine will go on 
sale Mid-January at all participating stores.  

It’s your passport to embark on 
the Great Sewing Adventure 

Across Florida! Specialty Coffee Roastery
• 30 Varieties and Blends
• 19 Flavored Coffees
• Over 100 Teas
• Coffee Shop/Espresso Bar
• Wholesale Coffee
• Custom Labels

Mon- Fri: 6:30 am - 3:00 pm
Saturday: 8:00 am - 3:00 pm
Sunday: Closed
322 SE State Rd 100, Suite D
Keystone Heights, FL 32656
352.478.8174
www.FirePower.Coffee

®

Specialty Coffee Roastery

• Coffee Shop/Espresso Bar
• Wholesale Coffee
• Custom Labels

Our Cups Runneth Over!

Labelle, Port Charlotte, Punta Gorda

Store Hours:_____    
M - F 10-5  |  Sat 9-3 

Coming March thru April! 
Get your passport magazine here 
for a chance to win great prizes! 

Fabric  |  Notions  |  Kits  |  Classes  |  Bus Tours

thewhitedaisyquiltshop.com 
Towles Plaza | 2705 Tamiami Trail | Punta Gorda, FL 33950 | 941-347-8189 

Meet Lance, Jed and Arthur, 
resident alpacas at SWFL only 
Private Retreat House. Relax, 
craft at your leisure with your 

closest friends.  

Crafting Space with 12 tables/
Chairs

Full Kitchen / Dining Room

3 bedrooms/3 bath sleeps 12

Swim Spa/Hot Tub
Www.alpacafunretreat.com

Punta Gorda, FL 

Reservations: 

361-739-8875

Email: 
Jerry@alpacafunretreat.com

Certified Massage therapist 
available with advance no-

tice.

Ponds/Canal—birds eye view

Catering available by request 

Lots of amenities 

Owners Becky and Jerry EdwardsLance

PPSS..  NNoo SSppiittttiinngg aalllloowweedd 

• Large selection of sewing accessories, notions, quilting 
and garment fabric. Over 2000 bolts of fabric in stock.

• Certi� ed service center, with experienced technicians 
who work on all makes & models. 

• O� ering extensive guide classes, along with creative 
project classes.  

• Large variety of classes, taught by outstanding education 
specialists, that are designed to be informative, fun and easy! 

• We share tips that will increase your sewing success, along with 
helpful hints and suggestions to spark your creativity!

Fabric by Moda, Hoffman, Benartex, Timeless Treasures,
Andover, Island Batik, South Sea Imports & More

Sewing Notions & Clubs
Classes: Sewing, Quilting, Machines, Specialty, Software, 

Garment Construction and others 
Sewing Machine Repairs by 

Service Appointments 

Th��� y�� f�� �� �n� u� T�� Bes� 
S���n� S�u�i� �� Ch���ot �� C��n��!

Charlotte Sewing Studio is proud to be a 
Singer, Pfaff, BERNINA and Husqvarna Viking 

dealer offering machine sales & service.

1109 Tamiami Trail
Port Charlotte, Florida 33953

941.235.3555 • www.CharlotteSewingStudio.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30am to 5pm & Sat 9:30am to 3pm

Now  
o� ering  Longarm  Quilting 

Services

Back Porch Break 
by Nancy Brummett 

Vintage Volunteers 
 
April is National Volunteer Month so I decided it was a good time to honor 

some volunteers I know. 
Virginia scoots around in her wheelchair from table to table in the assisted  

living facility’s dining room. She volunteered to keep the holders for the sugar 
packets on each table refilled each day, and she takes her volunteer responsibil-
ities seriously. 

Lois comes to my The Hope of Glory class with 
her knitting in a tote. Each week she shows us the 
progress she’s making on the next cozy hat she’s knit-
ting for a baby in the hospital. How grateful new par-
ents must be to receive this handmade gift, and even 
if Lois never gets to see their delighted faces or see 
the hat on a tiny head, she keeps knitting. She also 
regularly reads to fellow  residents with vision prob-
lems, including Joanne. 

Joanne always assumed that she would spend her 
golden years tutoring students and reading to others, 
but macular degeneration derailed her plans. “I asked 

the Lord what He would have me do instead,” she explained to our group, “and 
He told me to pray for the younger generation because they need to be lifted 
up in prayer. So now that’s my volunteer assignment.” 

And my friend Phyllis, 93, has volunteered at a thrift shop that supports com-
munity philanthropies for almost 30 years. 

It’s a privilege to know older adults who still have the heart to volunteer at a 
time in their lives when they could so easily sit back and say, “Been there, done 
that. It’s someone else’s turn to volunteer now.” Rather than be complacent, 
they see a need and rise up to meet it. They say like Isaiah in Isaiah 6:8, “Here 
am I. Send me!” I call them vintage volunteers. 

What motivates these seniors to volunteer when and how they are able? They 
are motivated by the same three things that motivate all volunteers: passion, 
commitment, and hope. Our passions are those things that make us extremely 
happy or extremely angry! They stir in us a desire to make a difference—add 
joy, right a wrong, ease some suffering. Commitment is what keeps us faithful to 
volunteer assignments even when we’re weary, and we keep our commitments 
because of hope—hope that our small contribution will make the world a kinder, 
gentler place. 

If you have elders in your life with time on their hands, help them recall a 
passion that motivated them in the past. If possible, identify some task, however 
small, that they can do to feed that passion. Encourage them to be committed to 
this volunteer effort and instill them with hope that what they do will make a  
difference. Vintage volunteers have so much to offer, and volunteering in any 
way adds purpose to their days.   

Nancy Parker Brummett is an author and freelance writer in Colorado Springs, CO. Follow her on Face-
book, Instagram and Linked In or subscribe to her blog posts at www.nancyparkerbrummett.com.

Now Available!

The Hope of Glory
A Devotional Guide for Older Adults

From Columnist

Nancy Parker Brummett
Order print or eBook from

V O L U M E  T W O

Ann’s Lovin’ You 
by Ann Stewart 

September is a Grand Time 
 

We’ve celebrated Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, and maybe even our birthday. 
But when is Grandparents’ Day? This year it’s on September 10, the first Sunday 
after Labor Day.  

I grew up in the same state with both sets of grandparents, two hours from 
one set and 45 minutes from the other. That closeness meant I spent nearly 
every weekend at one of their farms. As we drove down River Road in Duvall, 
Washington, my little brothers and I would chant, “We’re almost to Grandma’s 
house! We’re almost to Grandma’s house!” Fond memories include swimming in 
the Snoqualmie River, eating green beans from Grandma’s garden, and dipping 
Sinterklaus cookies into hot tea with lots of cream and sugar. At my other grand-
parents’ home, Grandpa told lots of stories, and Grandma served warm brown 
bread, Maple Bars and homemade borscht. I can almost taste the red raspberries 
that ringed her garden where we’d also nibble on fresh peas. We loved ziplining 
from one end of a barn to the other, clam digging at Birch Bay, and riding the 
Ferris Wheel with Grandma. Their heritage of faith, and the blessing of their love 
and prayers linger long.   

My parents continued the memory making with my 
daughters. Though we live on one coast and they live 
on the other, their influence was still life changing with 
less frequent but concentrated reunions. When Chris-
tine was 9 months old, she affectionately dubbed her 
grandpa, “Bumpa.” As she grew older, if she became anxious, I would say, “Call 
Grandpa,” and my retired attorney dad would counsel her from 2500 miles 
away. When my husband and my parenting was too intense or mixed with frus-
tration, the grandparents showed love and grace. They were only a letter, phone 
call, or text message away. 

I also created and adopted the idea of GIFT (Grandparents in Future Train-
ing.) When I’d get to know kind people who were my parents’ age but didn’t 
have grandchildren, I would ask if they would grandparent my two girls. Thus 
Gampa George, Gamma Sharon, and Aunt Rae were born into our lives. These 
additional grandparents gave gentle instruction, babysitting relief, and poured 
prayer and fun into my daughters’ days. They were indeed a GIFT for all of us 
and a profound influence with their wise perspective and love.  

And that love and influence lingers beyond death. When my father was given 
a terminal diagnosis, we flew to Washington to see him one more time. Our 
family gathered around his bed and ate ice cream bars and told stories. My dad’s 
was a life well-lived and well-loved. For those final days, my daughter Christine 
sat next to his bed holding his hand. I’m not sure if it was because my dad, her 
Bumpa, knew she needed it, or if he longed for her touch. But after he passed, 
my daughter made plans for a career in nursing.  

Someday when I’m a grandma, I want to be just like my dad and make  
grandparenting my favorite career. What kind of memories will my grandchildren 
and I make together? I hope one of them is Grandparents Day. Then again, 
though I was in my teens forty years ago when Jimmy Carter declared the first 
Sunday after Labor Day a National Holiday, I’m not sure I ever honored the day. 
Nonetheless, I hope my four grandparents knew how dearly I treasured their love. 

If you have a grandparent who is still living, take a minute to honor them and 
if your children have grandparents, encourage them to honor their grandpar-
ents. We can never underestimate or imagine the influence, perspective, and 
wisdom of grandparents. The impact they can make will last for generations.  

For ideas on grandparenting or gifts for grandparents, I suggest Country 
Register’s “A Cup of Tea with Lydia,” author of three books for grandparents:  

In the Kitchen With Grandma: Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together; Preparing 
My Heart for Grandparenting: For Grandparents at any Stage of the Journey; and 
her upcoming release: Grand Moments: Devotions Inspired by Grandkids. 

 
©2023  Nostalgic memories like these can be found in Ann Marie Stewart’s novel STARS IN THE GRASS

Wear What You Love
by Janet M Bair

Spring is near and with it comes new fashions and new
colors that the fashion industry wants to promote. There
are usually about three colors to choose from: celery,
fuchsia, gunmetal, frost, indigo, plum, or emerald, all with
enticing names to compel you to buy. However, if  you
don’t happen to like any of  those colors, you may be out
of  luck for a season.

One spring my seven-year-old wanted a yellow Easter
dress. We looked in every store in our area but not a single
yellow dress was in sight. (This was before online
shopping). Plenty of  pinks and turquoise but she had her
heart set on yellow.

Even though I was busy working and didn’t know how
I would squeeze in the time to sew, in desperation, we
went to the fabric store. She picked out a cute yellow cotton print and a pattern she
liked. I had done a lot of  sewing in high school and college but had let that part of  my
life slide after our two girls were born. I realized that I liked sewing at night after they
were in bed.

After I made the yellow dress, I decided I ought to make my self  an Easter dress too.
My three-year-old said she wanted a dress “just like Mommy’s.” I was now committed
to making two more dresses (with a deadline). I finished the peach print dresses in
time and felt a great sense of  accomplishment that I hadn’t felt in a long time. That
propelled me back into sewing for the rest of  my life.

Life Lesson Learned: When you can’t find what you want in the stores, you can
always make it. You can choose the colors that look best on you and have fun
experimenting with a new pattern or style or print.  You can wear what you love!

Sometimes it is the little things in life that move us into the life paths we are meant
to take. This spring season as you cut out new patterns or plan gardens, be aware of
the One who declared that He was the ultimate path to follow. “Jesus said to him, I am
the way, the truth, and the life: no man comes to the Father, but by me.” John 14:6

- © Janet M. Bair of  Ansonia, CT. You may contact her at librarybair@hotmail.com

Stories of a Farm Wife
Bear and Hallie

by Tammy Page

With winter mostly over and the
anticipation of  spring on our minds, I
look forward to longer days, being
outdoors, birds chirping and the grass
“greening up”. It seems as I get older
that winter is longer, drearier and the cold
is even colder. The cold January wind
blows through my winter coat and I can
never seem to get my feet warm enough.
It could be that I might have never
thawed from our grandson’s football
games where temps were in the single digits some nights. No matter if  I wore 2 pair of
socks, boots, a long-sleeved tee and a sweatshirt with a coat over that I could never get
warm. And don’t forget the one to two pair of  gloves, hat and sometimes a hooded
sweatshirt. Some nights I even wrapped up in a blanket over all the winter wear. I love
watching them play but Indiana winters are brutal sometimes as we sit on those cold,
metal bleachers.

Finally, with a touch of  spring in the air, March arrives and we can look forward to
longer days and warmer temps. We can shed those layers and replace it with a lightweight
jacket. We can stay outdoors later in the evening and enjoy the sunlight a little bit
longer.  Those days are the times I sit out on my porch swing until the spring chill
forces me back in. At times, I just bear it and wrap up in a fuzzy blanket for just a bit
longer.

Our farm dogs on the other hand love the cold and snowy weather. We have Bear, a
five-year-old Australian Shepherd and to tell the truth he’s as big as a small bear! So,
his name suits him well.  Not only does he get his girth from his dog chow but being
a farm dog, he eats every dead animal he can find plus he loves cow feed. The cattle
feed is full of  oats, minerals and molasses and smells like hot bowl of  delicious sweet
oatmeal. Plus, he’s always getting scraps from our table. Hallie our six-month-old pup
is also an Australian and has the energy of  a jack rabbit. This is her first winter of
experiencing snow and she jumps and runs and rolls in it for hours until she’s tuckered
out and takes a nap in the warm sun. Their coats are full and long so the colder the
better for them. When they come into the house on those cold days, they act like
they’re burning up and beg to go back outdoors.

Now Hallie is a typical six-month-old pup. She’s lovable, soft, and smart but boy is
she full of  mischief. Let’s just say she has lots of  energy and inquisitiveness. She brings
everything to one spot on the side of  the house to show off  her finds. We’ve had pop
bottles, full size limbs that are sometimes bigger than her, rocks and recently a part of
an old drainage pipe in her designated spot. Her favorite, that I ‘ve taken away from
her many times, is my new welcome mat that is supposed to be at the back door. I can
put it back and not a half  hour later she has drug the thing back to her treasure spot.

Farm dogs are much needed because they can protect our livestock from predators
such as coyotes especially now that we have cattle having calves. And, what little boy or
girl or full-grown man (my husband), doesn’t love a companion to take to the barn
with them? Our “Bear” would be my husband’s constant sidekick if  he could. He
jumps into the Ranger as soon as it’s started and rides along to the barn each day. He
rarely misses a chance to go to the barn when my husband goes to feed. And, of
course Hallie our “wiggle butt” is going a mile a minute and runs to the edge of  the
hill and waits for them to return. She’s not so sure about the cattle just yet but is slowly
getting the feel of  what she’s supposed to do which is herd them for us. She’s still a
work in progress with evidence as I sometimes have to chase her around the kitchen
table just to get her into her crate when we leave to go to town. I don’t trust her just yet
to behave while we are gone. Even though they can get smelly at times, I let them in
the house after a good wipe-down where they sit right beside us or even on our feet.
Aussies are very loving and dedicated to their owners and when one of  us is not
feeling well, they do not want to leave our sight.

With spring approaching I imagine Bear and Hallie will shed their winter coats and
extra pounds and find their spot on the Ranger beside my husband as he heads to the
barn to check on our newborn calves.

-© 2024 Tammy Page writes from her family farm in Indiana.

Sap’s Running. Head for the Hills!
by Nancy J. Nash

Every spring (or almost spring) we hop in
the car and head for the hills.  It’s unthinkable
not to.  Pancakes drenched in maple syrup
and slathered with berries or chocolate chips
await my relatives and me at a favorite sugar
house, where the syrup is produced.  The
time-honored tradition of  tapping sugar
maple trees for sap, collecting it in pails, and
boiling it into syrup has been updated to
include lines of  tubing and high-tech
equipment, but the lure of  hot pancakes in
syrup never changes.  The warm, thawing days and freezing nights have combined to
make the sap flow in our part of  Massachusetts, and we are ready to go.  Our journey
is a family ritual that helps us bid winter farewell and welcome spring.

A year has passed since the sap was running enough to send us forth into the hill
country.  We’re not sure of  the route at first.  Wasn’t there a horse farm along the way?
What about the tiny library we just passed?  By the way, how could it possibly hold
more than five books?  The sign by that simple wooden church says it’s 275 years old.
It has a monopoly on picturesque plainness, an affordable form of  beauty that farm
towns seemed to specialize in back then.  I think we’re on the right track.

Finally, there it is – the sugar shack and the tantalizing aroma of  sap boiling into
syrup wafting our way.  Patches of  snow and old dirt ruts add to the charm of  the
small parking lot.

We unexpectedly meet friends who have found their way here.  All of  us head toward
the rustic dining room, which is overlooked by a large evaporator in the throes of
producing a fresh supply of  syrup.  Before letting us enter, a couple teenagers take our
food orders and politely tell us to stand in line. We mingle with locals as well as tourists
from far-away parts of  the world.  Then, as my dad used to say, we “chew the fat”
(gab) with the owner of  the shop, who has been harvesting maple syrup since he was
a teenager.  Now he is a grandfather.

Speaking of  Dad and Grandpa, I remember the time they tapped a row of  sugar
maples and boiled the sap in a large pan in the back yard.  Well, they got to talking, and
the sap boiled too long and burned.  After lamenting the loss, Dad retrieved a small
unspoiled portion for me to taste.  As a young child, I was quite satisfied with that
treat.  The burnt maple sap redeemed itself  by its story being told and evoking laughter
in the telling.  Maybe there was a silver lining to losing that batch of  syrup all those
years ago.  We get to remember how Grandpa and Dad made a sticky situation sweet
by enjoying a joke on themselves.

As the cooks in the kitchen continue their labor, we talk in a cluster, speculating
about this year’s harvest.  What type of  syrup, we wonder, will be served on our
pancakes?  Will it be amber or dark?  Both are flavorful and will do just fine.  Did you
know it takes 40 gallons of  sap to produce a gallon of  maple syrup?  Have you heard
that some old-time farmers could identify which grove of  maples (sugar bush) a supply
of  syrup came from by taste alone?

Now we settle into our places at the long, wooden table.  A container of  pure maple
syrup is set before us, along with plates of  steaming pancakes, some in piles for the
heartier eaters.  I pour maple syrup over mine, sending streams of  liquid gold sliding
along and sinking into its depths.  I take a bite of  pancake.  It goes down easy.

-© 2024 Nancy J. Nash is the author of  Mama’s Books:  An Oregon Trail Story. and Little
Rooster’s Christmas Eve, each available on amazon.com and barnesandnoble.com.  She has a

B.A. in English composition from Mount Holyoke College and an M.F.A. in Writing for
Children from Simmons College.  She can be reached at nancynash341@gmail.com
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Spring Word Scramble 
Unscramble the words. Key is below. 

01.   olobm   to produce or yield flowers 
02.   tuteylbrf   insect with a long thin body and brightly 

colored wings 
03.   faldfoid yellow flower that blooms in the spring and 

that has a center that is shaped like a long 
tube 

04.   ewlosfr a plant cultivated for its blossoms 
05.   slsaoheg  a high overshoe worn especially in snow and 

slush 
06.   sasrg plants that have narrow green leaves and 

that are commonly grown for lawns 
07.   mlba  a young sheep 
08.   edpdul  a very small pool of usually dirty or muddy 

water 
09.   awrnbio  an arc or circle that exhibits in concentric 

bands the colors 
10.   aairtnoc  a waterproof or water-resistant coat 
11.   eosans  one of the four quarters into which the year 

is commonly divided 
12.   wrhseos  a fall of rain of short duration 
13.   pgrisn  between winter and summer 
14.   pusrto  to grow or spring up 
15.   ushnise  the warmth and light given by the sun's rays  
16.   datlpeo  a small creature that becomes an adult frog 

or toad 
17.   bmlrauel  a device used for protection from the rain 

and sun 
18.   mwra somewhat hot: not cool or cold 
19.   atrewhe  the state of the air and atmosphere at a 

particular time and place 
20.   niywd marked by strong wind or by more wind 

than usual 
1. bloom  2. butterfly  3. daffodil  4. flowers  5. galoshes   

6. grass  7. lamb  8. puddle  9. rainbow  10. raincoat  11. season   
12. showers  13. spring  14. sprout  15. sunshine  16. tadpole   

17. umbrella  18. warm  19. weather  20. windy 
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From Lydia’s Recipe File: Spring Pretzel Flowers
Colorful and easy to make.
Ingredients:
Pretzels (square-shaped, called snaps)
White vanilla candy melts
Pastel M&Ms

Directions:
1. Place one candy melt on each pretzel.
2. Heat a few at a time in the microwave to soften, not melt (time varies, but check
every 15 seconds).
3. Remove from the microwave. Place an M&M in the center of  each candy with
the M side down.
4. Add 5 or 6 candies of  another color around the center as petals of  a flower.
5. Chill to harden the candy melt.
Make as many as you need, at least two per person.
Variation: Use round crackers or cookies (e. g. shortbread) as the base. Spread
with ready-made vanilla icing. Add M&Ms.

When a House Becomes a Home
    by Kerri Habben Bosman

A house becomes a home when it gets filled with memories.
Add in a special blanket, and it gets even better.

On the back of  his recliner my husband, Wayne, has a
favorite crocheted blanket. It is a double-bed sized granny
square. My grandmother made it for my parents when they
bought a new sofa in 1989. Later on, we couldn’t possibly
keep everything she’d made as she crocheted nearly every
day for 91 years. Many items were donated to hospitals or
nursing homes over the years. But when Wayne and I sold
my childhood home, this blanket had to stay with us. It is
big, cozy, and wrapping up in it feels like an endless hug.

We frequently have family gatherings at our beach house, and our 3-bedroom home
sleeps around 9 of  us and entertains up to 18. We originally bought it as a second
home especially for this purpose as my stepdaughter, Kira, and her family live four
miles away. Both our homes get filled up with all of  us, including Wayne’s five grown
children, their spouses, and seven grandchildren. Two Aprils ago my now 103 mother-
in-law and family visited from Wisconsin, and the house still carries a special essence
from that time together.

We are overjoyed when the house breathes with a precious cacophony of  laughter
and conversations. I once wanted to own a Bed and Breakfast as I loved feeding
people and fussing about the house. Dreams evolve, and now I ensure beds are ready
and serve made-to-order omelets to family. Along the way we are tucking away memories
that warm us after everyone goes home. Much like my grandmother’s blanket, which is
now Wayne’s. The blanket has served well for 35 years.

We live three blocks from Bogue Sound on the Intracoastal Waterway. When we
take walks there together, often someone will turn the blanket into a cloak. Whoever is
sleeping in the TV room covers up with it at night. My stepdaughter, Sanja, cocoons in
blankets. I made one especially for her, but the older one remains her favorite. Every
grandchild has used it, whether while playing, reading, or sleeping. Particularly the
youngest, six-year-old Quinn, who is on top of  the world when he is sitting in his
Grampa’s recliner and also under his blanket. Bring Quinn mac and cheese on Grampa’s
tray, and he is king of  the castle.

I keep a framed photograph of  my grandmother on my roll top desk. It was taken at
her 90th birthday party in 1997. In it she leans forward in her favorite chair, an enduring
joy emanating from her eyes. It is a happiness mingled with a spark of  mischief, a
timeless vibrancy, and also an undercurrent of  resiliency. A combination of  these
traits served her well through every era of  her long life.

My grandmother passed away in 2006, but when she gazes at me from the recesses
of  my desk, it seems as if  she is right beside me. Sometimes I just smile back at her.
Other times I talk to her for a moment. Not aloud, but in my head. I tell her about
Wayne, who she never met. I share with her about this beautiful family that I treasure.
I tell her how I especially feel her with me when I am with the grandchildren.

I thank her for everything, especially for showing me how to love. In these reflective
moments I think of  Wayne’s blanket and how much comfort it brings to him and our
family. And to me.

The last time Sanja was here she was teasing Quinn that she had the blanket. “I’ve
got the blanket Kerri made,” she said.

“Even better,” I answered. “My grandmother made it.”

-© 2024. Kerri Habben Bosman is a writer in Cape Carteret, NC. Her email is
913jeeves@gmail.com.

Life on My Farm - Breezy Manor
by Donna Jo Copeland farmeress, fiber artist

A Bog Inspired Hooking

Echoes of  the past appear when least expected
and sometimes they walk with us. I have always felt
close to those who came before me, their ways come
easy. The whispers of  my ancestors tickle my ears.
I feel them guide my hands.

Last fall during a sleepless night I heard my cell
phone ding announcing a new message. A fiber
friend in Wales sent 2 photos of  a scrap of  textile
dug out of  a bog. It was dated at about 2000 years.
Raw sheep locks were somehow hooked into a bast
fiber background. One of  the photos was a closeup.
She asked since I was a rug hooker if  I recognized
the method.

It appeared to be hooked and looped with both
ends of  the lock on top. I puzzled over this the
rest of the night.

As I carry some Welsh DNA, it called to me to
figure out how it was made.

I had a large piece of  Hessian cloth...tight weave
burlap...which would become the backing. I
hemmed all 4 edges and had a piece 24x36.

Luckily, I had a few pounds of  raw Romney locks.
I washed up 2 pounds in cold water with Dawn
dish soap, leaving some lanolin in the wool.

Then I began experimenting with techniques. It
took a few tries before I had something like the
photo. To prove to myself  it needed Romney, I
hooked a few Border Leicester locks in. They didn't
have the poof  and substance of  Romney.

I worked on it all winter, pulling the last loop last
week. It is a lovely piece, full of  life. Deciding it
was better as a wall-hanging I sewed a sleeve on
one end, inserted a dowel rod and hung it up. She
is for sale in the Guild Fiber Arts Store in the
Bloomington mall.

Since I raise Romneys, a nice sturdy English breed, I am off  on another adventure. 
I bought the grand champion fleece from my friend and enabler, Penny's 2 year old 
stud ram, Lu'ke (named after the little boy in a John Wayne movie). He is creamy 
white.

Keeping 2 pounds of locks to wash myself, I sent the rest to Jamie at Wooly Knob 
fiber mill to be carded into roving.

On February 1 the adventure begins with a Welsh hooked pillow. Then I will spin 
the roving, dye some. Want to see what all I can make with this fleece. Hope to finish 
by the Greencastle wool show in April. 

I keep telling myself it's nice to have projects and chores to keep me busy, my mind 
active, my world crazy.

The weather this winter has been incredibly unique and basically gray. I am suffering 
from light depravity and an overabundance of  mud. Even had to buy new wellies as 
my old ones gave up. A friend asked why I had 4 pairs of  boots at the door...simple, it 
all depends upon how wet the boots are, how high the water is and how deep the mud.

I fear spring might be a wild ride. But the farmer in me hopes for kind, mild weather, 
lots of flowers. Time for tea and chocolate.

Keep smiling.

--Donna Jo Copeland writes from her farm, Breezy Manor, Mooresville, Indiana where she
tends her flock and creates art from the wool. Being the 14th generation of  farm owner/

operator, Donna Jo brings alive the struggles of  farm life.

Breezy Manor Farm Recipe

*Submitted by Donna Jo Copeland, Farmeress at Breezy Manor Farm.
See her article in this edition for what’s happening on her farm.

Sunshine Salad
Growing up Jello salads were a constant. This is one of my favorites.
1 small box Orange Jello dissolved in 1 cup boiling water.
Stir until well dissolved. Stir in 1/2 cup tap water, 1 small can of  crushed
pineapple, drained, and 1 cup shredded carrots
Chill in the refrigerator at least 4 hours.
Note: This can pass as dessert with a dollop of  Cool Whip on top.
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The Sew ‘N Quilt Co. 
will quickly
become your

Fav� ite St� e!

1585 N. Nova Rd • Holly Hill, FL  32117
Mon-Sat 10-5 • 386-310-7070

SHOP ONLINE  ANYTIME AT www.thesewnquiltco.com
We are less than 4 miles off  I-95 • Quilters’ Bus Tours Welcomed

We’re now a DEALER for
We are

part
of the

All 
Florida
Shop
Hop

March 
& April

We are all about knowing when it comes to sewing!
386-767-3545 • www.sewinggarret.com

sales@sewinggarret.com
949 Beville Road • Daytona Beach, FL 32119

Tues. - Thurs. 9 - 5:30 • Fri. 9 - 5 • Sat. 9 - 2
• 30+ years of serving the Greater 

Daytona Beach Area
• Service on most makes & models
• Fabric, Software & Accessories

Celebrating 

30 Years!
Register for $30 

Gift Card Monthly 

Drawing

thesewinggarret

The Sewing Garret

We are participating in the 
All Florida Shop Hop!

Designed by Kathy Graham

This design has so 
many possibilities! 
Make a wool ap-
pliqued pillow top, 
a table mat or wall 
hanging. Create 
a punchneedle or 
hooked rug piece. 
If you’re a painter, 
create Hippity on 
paper, wood or can-
vas. He’d make a 
cute note card too!
Enlarge this pat-
tern to your desired 
size.  Whatever craft 
you choose, have 
fun! Not for com-
mercial use. Please 
give the artist credit.

Countryberries Designs
Hippity Hoppity

 Re-opening in Mid-March
Order from countryberries.com 24/7 and follow Countryberries on Facebook.

. 

Countryberries LLC

Whimsies and necessaries for your country home and garden
330 North Road  Deerfield, NH 03037

603-463-7615    www.countryberries.com   Like us on Facebook

 

Become Inspired
Decorating, Entertaining and
Living in the Early American Style

by Annice Rockwell

Landscapes Awakening
As winter begins to loosen its grip on the landscape,

there is a notable shift in the air. The cold snaps so
characteristic of  winter are often shorter now and seem
less harsh. Along with this softening of the season
comes a feeling of  hope and a feeling of  change. This
change is noticeable in all of  nature. After enduring
months of  cold, we are especially grateful for days of
unexpected warmth and sunshine. We seem to be drawn
outside more often now to observe the awakenings in
our yards. It is in early spring when our daffodils break
forth to reach for the sun. Our barnyard chickens spend
more time outside pecking and foraging in the abundant
warmth of  spring. Their happiness seems to be
contagious. Our herb gardens that appeared so silent in winter are almost ready to
reveal fresh growth giving us a reason to feel restored too.

Cabin Fever Shopping Events
In the season of  spring, country antiques shops often host “Cabin Fever” events

that bring eager shoppers out to enjoy a refreshing break from the doldrums of  winter.
Vibrant tulips in striking red or pale peach, pink or yellow might be found in country
storefront windows along with antique weathered wheelbarrows, watering cans and
antique barrels suggestive of  the season of  spring. After a day of  shopping in a quaint
shoreline town, our purchases of  country flowers and “fresh-picked” antiques give us
that special lift that inspires. It can be just the boost we needed to go back to our
country homes to do some spring cleaning, rearranging and happy decorating.
Cupboards can be easily adorned with crocks filled with tall, fresh pussy willows gathered
on a recent hike. Our best redware can be filled with our recently purchased tulips to
bring fresh life to our new displays. Woven textiles in striking blue or mustard tones
can provide a wonderful accent to our vignettes and country candles in scents like
“Herbal Lemon Balm, or “Fresh-Cut Lavender,” give our senses a soulful lift as we
start to enjoy the longer daylight hours and other signature blessings of  spring.

Shifting to Spring
With each warmer day we can begin to plan our outdoor tasks and as each one is

completed; we seem to acquire more spring in our step to endeavor to accomplish
even more. This season enjoy the subtle and much-awaited shift to spring. Plan time to
enjoy unique events that inspire us to be creative and enhance our homes and yards.
And as you enjoy the abundance of  wonder that nature always provides, savor the
newfound energy that always seems to accompany Her patient pace.

—Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of  Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

by Barbara Kalkis

Open the Door! That’s What
They are For.

My doctor gets the credit for making me think about
doors. No, it wasn’t for therapy, although I sometimes
wish someone would tell me what to do in certain
situations. Mostly, however, I just wish I had a butler,
the way some kids wish for a pony. But I digress.

It was a busy day at the doctor’s office. The nurse
escorted me to the examination room, apologizing that
Doctor was running a bit late. No problem. Alone time
helps me settle into my surroundings and shake off  a
list of  “what-if ’s”, which is challenging when the
counters are stuffed with bandages, gloves and other
“tools of  the trade”, and the walls are plastered with cautions, warning signs of  diseases
and posters of  body parts you forgot you had. And did not need a reminder of.

Crammed amongst the barrage of  medical information, I was intrigued to see a
huge, handsomely framed poster showing row upon row of  doors. It was so completely
out of  place that I wondered if  it contained some secret hidden message. In any case,
it was a welcome change in the windowless room.

There were no words, no title, just close-up photos of  formal doors in every style
and color that could grace the front of  a house. Windows or no windows. Embellished
decorations or plain. Stern glossy black doors fitted with gleaming brass handles, locks
and kick-panels. Gray doors, suggesting owners who could not commit to a color.
Heavily varnished doors showcasing the wood’s grain.

Interspersing traditional styles were the flashy doors. The owners seemed intent to
match door color to decorations on their porches. Grecian urns held massive red
geraniums that exactly mirrored the door color. Green doors stood between boxwoods
shaped into miniature trees with globes of  tiny leaves. Bright yellow, pink, sky-blue,
and lilac doors indicated cheery souls within who were brave enough to shun tradition
or homeowner association color codes.

As I studied each photograph, I wondered what made this artwork more compelling
than a simple scene. Dedicated to over-thinking things and having nothing to do while
half-dressed, I decided that there is some deeper meaning to a door than a realtor’s
suggestion for “curb appeal.”  Scenes invite us into walk into an environment. Floral
bouquets inspire appreciation of  beauty.

Doors hold many more meanings. They are solid, sturdy, strong. You can count on
a door for privacy. They provide security. They communicate the personality of  their
owners. They are the first indication of  the kind of  people that live behind them.
Think of  welcoming door wreaths at Christmas or circlets of  spring flowers or 4th of
July miniature flags and stars. Doors can keep us out. They also are the gateway to
walk through.

In life, we all encounter many doors, real and abstract. The real doors are easy to
deal with. We knock and hope they are opened. The abstract doors are harder to
define. Those doors might stay closed to a new job or other opportunity. Many more
doors are gateways to a new chapter in our lives – perhaps a move, the vacation of  a
lifetime, a new friend, or special person to share our lives with, a child or grandchild.

Whatever the door represents is up to each of  us to decide. I like to think of  a door
as the entry to some new adventure, a new beginning, a new start, a new chapter, even
a new season in the circle of  a year. We just need to knock, walk through and the
future will be open to us.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

My First Quilt  by Sheila Tinkham

I sewed
And sewed
Stitch by stitch
Each stitch by hand
The first third all wrong
No rhyme nor reason
Then the second third carefully planned
After listening to Richard, my husband
And seeing the first quilts of  Karen, my dear friend
So measured and perpendicular fine
The last third I just had fun
Weaving a kaleidoscope of  color and form
Like my life messy, but strong in faith and love of  family
I see the result
And like my life
I am well pleased
It is like this quilt, well sewn.

--Sheila Tinkham lives in Lincoln, NE. She started quilting when she sprained her ankle and
fell in love with the process of  sewing and the focused peacefulness of  making and designing

quilts. Writing is her passion and she has self-published three poetry books. You can follow her
on Twitter at SheilaTinkham.

Embroidery  by Sheila Tinkham

If  I had my cup of  tea and a scone softly buttered,
I could imagine myself  an English lady
Embroidering
I draw the design on a plain lavender sweatshirt
Or pink t-shirt
Then carefully stitch again and and again
Following the lines
A road map to a different world
A slow and steady cadence to my fingers
In and out
Breathe
Slow but soothing
And my sweet husband Richard
Places jigsaw puzzles one piece at a time
The sweet soft sounds of  embroidery
And the snap of puzzle pieces
Life could not be sweeter
Or more complete.

--Sheila Tinkham lives in Lincoln, NE. She started quilting when she sprained her ankle and
fell in love with the process of  sewing and the focused peacefulness of  making and designing

quilts. Writing is her passion and she has self-published three poetry books. You can follow her
on Twitter at SheilaTinkham.

The good life The good life 
starts when starts when 
you stop you stop 

looking for a looking for a 
better one!better one!

Life in Skunk Hollow     by Julie A. Druck

We have friends whose college-age son suffered a brain injury over a year ago now.
Henry had to learn how to walk and talk and do the most basic of  human processes all
over again. And though he still has a difficult journey ahead, he’s come a long and
amazing way.

Recently I had the opportunity to observe Henry as he was conversing with someone.
I listened to the painstaking slowness of  his responses. Because of  the injury to his
brain, Henry must literally process each and every word before speaking them. When
a question is asked him, he pauses (I could “see” him processing) and then speaks one
word. Then he processes again and speaks another word - and again and again until a
complete sentence is out. It’s a very deliberate, very time-consuming process for him.

Watching this interaction made me realize how much I take the “simple” process of
talking for granted – open mouth and out fly the words. I got to wondering how much
better off  I would be (and those with whom I’m talking to or about) if  I had to slowly
process each and every word that came out of  my mouth. The idea of  “idle words”
would be non-existent. If  every word cost me the time, energy and effort that they do
Henry, I’m guessing that I wouldn’t be as lazy or flippant as I am with my words.
Would I waste effort on words of  complaint, of  gossip, of  pettiness? If  I had to stop
and really think about every word I was going to form with my mouth, I think I would
pretty quickly realize that much of  what comes out of  my mouth isn’t worth saying.

It’s interesting to me where life lessons show up. I’m grateful not only for eyes to see
such things, but for a brain and mouth that work pretty flawlessly in unison to allow
me to easily communicate. But watching Henry has been a good object lesson for me.
And I want to apply the skill he has learned, because learning to process my thoughts,
my words, and my reactions with greater intention would be a good thing for all involved.
Thanks, Henry

--Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
welcome your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.

Learning to Speak Well

Wit and Wisdom
Is Your New Year’s Resolution Not Working?

If  you have not been able to keep your New Year's Resolution, maybe this book is
for you.

This year, I've decided to get serious about making a New Year's resolution. However,
what can I commit to that is not too painful, wasteful or dangerous? Hmmm...

Perhaps losing a few pounds, or forty, would be a worthy endeavor. On the bright
side, it would give me more energy, grow more memory cells, looser clothing and have
enough breath to get to the mailbox and back.

This may take some dedicated research to find the best possible meal plan for a big
girl like me. After scrolling down through a few sites, I found a book titled: Eat to
Lose Weight. That sounded like a book I could relate to, so I ordered it. That inspired
me so much my stomach started growling. I finished up a half  a bag of  potato chips.

In the midst of  my computer research, my neighbor came over for a visit and brought
a bag of  cream cheese cookies. So, we had a cup of  tea and I shared the bag of  cookies
with her.

My book arrived the next day. So, I relaxed in my recliner, ready to read and get this
resolution under way. Chapter one, started out very discouraging. It listed all the diseases
and consequences of  eating the wrong foods. The most disturbing of  all, was that I
would have to give up "dairy products." There goes my daily afternoon snacks of
cheese and crackers.

Chapter two, advised me to eliminate eating any meat products unless it was a three-
ounce piece of  salmon, squid, scrod or octopus. I started having palpitations.

Chapter three, stated that enjoying sugar of  any kind was totally against the "Dieter's
Bill of  Rights.”

At the end of  this chapter I just knew that starvation was my only option. This was
becoming painful. I immediately had to have one square from a chocolate Hershey
bar.

Chapter four, described the layout of  your dinner plate. It should consist of  2/3
vegetables and 1/3 a chicken nugget. Green vegetables will produce enough protein to
fulfill your minimum daily requirement. So seriously consider eating peas, beans and
broccoli. At this point, I finished eating the rest of  my Hershey bar.

Somehow, my dietary wants don't match up to reality. I don't believe reading the
next ten chapters in my book will slim this body down.

On a serious note, perhaps my new resolution should be exercising at the gym at
least twice a week. I would like to improve my muscle tone and flexibility. If  I can bend
over and touch my toes, I'll celebrate a victory! However, it's too late to look like a 20-
year-old in a 70-year-old body!

Food for thought: "America has more to eat than any country in the world and
more diets to keep us from eating it." and "You never realize what a poor loser you are
until you try dieting."

-Cheryl Potts lives in the snow belt region of  New York State.

by Cheryl Potts

by Barbara Kalkis
Crafter’s Perspective - An Oven Saga

To me, the term “Joy of  Cooking” only refers to Irma S. Rombauer’s 1931 classic
book – not the actual practice of  cooking itself. While I savor everyone else’s cuisine,
the art of  boiling, broiling, and baking always eluded me. One of  my most jarring
experiences was the evening my microwave oven died. The moment occurred just
after I had removed the broccoli (8 minutes on high), scalloped potatoes (15 minutes/
medium-high), and my cup of  tea (1 minute/high). I was ready to pop my signature
turkey meatloaf  in for 15 minutes (medium-high) when the microwave began buzzing
as if  locust hordes had returned after 17 years of  hibernation. The panel blinked a few
times and croaked. I stood, holding the meatloaf, not knowing how to cook it in the
oven. (Yes, despite dozens of  cookbooks and the web.) I browned turkey burgers to a
crisp on the stovetop and dashed out the next morning to replace the microwave. If
nothing else, I do prioritize tasks well.

This is not to say that I only use my oven as a storage cabinet for my cast iron
skillets. It’s just that they fit nicely in there. My first oven lasted almost 30 years. Is that
asking too much? It was ‘old-fashioned’ with no special features, but it made everything
look like something out of  a magazine: pie crusts, turkeys, chickens, lasagnas, casseroles,
cookies – all emerged with an award-winning golden glow. Naturally, they didn’t taste
as good as they looked, but I got 5 stars for first impressions.

When that oven died, I graduated to a convection oven. It worked for 13 years. My
niece claimed that, in terms of  actual use, it was really only 3 years old. (How did we
end up with a generation of  smart-alecks?) Once again, I summoned my strength and
raced to the biggest local appliance store. As I wandered down the aisles evaluating
one wall oven after another, I spied a couple examining a 6-burner (yes, SIX) giant.
Curious, I moved closer to the couple and salesman to hear the conversation. Not
eavesdropping, mind you, simply wondering if  the couple had 10 kids and needed the
burners. It turned out that the couple simply entertains frequently. I realized I am out
of  touch with the world. What happened to company meals of  meat and two sides?
Three, if  they were close friends?

But that was just the first surprise. The latest models feature elaborate command
screens. Simply answer a few questions and go watch a movie; the oven will determine
how to cook the food. New ovens come with Wi-Fi. Why? So, we can text messages to
the oven while we are in another room or stuck in traffic.

With the arrival of  technology bots (i.e., Ro-bots), new ovens will be able to “talk”
to us and obey commands. Is this really necessary? My refrigerator isn’t “smart” but I
have all the ice cubes I want and everything else remains cold and crisp.

Contrast hand-crafted arts to the art of  designing “smart” appliances. As we gaze at
a quilt or a painting, the design, color, shape, textures and even errors speak to us and
inspire us – not just intellectually but emotionally. Hand-crafted art comforts and
refreshes us. We continually see some nuance we missed a moment before.

As for ovens, no matter how much technology they include, or how well you can
communicate with them, if  you say the wrong thing, push the wrong button, enter the
wrong code – or fail to follow directions - you’re going to end up with a meal that’s
mummified. And there’s no going back on that.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

Advertise in our  
next issue.
For more information call 1-866-825-9217  
or email ads@theregisterweb.com.
Or visit our website at www.theregisterweb.com.

This space cOuld  
Be YOurs

Win A $25 Gift Certificate 
We give away a $25 Gift Certificate each issue to redeem at a local 

advertiser’s shop!  You can register online at www.theregisterweb.com  
with the link “Register to Win” or complete the form (photocopy is acceptable) 

and mail to: P.O. Box 2419, Cumming, GA 30028.  
Please also include a favorite recipe, quote, tip or a craft project  

you want to share with other readers.
The drawing will be made prior to the next issue. The winner will be mailed 

information on redeeming their certificate and also announced in the next issue.  
Note: We do not place your information on any mailing list.

And the Winner is...And the Winner is...
Our winner from last issue is Cindy Sulaty. Cindy will receive a gift 

certificate to spend at A Quilting Palette in Lady Lake. 
She enjoys this shop because of the “selection and atmosphere.”  

Enjoy spending your gift certificate Cindy!

The Florida Register Gift Certificate Entry Form
ALL ITEMS MUST BE COMPLETED TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE PRIZE DRAWING

Name _______________________________________________________________________
Street __________________________ City __________________State ____ Zip __________
Phone _________________________________ Email ________________________________
My favorite advertiser in this issue is: _______________________________________________
I enjoy visiting this shop because: _________________________________________________
Please tell us about a local business you’d like to see advertising in The Florida Register.
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

11638 US I
Sebastian, FL 32958

777-388-1700 
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 4 • Sat. 9 - 3 

Check our website for updates.

7720 N. Wickham Rd.  Suite 111
Melbourne, FL 32940 

321-622-8602•beth@quiltsandlace.com
Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 10 - 5 

Tues. 10 - 7 •Sat. 10 - 4

www.quiltsandlace.com
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Kimberbell Day Kimberbell Day 
at the Spaat the Spa

DEB DEB 
CANHAMCANHAM

Join us on Quilts and Lace Facebook Live at 
5:30 Mon–Sat for specials & tips.

Visit us during the All Florida Shop Hop Visit us during the All Florida Shop Hop 
throughout March & Aprilthroughout March & April

extra Sun hours Mar 10 and Apr 7 noon-4 (both shops)extra Sun hours Mar 10 and Apr 7 noon-4 (both shops)

New shop hop comıng to

ALL FLORIDA
SHOP HOP

ALL FLORIDA 
SHOP HOP

MARCH&APRIL2023

Over55Stores,100sof Prizes,FreeGift at Every Store
Visit www.AllFloridaShopHop.com or join our Facebook Group: 

www.facebook.com/groups/allfloridashophop to learn all about it.

The All Florida Shop Hop Magazine will go on 
sale Mid-January at all participating stores.  

It’s your passport to embark on 
the Great Sewing Adventure 

Across Florida!
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Help Wanted

Use Patchwork Classifieds to Advertise Your:  
Business For Sale • Craft Show • Quilting Bees • Shop Space Available  • Web Site 

Craft Related Service • Not for shops unless used with a display ad. 2 x 2 space is 
$45 for 2 months of advertising!  Deadline for May-June issue is April 1. 

Mail your ad info & check to:  The Florida Register  •  P O Box 2419 • Cumming, GA 30028

Patchwork classifieds
Are you organizing an arts, 
crafts, quilt or antique show?
Need exhibitors and crafters?

Advertise right here with 
The Florida Register classifieds.
$45 for 2 months of advertising!

Call by April 1st to be in our 
May-June issue 

Call Toll Free 1-866-825-9217
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3890 Shawnee Ave. • West Palm Beach, FL  33409
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Specialty Fabrics
Quilting & Sewing Fabrics

Notions, Patterns & Threads

Shop anytime at
www.thequiltedpeacock.net

Almost 3,000 Bolts of Cotton and Batik fabrics in stock! Northcott, Studio E, In the Beginning,  Almost 3,000 Bolts of Cotton and Batik fabrics in stock! Northcott, Studio E, In the Beginning,  
Michael Miller, P & B Textiles, Riley Blake, Robert Kaufman, Quilting Treasures, Andover Fabrics and more!Michael Miller, P & B Textiles, Riley Blake, Robert Kaufman, Quilting Treasures, Andover Fabrics and more!

Synchrony Financing Available!Synchrony Financing Available!

Authorized Dealer of                                        Sewing Machines!Authorized Dealer of                                        Sewing Machines!
Tues–Fri 10am–4pm •  Sat 10am–3pm • pamsfabricnook@gmail.com

www.PamsFabricNook.com • See our Newsletter on Facebook

2 GREAT LOCATIONS:
9024 S US Hwy 1 • Port St Lucie • 772-800-3019

2462 SE Federal Hwy • Stuart • 772-600-5455

FULL SERVICE QUILT SHOP
561-304-7211•  www.QuiltABit.com 

2914 Jog Road, Greenacres, FL 33467 
(NE corner of 10th Ave & Jog Road in Barclay Square Plaza)

Find us on

HOURS:
Mon –Fri 9am to 5pm
Sat 9am to 4pm
Closed Sunday

VISIT US DURING THE 
ALL FLORIDA SHOP HOP 

MAR 1 THRU APR 30

• Quality Cotton, Beautiful Batiks, Wool, Fat 
Quarters, Kits, Patterns, Books, Notions

• Longarm Quilting Services Available
• “Sew All Day” in Our Large Classroom
• Come in and see our large (110+) collection 

of Wide Back Fabric

New shop hop comıng to

ALL FLORIDA
SHOP HOP

ALL FLORIDA 
SHOP HOP

MARCH&APRIL2023

Over55Stores,100sof Prizes,FreeGift at Every Store
Visit www.AllFloridaShopHop.com or join our Facebook Group: 

www.facebook.com/groups/allfloridashophop to learn all about it.

The All Florida Shop Hop Magazine will go on 
sale Mid-January at all participating stores.  

It’s your passport to embark on 
the Great Sewing Adventure 

Across Florida!

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
 - - - - - TOPS VACUUM & SEWING - - - - -

• Sewing Store Manager
• Sewing Sales Associate

Embroidery Knowledge a Must

 Longarm Knowledge a Plus

• Sewing Repair Technician
• Vacuum Repair Technician

11 Locations in Florida!

TOP WAGES PAID
Relocation Fees!

Call Greg (Owner) - 702.581.9632
gregoryabank@gmail • All Inquiries Confi dential

VACUUM & SEWING

Lanark Village Wandering Star Quilters

Sat., March 16   9-3
Coastal Quilt Show
Celebrating 32 Years   

Chillas Hall, 156 Heffernan, 
Lanark Village, FL

Benefit Raffle of 
17 Coastal Themed Quilts 

Quilter’s Boutique • Raffle Baskets
Info: 406-660-0760 or
sgirtman5@gmail.com

Would your group or guild like to receive 
FREE COPIES of each issue of 

The Florida Register?
Just send an email to 

amy@TheRegisterWeb.com
or call 1-866-825-9217

Let us know how many copies  
(25 minimum)  

and a street shipping address.

Wide Range of Luxurious Yarns and Notions 
for all your knit and crochet projects 

Knitting & Crochet Supplies
Sit ‘n’ Knit, Daily Help Table
In-Person & Virtual Classes

561-746-1005

1432 Cypress Dr. Suite 1 • Jupiter, FL
Shop anytime at www.knitorknotyarns.net

Knitting
Crocheting

Weaving

Quilt
WEEKEND GET-AWAY

CRUISE
 AUG 2-5, 2024

Celebrity Reflection will be our weekend home for quilting, sewing 
and shipboard fun. 
Dept/Return to Ft.Lauderdale - Spouses welcome
Details on our website at www.southfloridaquiltexpo.com
Call our Cruise Agent Aisha 954-817-1566 
or email aisha_dwyer@cruiseplanners.com

Building Harmony by Jeff  Cappis

Moose Calls
This is a piece about passion, lust and heartbreak in a

valentine story of  unrequited love.
The air was still warm, but the leaves were softly

fluttering from the trees. I was on my way out the back
door with my grandson Kane. We were going to get some
firewood for the evening. He’s four and to him, going to
the woodshed is a great adventure. It just so happened
that this time he was right.

Between us and the woodshed was a large moose. She
was gently munching on our lawn. Even though we didn’t
seem to bother her at all, I figured we should go back.

“Maybe we should just wait inside,” I said while shuffling a curious Kane back in
through the door. Luckily, I have a fair size tinted window near the door, so we watched
the moose from inside. She just kept on munching.

Not too much later, I noticed something up the hill was moving. It stepped out of
the trees with its long antlers and proud stance. A male moose. After spying her, he
swaggered down the hill to let her know he was there. But, in a way, kind of  coy so as
not to look too interested. Keeping his distance at first, he struck another rather noble
pose.

She took on a “I’m just hanging around the forest with nothing to do but look
pretty” kind of  pose. I suppose in her mind she was going to have a romantic night
under the full moon and stars, eating grass and leaves, with the man of  her dreams (or
something like that).

Diluted with self-reassurance, as guys often are, the male began to saunter closer. I
suppose he was thinking he would meet this other moose and talk about the weather
(or something like that). Anyway, he was starting to get all cocky and confident, unaware
there was a problem: another male moose coming along not thirty feet behind him.

Now the female really struck a pose.
The males began by slowly circling each other, one of  them snorted. They knocked

horns a few times, but not very deliberate. They kicked up a little sod. They had staring
and pooping contests. This kind of  thing went on for 1/2 hour.

By the time they were in the “I can scrape more bark off  this tree with my horns
than you can” contest, it looked as if  they might be actually having fun. The female
though, was getting impatient. At one point she shook her moose stuff  in a provocative
way, but they ignored her. She paced a bit. I suppose she was thinking “There isn’t
much tree left. They should be finished soon. Then I may choose my champion!” (or
something like that). Turns out, we have lots of  trees in the forest. Even Kane got
bored and went to watch TV.

The female moved in a little bit closer but always pretend not to notice. So did the
males. They got busy knocking dead branches off  the newly naked trees with their
antlers. After a while, the female was getting impatient. She got right close and made a
few snorting noises. She even gave them that level-eyed kind of  stare.

This finally got both the males’ attention and everyone stopped. So, there they were,
all three of  them staring at each other. Kind of  a moose awkward moment really. One
girl, two dates. For a few minutes they just stood there until finally the two males
tapped horns, pooped, and wandered off  through the forest in opposite directions.

The female (she must have been confused, humiliated and disappointed), just went
back to eating and fertilizing our lawn. And our bushes. And our perennials.

There are a few theories about what happened there. a) Maybe in the moose world
she was considered homely or b) The two males became good friends and neither
wanted to hurt the other’s feelings by stealing his girl or c) Nobody could get romantic
because they could see we were watching.

As it turns out, it didn’t matter. In the spring she produced a newborn calf  from a
previous romance. Now there are two eating our lawn.

-© Jeff  Cappis 2024 jcappis@telus.net

As we are gifted a New Year, its great time to focus and reflect on all of  the good
things that have happened to us in the last year.  Often times we don’t realize just how
much we have grown, experienced or have done in a matter of  12 months.   Yet
sometimes when we look back on it, the years go by fast and we wonder where time
has gone.  The key is to not live too much in the past or the future.  As our “Now”
time gets lost.  It’s a challenging thing to do as we were really never taught these ways
or perspective.  It has always been future driven thinking or sometimes we get caught
up in memories of  our past whether its wishing something did or didn’t happen.   The
only time we can embrace and enjoy is ‘Now’.   Being in nature allows us to be more in
the present moment.  Hearing the birds, feeling the sunshine in your face, noticing the
bark designs on the tree or veins of  the leaf, or insect crawling on it.   Witnessing the
sunrise and taking a moment to notice the sunset.  That is how you become more in
present time and learn to live in a more fulfilling “Now” time.   When you do more of
that, the mind gets calmer and you learn to slow down.  Appreciate the moment and
living in the moment.

We cannot change the things in our past but you can make peace with the things that
may need that to heal.  When we keep carrying that around then it becomes like a
heavy backpack that we keep carrying through the years which has taken up a lot of
time, and weighs us down. If  we live too much in future and running to that, then we
lose precious time of  what is today and right now.  There is definitely a balance and
some days it isn’t easy but when we are mindful of  this and make the effort to be
Present then like anything else it gets easier.  Being in the moment and truly enjoying
day with gratitude is where the magic is.  It’s like putting on a special pair of  glasses
and seeing things differently than what you are used to.

Waking up each day on earth is a gift!  We get to experience so many things and
interactions in just one day.  Let alone one year.  When you think of  it in that perspective,
each day is truly a blessing.  To add to that, it is also seeing that everything is happening
for you not to you.  It is all a part of  the experience on the journey of  life.

My husband I started a new journey a few years ago and moved from city life of  20
years to country life.  He grew up in the country most of  his youth, but I have always
been a city girl.   We dreamed of  having our own chickens for a long time and space to
have a large garden but mostly to have the space to just be free.  After years of  us
looking at different acreages and going through the motions of  ‘it has this many check
marks on our list but doesn’t have this’.  We soon realized that we need to make it our
own.  It was enough talking about it and start just doing it.

Fast forward to today, we have our own flock of  laying hens, we are bee keepers and
strive to live more self  -sustainable by also living in harmony with nature and the land.
The biggest deterrent is getting used to the fact that you are not going to know
everything.  It’s comfortable to have that for sure but realistically its learn as you go,
learn as you experience it and learn from others.  The real recipe is harnessing our
history by learning from our ancestors and others, the old-fashioned way and add a
dash of  modern thinking with existing knowledge.  There are quite a few cups of
learning as you go.

The biggest deal is not seeing the first step as success or failure.  Especially when
you’re learning or doing something new it needs to be more like:  try this version then
try it again to get to the version of  your success.   The other thing is to stop caring
about what other people think.  You are living your life not others and while its nice to
have support and insight from others sometimes it can be not helpful.  You do you!
Trust in the flow and know that with patience, time and determination, you will get to
where you want to be.  In fact, it will better than you initially thought!  From today and
each day this New year and chapter:  Enjoy today and see each day as a Gift!  Live in
the present time and remember; “The best time to do all of  the things you’ve always
wanted to do, is while you are alive… Right Now!”

 ‘Never get tired of  sunrises, sunsets, calming rain and watching the stars at night.
If  your lucky you’ll get to witness the magical light.  Fill your cup with Gratitude and
sip it slowly.  Slow down to enjoy the journey. Treat yourself  with love, compassion,
understanding and patience.  This beautiful life is meant to be experienced and to
learn.  To be in harmony, love and surrender to the flow.  Not saying it’s all rose
colored glasses, but if  you put the glasses on you will see a world that is magical.  If
you listen close, you will seek to understand.  The wealth is time.  What we have is:
Now.  The gift is in the small, beautiful things.  Enjoy the Journey!

-Resha & Tim at Humble Life Acres www.humblelifeacres.ca Email:
humblelifeacres@gmail.com Connect with us on Instagram & Facebook @humblelifeacres

Humble Life Acres

    by Resha & Tim
Inspired by Nature, Gratitude & Living in the Moment

March is 
National 

Craft MonthThe Florida Register...
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Come and 
be inspired!

Authorized PFAFF and Janome Dealer/Sewing Center & Service on Site 
with Monthly Specials on our Large Selection of Great Machines!

be inspired!

2945 W. New Haven Ave. • W. Melbourne, FL 32904
Two miles east of I-95 on Hwy 192 (exit 180)

321-768-2060 • www.BOUTIQUE4QUILTERS.comwww.BOUTIQUE4QUILTERS.com • 4quilters@bellsouth.net

Mon–Fri: 9:30am–5pm • Sat: 9:30am–4pm • Sun 12pm–4pm • 24/7 Online

We carry a beautiful and 
ever expanding selection 

of quilting fabrics, notions, 
patterns, books and unique 
gifts for your crafty friends.

We are a full-service 
Quilt Shop with Longarm 

Quilting Services available.

Join us live 
on Facebook

@boutique4quilters 
every Friday 
at 9am at our 
Coff ee Klatch 
for demo’s 
and deals!

Come and 
be inspired!be inspired!

Florida’s Most Creative Quilt Shop 
and the Largest on the East Coast

Janome 
Longarm 
Center

Check out our NEW
Yarn Department 

called Yarn Candy!
We carry brands such as 
Berroco, Knitting Fever 

and Hand Dyed yarn 
exclusive for our store.

Check our website for 
quilting/sewing classes 
for adults and children.

353 East Merritt Island Causeway 
Merritt Island, FL 32952

321-735-4109 • www.BOUTIQUE4QUILTERS.comwww.BOUTIQUE4QUILTERS.com 
4quilters@bellsouth.net

Mon–Fri: 9:30am–5pm 
Sat: 9:30am–4pm • 24/7 Online

2 Locations: Merritt Island details below

Visit 
Our 2nd 

Location!!!


